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FOREWORD
Implementation of Multilateral Environment Agreements is vital in achieving the objectives
perceived for the region that would serve achieving the common goal of poverty alleviation.
Negotiations to these MEAs by various parties and representation from the region as a whole at
the COP sessions henceforth becomes more of a necessity and further becomes part of the
implementation process itself.
The process of appreciating the synergies among the MEAs started some years ago for the region
and the recommendation to the capacity building by improving the negotiating skills for the
MEAs was re-emphasized collectively at a regional workshop for the Asia Pacific region, held in
Colombo during September 2003. It is noteworthy to recognise the immediate follow-up from
the Secretariat and constant attention from UNEP-DEC, achieving this within just two years
following the initial regional workshop.
It is well noted by the region that such capacity building should receive attention with no
reservations. The present exercise considered a simulation exercise relating to the Access to
Benefit Sharing of the Genetic Resources as a case example, to coincide with the COP sessions
that followed immediately after the workshop in October 2005.

The response from the participants at the workshop indicates necessity for attention to such
exercises and thus constant capacity building within the region. Certainly, the participants
expressed the timely conduct of such exercise and I do hope to undertake training workshops and
pre-briefings, especially prior to the COP sessions for various conventions.
Organizing the information under each case and presenting the regional governments is also a
challenging job. I hope that the Secretariat will soon be able to take up such obligations and will
not loose its sight to the continued capacity building for the region.
South Asia Co-operative Environment Programme acknowledges the technical and financial and
logistical support from U1"J"EP/DEC, the FIELD, Foundation for International Law and Development,
and the Ministry of Environment, Sri Lanka, for the conduct of this workshop within two-years
following the recommendation from the region.

Dr. Arvind Boaz
Director General
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

In September 2003, South Asia Co-operative Environment Programme (SACEP) and the United
Nations Environment Programme (UNEP) organized a regional workshop for Asia and the Pacific
on Compliance with and Enforcement of Multilateral Environmental Agreements (MEAs) in
Colombo. About 70 participants from Asia-Pacific region at this regional workshop highlighted the
need to strengthen the capacity of MEA negotiators as one of the priorities in the region.
Responding to this specific request, SACEP organized in 2005 a regional training workshop in
collaboration with the UNEP's Division of Environmental Conventions (DEC), the Ministry of
Environment and Natural Resources, the Government of Sri Lanka, the Foundation for International
Environmental Law and Development (FIELD). The event addressed capacity building under the
framework ofUNEP's Environmental Legislatic'TI, and took place from 5-7 October 2005 in Colombo,
Sri Lanka.
The Sri Lanka workshop was part of a larger UNEP initiative to strengthen compliance with and
enforcement of MEAs. This initiative has included the development of UNEP Guidelines and a
Manual on Compliance with and Enforcement of ME As, and a series of regional capacity building
workshops on compliance and enforcement (SACEP co-sponsored the first one, which was for
Asia and the Pacific region, held in Colombo during September 2003) in order to test and finalize
the UNEP Manual.
Participants at the workshop came from across the South Asia region, from Afghanistan, Bangladesh,
Bhutan, India, Iran, Maldives, Nepal, Pakistan and Sri Lanka. Three participants from each country
were formally represented. Governments were requested to nominate, for participation aspiring
and novice negotiators, governmental staffwho may be called upon to participate in MEA negotiations
(e.g., in the Ministry of Environment, Foreign Affairs, Planning, etc.) and those with previous
negotiating experience who might be trained as trainers to conduct further national level training
workshops.
The primary goals of the workshop addressed the regional recommendations intended to build and
enhance the capacity of MEA negotiators and trainers in South Asia; test a Primer developed by
UNEP and FIELD for MEA Negotiators; and also to further refine the training materials.
Feedback at the conclusion of this workshop was rather positive with the overall rating from the
respondents to the administrative and technical aspects of the workshop as 44% excellent; 33%
very good; 18% average and 5% below average. Regional participants found the workshop has
been very timely and requested further and more intense training workshops of this type.
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1. Background
In September 2003, South Asia Co-operative Environment Programme (SACEP) and the United
Nations Environmental Programme (UNEP) organised a regional workshop for Asia and the Pacific
on Compliance with and Enforcement of Multilateral Environmental Agreements (MEAs) in
Colombo for about 70 participants from Asia-Pacific region. Participants at this regional workshop
highlighted the need to strengthen the capacity of MEA negotiators as one of the priorities in the
regIon.
Responding to this specific request, in 2005, SACEP organised a regional training workshop in
collaboration with UNEP's Division of Environmental Conventions (DEC), the Ministry of
Environment and Natural Resources, the Government of Sri Lanka, the Foundation for International
Environmental Law and Development (FIELD). The event addressed capacity building under the
framework of UNEP's Environmental Legislation, and took place from 5 to 7 October 2005 in
Colombo, Sri Lanka. The goal of the workshop was to build and enhance the capacity of MEAs
negotiators in the South Asia region.
Participants mainly came from the South Asia region, namely from Afghanistan, Bangladesh, Bhutan,
India, Iran, Maldives, Nepal, Pakistan and Sri Lanka. Three participants from each country were
formally sponsored, and additional participants were welcome though their expenses could not be
covered. Eight participants from the Government of Sri Lanka were invited. Governments were
requested to nominate, for participation aspiring and novice negotiators, governmental staff who
may be called upon to participate in MEA negotiations (e.g., in the Ministry of Environment, Foreign
Affairs, Planning, etc.) and those with previous negotiating experience who might be trained as
trainers to conduct further national-level training workshops. Gender balance had been taken into
account in these nominations. There were 24 men and 8 Women participants.
The workshop agenda, course materials and outline were designed by the UNEP's DEC, in
collaboration with FIELD and SACEP.
Moreover, the second Sri Lanka workshop was part of a larger UNEP initiative to strengthen
Compliance with and Enforcement of ME As. This initiative has included the dissemination of the
UNEP Guidelines related to this subject and the review of the Manual on Compliance with and
Enforcement of ME As with a series of regional capacity building workshops on these legal issues
(SACEP co-sponsored the first one, which was for Asia and the Pacific region, held in Colombo
during September 2003). One ~et of pilot projects seeks to build capacity of MEA negotiators in
developing countries and countries with economies in transition. This workshop constituted one of
the South Asia component of a set of pilot projects initiated to ensure better implementation of
ME As at regional and national levels.
The workshop was designed to address both aspiring negotiators and those with previous negotiating
experience. It was expected that workshop participants trained as trainers would be able to conduct
further national-level training workshops using a selection oftraining materials from this workshop.
An analysis of the evaluation from the participants and feed back is included as Annex 6 to this
report. Regional participants found the workshop to have been very timely and requested further
and more intense training workshops of this type. The following sections of this report detail the
event's working sessions and recommendations from the workshop. It is envisaged that there will
be more follow-up activities at national level within the region in order to expand the knowledge
base and negotiation skills of current and future negotiators.
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2. Objectives and Expected deliverables from the \Vorkshop
The primary goals of the workshop address the regional recommendations:
i)

To build capacity of potential 32 MEA negotiators in the South Asia region;

ii) To build capacity of potential trainers in South Asia to deliver such a course at the
national level; and
iii) To develop and refine training materials for MEA negotiators (including a primer developed
by UNEP and FIELD), which addressed:
•

The life cycle of an MEA (pre-negotiation, negotiation, adoption, signature,
ratification, entry into force, accession, Conferences ofthe Parties (COPs), decisions,
reporting, compliance and enforcement mechanisms, etc.

•

What a beginner negotiator can expect to experience in negotiations

•

The basic regional and interest group negotiating blocs most relevant to developing
countries, and in particu lar to the South Asia region (e.g., G-77, Least Developing
Countries, Small Islands Developing States, African Group, and Alliance of Small
Island States (AOSIS))

•
•

Caucuses and their role
Basic negotiating etiquette

•

Basic negotiating language

•

Basic negotiating strategies, and

•

The strategic use of basic negotiating terms

Access and Benefit Sharing (ABS) under the Convention on Biological Diversity was chosen as the
specific case study and MEA for the workshop to highlight, illustrate, and apply the lessons learned
in the primer through negotiating exercises placed in context. A session on synergies among MEAs
related to the CBD was also included, as appropriate to South Asia,

Expected Deliverables:
The Secretariat will keep in constant touch with the workshop participants to observe their
participations at the negotiations. While SACEP Secretariat intends to ensure the capacity building
within the region through further follow-up activities such as repeated training workshop and
specifically prior briefings to the participants at the negotiations, the following outputs were aimed
to be achieved at the workshop:
(i)

(ii)
(iii)

(iv)
(v)
(vi)

2

Pilot test a draft Primer for MEAs Negotiators that FIELD and UNEP developed, and
collected suggestions for revision and strengthening of the guide;
Development and finalization ofregional training materials that will complement the MEA
Negotiators Primer;
Strengthened capacity of at least 25-30 MEA Negotiators in South Asia to participate
effectively in the negotiation of ME As, as well as serving as potential trainers in national
level training courses;
Identification ofat least three or fourcountties that may be interested in subsequent national
level training of MEA negotiators;
Recommendations to improve subsequent training activities with a training evaluation,
and;
Final detailed project substantive and financial reports which will include the workshop
report and lessons learned from the project.
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3. Workshop Proceedings
THE INAUGURAL (5 October 2005)

Hon'ble Mr, A.H.M, Fowzie, the Minister for Environment and Natural Resources, Government of
Sri Lanka, chaired the fonnal inaugural session of the training workshop.
Dr. A. A. Boaz, Director General ofSACEP, welcomed the guests and the participants to the workshop.
He elaborated the long standing involvement of UNEP and SACEP in organizing specific sessions
ofworkshops related to MEAs, including the workshop on MEA compliance that was held in 2003.
Reflecting on the need for such workshops to ensure better participation of delegates to the
multilateral environmental negotiations, he emphasised the relevance of this second workshop and
the painstaking efforts ofUNEP and FIELD to design the current workshop contents and delivery
mechanisms.
Welcoming the participants on behalf ofthe Government of Sri Lanka, Mr. P.M. Leelaratne, Secretary
at the Ministry of Environment and Natural Resources, recalled contributions from the region in
the environmental agenda at national, regional and global levels. Acknowledging the efforts from
UNEP and FIELD, he reiterated the need for such training workshops aimed to help negotiators
sharpen their strategic, technical and persuasive skills. He called on the participants to benefit from
the workshop through better interactions and discussions.
Ms. MJ. Mace of FIELD outlined the complexities involved in negotiating processes at global
level and how national preparatory processes could help in achieving the desired results for national
agencies and Governments.
In her opening remarks, Ms. Elizabeth Mrema, Senior Legal Officer of UNEP in the Division of
Environmental Conventions described various initiatives by UNEP to enhance the capacities of
Governments to effectively participate in the negotiation process of environmental agreements.
She recalled the outcomes of the workshop on compliance that was held for the Asian region in
Colombo in 2003 and welcomed the participants to provide vigilant inputs. Highlighting the need
and rationale for the current workshop, Ms. Mrema outlined the workshop design and the intended
outcomes that UNEP is expecting from the workshop. With the renewed emphasis on local actions
to implement the global environmental agreements. the need for better participatory processes at
national level was highlighted by her.
Finally, in his keynote address, Hon 'ble Mr. Fowzie recalled the contributions of Sri Lanka to the
environmental debates and welcomed the continued support from UNEP and SACEP to these
activities. He identified the need for better preparation and cooperation within the South Asian
region and emphasised that negotiations at global events require not just technical expcl1ise, but
also negotiating skills to achieve better outcomes.
THE WORKSHOP and AN OVERVIEW

Welcoming the participants to the technical sessions, Ms. Mrema outlined elements of the workshop
and discussed the structure of the sessions as well as the simulation exercises. She presented the
intended/expected outputs from the workshop and requested all participants to fully use the
oPPOliunity provided through the workshop.

3
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Ms. M.J. Mace, of FIELD introduced elements of A Simple Guidefor Negotiators afMultilateral
Environmental Agreement (MEAs) prepared by FIELD and UNEP to help negotiators of MEAs.
She outlined the life cycle ofan MEA, including: pre-negotiation, signing and adoption, ratification,
entry into force, implementation, and expansion through decisions and amendments through the
COPs. She also provided general pointers on negotiating etiquette. She welcomed input, comments
and suggestions from workshop participants for improvement of the Guide.
In his presentation that outlined the system, evolution and linkages between environmental
agreements, Mr. Lal Kurukulasuriya, consultant to UNEP, presented the process of implementation
and enforcement of MEAs in general, with an overview of MEAs relevant to South Asia. The
session detailed on the UN system and UNEP in particular, the process of Development of MEAs
at various levels, and activities handled by DEC for capacity building of developing countries or
countries with economies in transition. The session also introduced various conventions under
different systems. The session also discussed key events in an \ilEA, key provisions, kcy issues
(with particular reference to the ASEAK Haze Agreement) and detailed on the role of Conference
of Parties (COPs), Meetings of the Parties (MOPs) and Subsidiary Bodies.

PREPARING FOR NEGOTIATIONS

Ms. M.1. Mace highlighted the importance of an advance preparation for international negotiations.
She walked through a series of steps individual negotiators might take to prepare themselves
substantively prior to attending a partieular negotiating session. She explained that after understanding
where the session sits within the institutional structure of the MEA, it is essential to: review the
meeting agenda to identify key issues of national importance; research the history of these issues;
identify the relevant outcomes of previous negotiations on these issues in the form of decisions,
conclusions or recommendations; and liaise with other relevant national agencies and other national
delegates in advance of the session to clarify national positions. She suggested some considerations
to keep in mind when Governments have to select appropriate delegations to send to negotiations.
She further explained the importance of advance coordination with other like-minded countries
and discussions with countries with opposing concems.
Dr. Balakrishna Pisupati, Head of lUCN Regional Biodiversity Programme in Asia, made a
presentation on preparatory process at national level for participation in MEA negotiations. He
reiterated the role and relevance of MEAs and discussed priorities and key questions related to
environmental governance which are relevant for South Asia. He highlighted the issues for
consideration sllch as cost-benefit analysis, developing national priorities, building institutional
structures, institutional arrangements at various levels and Processes and tools to achieve such
considerations. He also introduced details under the whole process at all stages of negotiations.

IN NEGOTIATIONS

Following-up on previous sessions, Ms. M.1. Mace provided an overview of the negotiating process
from opening plenary, to contact group, drafting group, the bracketing oftext, the deletion ofbrackets
and final agreement. She explained that both proactive and reactive approaches might be taken in
negotiations, and identified ways that national positions could be put forward though oral
interventions and the tabling of draft text. She discussed the purpose and value of negotiating
coalitions, the various roles that individual negotiators might play in a negotiating context, standard
negotiating etiquette for oral interventions, and steps for easy document management. The
presentation concluded with an explanation of the bracketing process, and sample bracketed text.
4
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Continuing the discussion on global MEAs, Mr. Kurukulasuriya presented issues for consideration
for the "Following-up on negotiations of MEAs". The session considered national actions for
becoming a party to an MEA: reporting on outcomes, including briefing to relevant ministries/
agencies the evaluation of financial and human resources for the implementation; identification of
responsibilities for the follow-up; national measures/plans to implement MEAs and COP-MOPs
decisions, including options for clustering the implementation of decisions of various MEAs which
touch upon a similar issue; and consultations among countries between negotiating sessions. The
session further discussed on the national consultations, synergies and inter-linkages to be considered
among the MEAs for collective action.
Discussing the follow-up that is needed for delegates after the MEA meetings, Ms. Mace presented
the details from the Primer and requested comments from the participants for the improvement of
the draft guide provided to them.
Ms. Makiko Yashiro, from the Global Environmental Information Center, United Nations University,
presented effective approaches to follow-up on MEA negotiations highlighting the lessons learnt
from Inter-linkages Case Studies conducted by the GEIC for the Asia Pacific region. She stressed
that environmental problems are complex in nature and often limited resources are available to deal
with such issues. For this reason, it is useful to exploit inter-linkages at the international and national
levels, including synergies between MEAs, in order to reduce duplication of efforts at the national
level in the implementation. She presented the key findings under the National Capacity Self
Assessment (NCSA) studies on effective follow-up to MEA negotiations, highlighting the need for
debriefing, strategic planning, identification of gaps and conflicts among legal frameworks, and
recommendations to enhance implementation. She concluded the session with possible future
directions that could be considered, highlighting key capacity challenges related to negotiations
and management of MEAs, and proposed future activities for the South Asian region to address
these challenges, such as the establishment ofa Regional Network ofCenters of Excellence (CoEs).

THE

SIMVLATIO~

EXERCISE

Ms. Elizabeth Mrema presented the details to the Simulation Exercise, which considered a practical
case on Access and Benefit Sharing (ABS). She explained to the group the aim ofthe exercise and
the negotiation process being proposed under various parties and observers. The participants were
then grouped to represent different parties and observers indicated and instructions t~ the parties
were then introduced. A time table for the exercise was then suggestcd for the negotiation process.
This was followed by a brief technical presentation by Dr. Balakrishna on the issue ofABS where
he traced the history of the debates and current status of discussion of the International Regime on
ABS.
He further volunteered to preside over the negotiating proeess at the request from UNEP's
representative.
The partieipants were then divided into pre-assigned country groups (Annex 1), and given na
tional positions and briefing notes as if they were participating in actual negotiations within
the Convention on Biological Diversity's Working Group on Access and Benefit Sharing
(WGABS). In addition to increase awareness on ABS issues, the exercise sought to develop
understanding on the dynamics and etiquette of multilateral environmental negotiations. The
Working Group met in plenary and contact groups. Between sessions, participants entered into caucuses
and regional groups to coordinate positions. Finally, the group negotiated actual text projected on a
5
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screen, adding and removing brackets until the text was finally agreed upon.
The plenary for the Simulation Exercise was held under the presidency of Dr. Balakrishna Pisupati.
Mr. Jamil Ahmad, from Pakistan, accepted the group's nomination to serve as Chair of the Contact
Group.
'
After negotiations concluded, Ms. Elizabeth Mrema congratulated the group for their earnest
participation in the simulated negotiating exercise, commenting that the dynamic had been quite
representative. Workshop resource persons provided constructive feedback on the group's
performance.
Ms. Mrema requested workshop participants to complete workshop evaluation forms and reiterated
UNEP's commitment to considering further training courses to address capacity building needs in
the region. Participants expressed their interest in further training opportunities, and resource persons
provided information on upcoming capacity building events in the region over the next few months.
The participants thanked the organizers for the efficient and effecti ve conduct of the workshop and
extended their appreciation for discussions throughout the workshop, especially the thorough
reasoning to the queries, with specific examples from Dr. Balakrishna.

4. Workshop Analysis and Recommendations
Ms. Mrema circulated evaluation forms to the participants (Annex 5) and requested a prompt response
so that training workshops could be strengthened in the future.
19 out of 30 questionnaires were returned. The Table below indicates the responses related to the
general evaluation of the workshop, with scores ranging from I (poor) to 5 (excellent). Participants
indicated that it would have been useful to have more time in before the workshop to review materials,
documents and prepare the session, However, on the whole the conduct of the workshop scored a
"very good" note from the participants,

Individual Responses to the Evaluation Form (Annex 5):
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WORKSHOP EVALUATION ANALYSIS
32 PARTICIPANTS. 19 RESPONDENTS
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A general and unanimous feeling from the group was observed to the high quality of the technical
sessions. Feedback at the conclusion of this workshop was extremely positive with the respondents
overall rating to the workshop as 44% excellent; 33% very good; 18% Average and 5% Below
Average indicating necessary attention to the status. Details to this evaluation analysis are included
as Annex 6 to this report. Regional participants found the workshop to have been very timely and
requested further and more intense training workshops of this type.
Following specific suggestions were also noted.
Recommendations:
I. Selection of the participants should include individuals who will be directly involved in
the negotiating process.
2. Continuity on the trainees should be observed.
3. Negotiation simulation exercise materials should be made available much in advance,
prior to the actual training workshop.
4. The workshop should be considered for longer duration, for example five to seven days.
The present schedule and time frame was short and the sessions through the day were
rather long (0900hrs.-1800hrs.).
5. The workshop documents may include more information related to other MEAs additional
case studies, and critical reviews for example, on success and failures of earlier CBD and
UNFCCC negotiations that should be considered in-country preparatory meetings.
6. The technical sessions (simulation exercises) must ensure mandatory participation from
all the participants and get everyone speaking during the sessions.
7. The simulation exercise should also ensure clearer mandate for NOOs, so that they have
ideas on how to interject their ideas.
8. NOOs should be encouraged towards more involvement at the simulation exercises.
9. More frequent country workshops, and sub-regional meetings should be considered. Such
consideration would also ensure continuity in skills.
10. The organisers should consider continuity in participants - to develop human resources.
II. Training workshops should be conducted prior to the COPs events and be targeted to
focus on upcoming issues.
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12. Regional training workshops organised prior to the COPs events will also help in regional
consensus on the issues.
13. The training workshops may address Environment and Trade related issues and specific
areas such as Sustainable Production and Consumption to maintain SD or UNFCCCI
Kyoto Protocol and further focus on inter-linkages.
14. Where possible the regional workshops may be conducted away from the main city to
ensure participation full-time from the local participants.

Suggestions to the follow-up:
The training workshop was conducted as a follow-up to the recommendation from the region which
was voiced at the earlier Regional Workshop on Compliance with and Enforcement ofMultilateral
Environmental Agreements (MEA.'» in Colombo from 14 to 19 September 2003.
It may be considered rather a quick response to have conducted the present workshop just within 2
years, since such general notion could have taken much longer time to conceive the status. On a
unanimous tone the workshop received a very good rating. Participants openly expressed their.
views that the rating to the quality of the technical sessions superseded their expectations. The
workshop strongly recommended SACEP to follow up on future trainings at national and regional
level prior to COPs sessions, which would form a thorough understanding to the participants and
have a clear say at the formal sessions.

While keeping the details ofthe workshop contents in view for further improvement in the following
sessions, below observations are the views and suggestions from the region for an immediate
consideration.
1. Training workshops should be conducted prior to the COPs events; be targeted
focusing on upcoming issues.
2. Regional training workshops organised prior to the COP events will also help in
regional consensus on the issues.
As such SACEP strongly recommends/requests to UNEP that an immediate follow-up to the
programme and training workshops prior for each of the COP sessions be considered at national
and regional level.
As an initial attempt the two countries Sri Lanka and India should be considered for the national
level training workshops, extending such events to be conducted in sequence for the rest of the
region.
SACEP will draft a plan for the conduct of such training workshops for negotiations considering
the schedule of events for the next year and after, prior to each of the COPs. Such workshops will
assist each of the countries of the region in participating more effectively in MEA negotiations.
SACEP's role thus will address better MEA implementation, capacity building and networking
among the countries in a timely manner through partnerships with the Governments, NGOs, CBOs
and others. Each of such events would also prepare and publish a report on the outcome thus
enabling the wider knowledge and awareness to each of the issues.
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SOUTH ASIA WORKSHOP FOR MEA NEGOTIATORS
Colombo, Sri Lanka
5-7 October 2005
DRAFT AGENDA & PROGRAMME
WEDNESDAY 5 th
October 2005
09:00

09:30

09:30 - 10:15
09:30 - 09:35
09:35 - 09:40
09:40
09:45
09:50
10:00 -

09:45
09:50
10:00
10: 15

10:15 - 10:45
10:45

11 :30

TOPIC
Registration of participants
OPENING OF THE WORKSHOP
Lighting of Traditional Oil Lamp
Welcome statement by Mr. P.M. Leelaratne, Secretary, Ministry of
Environment & Natural Resources (MoENR)
Welcome statement by Dr. A. A. Boaz, Director General, SACEP
Welcome statement by Mr. M. J. Mace, FIELD Representative
Welcome statement by Mrs. Elizabeth Mrema, UNEP Representative
Address by Hon. A.H.M. Fowzie, Minister of Environment & Natural Resources
TEA/COFFEE BREAK
ORGANIZATIONAL MATTERS AND OVERVIEW OF RELEVANT
MATERIALS AND GUIDES
Elizabeth Mrema. UNEP
M.J. Mace, Foundation for International Environmental Law and Development
- Objectives and expected outputs of the workshop, and organizational matters
- UNEP/FIELD Primer
- UNEP Guidelines and Manual on Compliance with and Enforcement of MEAs
- Other training materials

11:30

13:00

OVERVIEW OF THE INTERNATIONAL SYSTEM FOR NEGOTIATING MEAs

Lal Kurukulasuriya. UNEP Consultant
This overview will address:
- The UN system;
- MEA life cycle (negotiation, entry into force, implementation), key provisions,
institutional structure;
- MEA texts and subsequent governing bodies' decisions

what is the difference?

Convention implementation and enforcement
- Overview of ME As relevant to South Asia;
- Discussion and identification of negotiating needs by participants
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13:00 - 14:00
14:00

16:00

LUNCH BREAK
SESSION 1: PREPARING FOR NEGOTIATIONS
MJ. Mace, Foundation for International Environmental Law and Development
Balakrishna Pisupati, IUCN Regional Biodiversity Programme
This session will cover the basic steps in preparing for negotiations, including:
- Getting familiar with a particular MEA, its institutional structure, previous decisions, prior
national position if any, etc.;
- Undertaking a costlbenefit analysis of becoming a party to a specific MEA;
- Reading the meeting's background documents
- Identifying key issues (both those that are likely to create controversies and those of
priority for the country);
- Developing the national position on an issue, through coordination and consultation
among relevant ministries and with stakeholders, including Parliament, the private sector,
NGOs, local communities, academia, etc .. ;
- Considering possible synergies with other MEAs or international instruments, contacting
relevant national focal points for these MEAs or instrument;
Additional stakeholder consultations
Selecting the delegation, including identifying lead negotiator; and
- Getting to know the various players/coordinating with countries with similar interests.

16:00 - 16:30

TEA/COFFEE BREAK

16:30 - 18:00

SESSION 2: CONDUCTING NEGOTIATIONS

M.l. Mace, Foundation for International Environmental Law and Development
This session will cover various issues to ensure effective participation in negotiations.
including:
- Attributes of a good negotiator;
Negotiating etiquette and negotiating language;
- Strategies for negotiation;
- Making interventions;
- Identifying negotiating groups, caucuses;
- Making alliances to strengthen negotiating positions; and
- Document management.
DINNER HOSTED BY THE HON. MINISTER, OF ENVIRONMENT & NATURAL
RESOURCES

19:00

THURSDAY 6TII October 2005
9:00

10:30

SESSION 3: FOLLOWING UP ON NEGOTIATIONS

Lal Kurukulasuriya, UNEP Consultant I Balakrishna Pisupati, IUCN Regiotlal Biodiversity
Programme
This session will address activities to follow up on negotiations, including:
- Reporting on outcomes, including briefing relevant ministries/agencies;
Evaluation of financial and human resources for implementation;
- Identification of responsibilities for follow up;
- National measures/plans to implement MEAs and COP/MOP decisions, including options
for clustering implementation of decisions of various MEAs which touch upon a same
issue; and
- Consultations among countries between negotiating sessions
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10:30 - II :00
11 :00

11:30

TEA / COFFEE BREAK
SESSION 4: INTRODUCTION TO SIMULATION EXERCISES

Elizabeth Mrema, UNEP
This Session will prepare the participants for the following sessions, which will involve
simulation exercises by which the participants will put into practice the theory of
negotiations presented during previous sessions.

11 :30 - 13:00

SESSION 5: SIMULATION EXERCISE #1: PREPARING FOR NEGOTIATIONS

Facilitator: Balakrishna Pislipati, JUCN Regional Biodiversio' Programme
Participants will be allocated a country and will be required to develop national positions on
a topic which will be selected according to regional priorities and upcoming meetings of
the COP/MOPs of various MEAs

13:00

14:00

14:00 - 16:00

LUNCH BREAK
SESSION 6: SIMULATION EXERCISE #2: NEGOTIATING

Facilitator: Lal Kurukulasuriya, UNEP Consultant
This session will include:
- Plenary simulation: on the basis of the national positions developed during session 5,
participants will make opening statements.
- Caucus coordination: on the basis of statements made in Plenary, participants will enter
into caucuses to coordinate positions and develop strategies for contact group simulations

16:00- 16:30
16:30

18:00

TEA/COFFEE BREAK
SESSION 7: SIMULATION EXERCISE #3: NEGOTIATING
Facilitator: M.J. Mace. Foundation for International Environmental Law and Development
- Contact group simulations: Participants will enter a contact group format and negotiate
text for consideration by the COP.

FRIDAY 7TH October 2005

9:00 - 10:30

SESSION 8: SIMULATION EXERCISE #4: NEGOTIATING
Facilitator: M.J. Mace. FOllndation for International Environmental Law and Development
- Caucus coordination
- Contact group simulations (cant.)

10:30 --13:00

SESSION 9: SIMULATION EXERCISE #5: NEGOTIATING

Facilitator: Elizabeth Mrema, UNEP
- Plenary simulation: Participants/the COP will adopt decisions

13:00-14:00
14:00

16:00

14:00 - 14:30

LUNCH BREAK
SESSION 10: DISCUSSION ON WAYS TO FOLLOW UP ON OUTCOMES OF
NEGOTIATIONS

Makiko Yashiru. United Nations University
Follow-up on negotiations: Experiences and lessons learned from the Inter-linkages case
studies
Facilitator: Pradyumna Kumar Kotta / AlJ Mace
Participants will discuss plans, strategies to follow up on the outcomes of the negotiations
of the previous days, and identify possible synergies with other MEAs.

16:00

16,}0

16:30·· 18:00

TEA/COFFEE BREAK
FEEDBACK SESSION

Elizabeth Mrema, UNEP
- Debriefing, feedback from participants and identification of further needs Feedback on the
UNEP/FIELD Primer

18:00

18: 30

CLOSING SESSION
- Closing Statement by Secretary Ministry of Environment & Natural Resources ME&NR
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LIST OF PARTICIPANTS
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AFGHANISTAN

Ms. Leeda Oria
Member of Environment Health Protection
Department
National Environmental Protection Agency
Darulaman
Kabul
Afghanistan
Tel (Office): +93 70 20 13 23
Mobile: +93 70 07 81 91
E-mail: dostmamin@yahoo.com.
belinda.bowling@unep.ch

Mr. Faqirullah
Member UN & Inti Conference Department
Ministry of Foreign Affairs
Kabul
Afghanistan
Tel (Office): +9379332124
Tel (Res.): +93 79180225
Mobile: +97 332124
E-mail: safi@yahoo.com

Mr. Samiullah N uristani
Secretary for NEPA
National Environmental Protection Agency
Darulaman
Kabul
Afghanistan
Tel (Office): +937020 13 23
Mobile: +93 79 87 10 07
E-mail: dostmamin@yahoo.com.
belinda.bowling@unep.ch
BANGLADESH
Mr. Faiyaz Murshid Kazi
Assistant Secretary
Ministry of Foreign Affairs
Government of the People's Republic of
Bangladesh
Dhaka
Bangladesh
Tel (Office): +88027110648
Tel (Res.): +88029331407
Mobile: +880 (0) 19 364100
Email: faiyaz2508@hotmail.com
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Ms. Shahnaz Rub
Senior Assistant Secretary
Ministry of Environment & Forests
Government of the People's Republic of
Bangladesh
Room # 1312, Building # 06
Bangladesh Secretariat
Dhaka, 1000
Bangladesh
Tel (Office): +88027166136
Tel (Res.): +880 2 9662141
Mobile: +880 (0) 189-251077
E-mail: admin2@moef.gov.bd.
dsenv@moef.gov.bd,
shahnazrub2000@yahoo.com
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Mr. Mohammad Solaiman Haider
Assistant Director (Technical)
Department of Environment
Ministry of Environment & Forests
Government of the People's Republic of
Bangladesh
E-16 Agargaon
Dhaka-1207
Bangladesh
Tel (Office): +88029111379 Ext 124
Tel (Res): +88029662142
Mobile: +880 (0) 187 116050
Email: haider@doe-bd.org,
haiders@bdmail.net,
haider solaiman_ bd@yahoo.com
BHUTAN
Mr. Ugen Tenzin
Deputy Director !Head Programme Section
Focal Point HRD
National Environment Commission
Thimphu
Bhutan
Tel (office): +975 2 323384
Tel (Res.): +975 2 328637
Mobile: +975 17607928
Email: utenzin@nec.gov.bt

Mr. Shera Lhundup
Senior Legal Officer
Policy & Co-ordination Division
National Environment Commission Secretariat
Thimphu
Bhutan
Tel (Office): +975 2 323384
Tel (Res.): +975 2 328637
Email: shera@nec.gov.bt

INDIA
Mr. Dammu Ravi
Director (UNE)
Ministry of External Affairs
Room No 161-E ,South Block
New Delhi-lIOOll
India
Tel (Office): +91 11 23014040
Tel (Res.): +91 11 23382050
Email: dirune@mea.gov.in

Mr. Sameer Kumar Srivastava
Deputy Secretary
Ministry of Environment & Forest
Government of India
Room No. 603,
Paryavaran Bhawan
e.G.O. Complex
Lodhi Road,
New Delhi - 110003
Tel (Office): +91 11 24362612
Mobile: 09899583214
Email: sameersrivastavaI970@yahoo.co.in
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Dr. P.B. Rastogi
Additional Director
Ministry of Environment & Forest
Government of India
Paryavaran Bhawan
e.G.O. Complex
Lodhi Road
New Delhi 110003
India
Tel (Office): +91 11 2436-7668
Mobile: +91 9871946325
Email: pb.rastogi@nic.in

IRAN
Mr. Mohammad Hashemi
Counsellor
Department for International Economic Affairs
Ministry of Foreign Affairs
Islamic Republic of Iran
Tel (Office): +98 21 3212662
Tel (Res.): +9821 22616895
Mobile: +98 21 9126126077
Fax: +98 21 6704176
Email: hashemi_moh2@yahoo.com

Ms. Pegah Amir Divani

Expert, Public Relations and International
Affairs
Department of Environment
Islamic of Iran
Tel (Office): +98 21 88244551
Tel (Res.): +98 21 44050064
Mobile: +98 9123204460
Email: pegah_am@yahoo.com.
saba 1969@yahoo.com

Ms. Narges Saffar
Expert, Public Relations and International
Affairs
Department of Environment
Islamic of Iran
Tel (Office): +98 2188244551
Mobile: +98932 9270541
Email: parsnarsis@yahoo.com.
sabaI969@yahoo.com

MALDIVES
Mr. Ahmed Hassan Zuhair
Environment Officer
Ministry of Environment Energy & Water
Huravee Building
Male
Maldives
Tel (Office): +960 3324861
Mobile: +960 7878400
Email: hassaanmail@gmail.com
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Ms. Aishath Aileen Niyaz
Assistant Programme Officer
Min of Environment Energy & Water
Huravee Building
Male
Maldives
Tel (Office): +960 3324861
Tel (Res.): +9603324048
Mobile: +960 7866409
Email: aileen.niyaz@environment.gov.mv
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Mr. Abdulla Shibau
Senior Planning Officer
Ministry of Planning & National
Development
Ghazee Building
Ameeru Ahmed Magu
Male, 20-06
Republic of Maldives
Tel (Office): +960 3332731
Tel (Res.): +9603318443
Mobile: +960 7752997
Email: spatial@pJanning.gov.mv
NEPAL
Mr. Durga Prasad Khatiwada
Planning Officer
National Planning Commission Secretariat
Singha Durbar,
Kathmandu
Nepal
Tel (Office): +977 1 422 58 79 142] ] 11 3
Tel (Res.): +977 1 4493732
Mobile: +977 9841256529
Email: durgakhatiwada@yahoo.com.
durgakhatiwada@gmail.com

Mr. Sita Ram Timsina
Under Secretary
Ministry of Environment, Science &
Technology
Singha Durbar,
Kathmandu
Nepal
Tel (Office): +977 1 4222170
Tel (Res.): +977 1 4495272
Mobile: +977 9841 216934
Email: srtimsina@yahoo.com.
srtimsina@gmail.com

PAKISTAN
Mr. Jamil Ahmad
Director United Nations
Ministry of Foreign Affairs
Government of Pakistan
Pakistan
Tel (Office): +92 51 9206149
Mobile: +92 3009368184
Email: dirun2@mfa.gov.pk

Mr. Raja Muhammad Akhtar Iqbal
Section Officer
Ministry of Environment
Government of Pakistan
Islamabad
Pakistan
Tel (Office): +92 51 9205495
Tel (Res.): +92 51 2891819
Mobile: +92 3045156897
Email: akhtaraja@yahoo.com

Mr. Fazal Hakeem
Section Officer
Ministry of Environment
Govcrnment of Pakistan
Islamabad
Pakistan
Tel (Office): +92 51 9205495
Tel (Res.): +92 51 2279302
Email: fazalhakeem2@hotmail.com
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SRI LANKA
Mr. Anura Jayathilake
Director Global Affairs
Ministry of Environment & Natural Resources
Sampathpaya
No. 82, Rajamalwatta Road
Battaramulla
Tel:
+94 11 288 7452
Mobile: +94 11 (0) 714 854259
Email: lasith@slt.lk.eeconga@yahoo.com

Mr. Sarath Fernando
Conservator General of Forests
Forest Department
Sampathpaya
No. 82, Rajamalwatta Road
Battaramulla
Tel: +94112866616
Email: forlib@sltnet.1k

Mr. Gamini Gamage
Director, Biodiversity
Ministry of Environment & Natural Resources
Sampathpaya
No. 82, Rajamalwatta Road
Battaramulla
Tel (Office): +94 11 2887454
Tel (Res.): +94 11 2958653
E mal: gamngamage@yahoo.com

Mr. R. Semasinghe
Director Natural Resources Management
Ministry of Environment & Natural Resources
Sampathpaya
No. 82, Rajamalwatta Road
Battaramulla
Tel (Office): +94 11 2877287
Email: semasinghe@menr.lk

Ms. Padmini Batuwitage
Director 1 Environment
Ministry of Environment & Natural Resources
Sampathpaya
No. 82, Rajamalwatta Road
Battaramulla
Tel (Office): +94 11 2887453
Tel (Res.): +94112851454
Email: pops@sltnet.lk

Ms. Samantha J ayasuriya
Deputy Director
UN, HR & Multilateral Affairs
Ministry of Foreign Affairs
Tel: 0094 11 2389413
Fax: 0094 11 2323228/2446091
Email: samatha@formin.gov.lk.
sjayas@yahoo.com

IUCN -RBP
Dr. Balakrishna Pisupati
Head, IUCN-RBP (Asia)
IUCN Regional Biodiversity Programme, Asia
53, Horton Place
Colombo 7
Sri Lanka
Tel (Office): +9411471 0439
uri: www.biodiversityasia.org
Email: balapisupati@yahoo.com
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Ms. Renata Rubian
JPO, IUCN-RBP (Asia)
IUCN Regional Biodiversity Programme, Asia
53, Horton Place
Colombo 7
Sri Lanka
Tel (Office): +94 11 471 0439
uri: www.biodiversityasia.org
Email: rrr@iucnsl.org
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SACEP

Dr. A. A. Boaz
Director General
South Asia Co-operati ve Environment
Programme
# 10, Anderson Road, Colombo-5, Sri Lanka
Tel +94 II 2589376
Email: draboaz_sacep@eol.lk

Mr. W. K. Rathnadeera
Programme Officer
South Asia Co-operative Environment
Programme
#10, Anderson Road, Colombo-5, Sri Lanka
Tel: +94 II 250 0546
Email: rd_sacep@eol.lk

Mr. Pradyumna Kumar Kotta
Project Coordinator, SENRIC
South Asia Co-operative Environment
Programme
#10, Anderson Road, Colombo-5, Sri Lanka
Tel: +94 11 259 6443
Email: pkkotta@eureka.lk
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RESOURCE PERSONS
Ms. Elizabeth Maruma Mrema
Senior Legal Officer & Chief, MEAs Support & Cooperation Branch
UNEP-Division of Environmental Conventions
P.O. Box 30552, Nairobi, KENYA
Tel: (25420) 624252 I 623252
Fax: (254 20) 623859
Email: Elizabeth.Mrema@unep.org
Ms. Mary Jane Mace
Programme Director
Climate Change & Energy Programme
FIELD, 3 Endsleigh Street
London WCIH ODD, U.K.
Tel (Office): 44 (0) 20 7388-2117 (central)
Tel (Office): 44 (0) 207872-7302 (direct)
Email: mj.mace@field.org.uk
Ms. Makiko Yashiro
Research Associate
Global Environmental Information Centre
United Nations University
5-53-70, Jingumae, Shibuya-ku, Tokyo, 150-8925, Japan
Tel: (+81)3-3499-2811 I (+81)3-5467-1329 (direct)
Fax: (+81 )3-3406-7346
Email: yashiro@hq.unu.edu
URL: http://www.geic.or.jp/ http://www.unu.edu/env/
Dr. Balakrishna Pisupati
Head
IUCN Regional Biodiversity Programme, Asia
53, Horton Place, Colombo 7. Sri Lanka
Tel:
+94 11 4710439
Email: pbk@iucnsl.org
Uri: www.biodiversityasia.org
Mr. Lal Kurukulasuriya
UNEP Special Representative to Sri Lanka on the Asian Tsunami
171l7AParkAvenue, Colombo 5, Sri Lanka
Tel; +94 11 4413182 I +94 11 (0) 773 170 959.(mobile)
email: lalkuru@eureka.lk
Mr. Pradyumna Kumar Kotta
Project Coordinator, SENRIC
SACEP, #10, Anderson Road
Colombo 5, Sri Lanka
Tel (Office): +94 11 2596443
Email: pkkotta@eureka.lk
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RESOURCE PERSONS

Elizabeth Maruma Mrema
Senior Legal Officer, UNEP
A lawyer and career diplomat with LLB (Upper Second Honours); LLM and Postgraduate Diploma
in International Relations and Diplomacy (Sumna Cum Laude). She has worked with the Tanzania
Ministry of Foreign Affairs and International Cooperation as the Legal Advisor for over thirteen
years focusing on various international and national law issues. She was a part-time Lecturer in
Public International Law and Conference Diplomacy courses at the Centre for Foreign Relations
and Diplomacy in Tanzania.
She has worked with the United Nations Environment Programme for over a decade focusing
generally on all environmental law issues, in particular, development of international law both hard
and soft law, as well as provision oftechnical assistance and support to developing countries on the
development and implementation of environmental laws including training programmes on the
field. Until end ofAugust 2005, she was the Task Manager and Coordinator ofa Project on Capacity
Building for the Development of Environmental Laws and Institutions in Africa as well as Acting
Chiefofthe Implementation of Environmental Law Branch in the UNEP-Division ofEnvironmental
Policy Implementation (DEPI) and also responsible for the Programme on Compliance with and
Enforcement ofenvironmental laws including environmental conventions. Currently, she is a Senior
Legal Officer and Chief of the Multilateral Environmental Agreements (MEAs) Support and
Cooperation Branch in the Division of Environmental Conventions (DEC).

MJMace
Foundation for International Environmental Law and Development
joined FIELD's Climate Change and Energy Programme as a Staff Lawyer after working for many
years for the National Government of the Federated States of Micronesia. As an Assistant Attorney
General for the FSM Department of Justice. MJ. represented the FSM at numerous climate change
negotiations, assisted in the formulation of the FSM's National Biodiversity Strategy and Action
Plan, served as a member of the President's Council on Sustainable Development, and participated
in numerous regional and national workshops on international environmental law issues. At FIELD,
MJ. provides legal advice and assistance to the Alliance of Small Island States (AOSIS) in
support of the ongoing development and implementation of the 1992 United Nations Framework
Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) and its Kyoto Protocol. MJ. received her B.A. from
Yale University in 1985, and her J.D. from the University of Chicago in 1988. Before moving to the
Pacific, MJ. specialized in environmental law and international trade in the Washington D.C. law
firm of Skadden, Arps, Slate, Meagher and Flom. M.l is a member of the New York, District of
Columbia, and Federated States of Micronesia Bars.
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Dr. Balakrishna Pisupati is currently the Head ofIUCN Regional Biodiversity Programme, Asia
based in Colombo. The Programme has activities in about 14 countries in Asia with a specific focus
on helping countries in the region implement biodiversity related MEAs in general and the Convention
on Biological Diversity in particular. Dr. Balakrishna holds a Ph.D. in Genetics and has been working
on policy development on conservation and sustainable development for the past decade. He is an
advisor to several governments in the region on conservation policy and is currently an invited
member of CBD's Expert Panel on Technology Transfer and Cooperation and a member of Expert
Group on Capacity Building.
He has published about 18 books and 48 research articles on various conservation and development
issues and is an invited member of New York Academy of Sciences, American Association of
Advancement of Sciences (AAAS) and a Fellow of Linnean Society, London. Currently he is
focusing on issues of trade and biodiversity and mainstreaming biodiversity into the Millennium
Development Goals (MDGs).
Mr. Lal Kurukulasuriya was Senior Advisor and Chief ofUNEP's Environmental Law Programme
at the UNEP Headquarters in Nairobi, Kenya until his retirement in March 2005. In this capacity he
was in charge of UNEP's environmental law activities in the areas of progressive development of
environmental law including support to the negotiation ofmajor environmental conventions, capacity
building and technical assistance to developing countries in the field of environmental law and the
development and dissemination of infonnation and publications on environmental law. Before joining
UNEP in 1990 he was the Legal Adviser to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Sri Lanka and served
as Sri Lanka's Ambassador to Sweden and the other Nordic countries from 1982-1987. He was the
Assistant Secretary General of the Asian African Legal Consultative Committee from 1978-1980.
He has an LLB from the University ofSri Lanka and M.Phil in International Law from the lawaharlal
Nehm University in New Delhi, and has extensive experience in teaching and training in the field
of environmental law and policy.
Mr. Kumkulasuriya is currently the UNEP Special Representative to Sri Lanka on the Asian Tsunami
and the Director General of the Centre for Environmental Research, Training and Infonnation
(CERTI), dedicated to supporting the further development of environmental law and strengthening
the capacity of various governmental and non governmental stakeholders in developing countries,
including judicial officers, lawyers and enforcement officers in this field.
Ms• .Makiko Yashiro
Research Associate, Global Environment Information Centre (GEIC), UNU
Ms. Yashiro is involved in the UNU's Inter-linkages Initiative, particularly, activities in South Asia.
From September 2004 to March 2005, she was assigned to the University ofPeradeniya, Sri Lanka,
to coordinate Inter-linkages project activities in the South Asian region. She has also been involved
in other activities of UNU/GEIC, such as the Innovative Communities project and environmental
leadership training, as well as the UNU's initiative on ISO 14001 as a steering committee member.
Ms. Yashiro holds an M.A. in International Environmental Policy from the Monterey Institute of
International Studies, California, U.S.A.
Mr. Pradyumna Kumar Kotta
Project Coordinator, SENRIC, SACEP
Mr. Kotta is currently the project coordinator for the UNEP assisted project titled South Asia
Environment Natural Resources Infonnation Centre based at SACEP, Colombo. He has been involved
in the coordination and conduct of the MEA related workshop( s) for South Asia. The project SENRIC
facilitates the implementation ofUNEP's strategy to the Early Warning and Assessment activities
for South Asia.
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ANNEX 3

~~;;waRK1~OUP ON ACCESS TO
,';' GENETIC RESOURCES & BENEFIT
,~(, SHARING (ABSWG)

WHO WILL BE INVOLVED IN THE
ABSWG NEGOTIATION?

• AIMS OF THE EXERCISE-It exposes you to:
- the realities of MEA negotiations
- complexities, etiquette and dynamics of
negotiations
- Increase awareness and understanding of ABS
issue
- importance of coahlion groups
- Language and context of negotiating text etc,

• Eight Parties; Australia, Brazil. Germany.
India. Mexico. South Africa, Switzerland
and Tanzania
• Five observers: Unrted States of America,
International Indigenous Forum on
Biodiversity (IIFB). Food and Agriculture
Organization (FAO). International
Organization of Biotechnology Industries
(lOBI). and Greenpeace International (GI)
.:. Chair of the ABSWG.....

OTHER DOCUMENTATiON AVAILABLE
• Annotated Prov,s;cna; Agenda of the ABSWG
(ABSWG i 1IAdd 1)

• Sac',grollnd note en the ASS Issue 1<'thll' the
•

•
•
•

conte~.t

or

CBO " Annex I-Bonn Guidelines on ASS
Note by the CBD Secretariat on Analysis of EXisting National
Regional ar.d International Legal Instruments Relating to
,4.BS
(ASSWG/2)
Proposed draft recDmmendation on Intern I regime on ASS With
Annex I providing for various options for consioerallon
Annex II-CBO decision VII/19 & TOR for ABSWG to negotiate
Non-nape' submitted by India lor conSideration by ABSWG

• Instructions and position papers (in envelopes)
• Delegations shanng your positions explained
• Note also proVides background to deciSions
calling for the dev't of the intern'l regime on ASS
lAd Hoc Open-ended WG on ASS -ABSWG)
• Note also prOVIdes outcome of CBD COP-7
mandating ABSWG to negotiate an intern!
regime on ASS to implement Articles 15 & 81J) of
CBD

• Distribullon of erweiooes With roies or posItion papers for each
delegation
• ~ 14:"1300 hrs 10 rev'llVr content of the envelopes and develop
~ational posdlo~s

with your deiegilticr,

• • 4:00-16 00 or. In Plenary &e$SIOr. for delegates to make
opemng statements on the basiS of nat,onal POSi:IOI1S
• 16:30-1800 & 8'30- 1 0:00 hrs Contact Group Sessions
negotiate recommen<:led lext:o CBD-COP on the nature scope
and pOSSible elements of an international regime on ABS
• 10'30·1300 hrs Plenary seSSion to present outcome JI Contact
Group and adopt decls'cr on t~e nature scopP. and elen'enls
lor an intern'; regiIT'e on ABS :0 be 5Lbmitted to GBD-CCP
• C,lucu$es;coalilion gro~ps Wi:I consult liuc,ng tile Comact
Group and Plenary sessions ,'for~'a!,y or b'eak tlrne~
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HOlt'

Preparing for Negotiations

'\11 'lIi:c\:,~lul n.:gollalpl\
1,'llg bd(Irc Ihe llclual m:!!(\lIaUon, take pl,ICc,
1,'1 I {lUI' lkki!atl,'!l h' b, ,u':ix"luL I Oll 1IIIlllt:d:

fndiridllal Prl!parllliol7'1

"
~HIHh

do 1,ReI rem/v?
.

nIl Uluk'-Slanthnl:! <lfYHtIf .:ounr~-·!'> mh:rc""t~ I1llh ... IS-;W:~ under

~!J \hI.:,
,'\SIa Rt.:t:!lonal I ramm!! \\ mbhop
kIf \H .\ \i!l:!otHlI;'il-S
~. 7 (ktober
(,~'Iom/-in, Sn

1(1,1I, ([",,,II 011 till";': "'lie'"
,\"llcg,)(iatll1;! 1l:~1ll,llIlllld h.: uklllllkd ;1Ilt! 1l1"hdl"d \\.:11
III ad,an,;.:, "'Ilcgllllatll'" 11m, ,Unkucnillml' h,IXCi:I'illc
liulllliar \I ilh Ih.: iI!-'Clllla, and ,uflk!en! tUlle 10 hl~hh;!hl and
hrld Il11jl,.rtant b,lh:, 1(lf !l(l\ ,lI1lllc'llt pi\lii:~ -mak.:r"

::00:

Lanka

FielD
...
~rl_"«~

-~

HOH" do !Iearn

/lIOn!

a/uJltllhe AfEA?

Op~n

thc tvl!:" 's I\chsitc and In(lk Itll' a summar~ (II'
thc t\1I',;\'s objcctiq;; and Ibt orl1artk,
Sunpk l,UlJ(, ,\nne'''', Ibt "blebsll" ill u" ~I;o~k
Lup}.. nn the \lebsi!..: lil!' Lhc {'oll\elHiull tcxt. ,kim
LIK' 'lhlig•.nion, sectlulls
Cllcck Larth \q'.!ltiatinns Bulletin oillinc
~,c III:".B IHI' a ~Ull1mafl

'.If Ill\: JL'L'hl(Jlh laken alille

I;N CCll'(\\\\IIII"tnnp', L\Bab"plllll(b
IJltf\'Ju,I'\r~ 01 ,'f\ltll' "fmall\ \lLh

Locall' ,\gc'llda~ for cal'll ~\.·s~i( '11
111l'hh!!hl 'l:c-mtkallll;'II,' h·r "'(If ,Illlntf\
d(1(.'ul11l'nt~

~c~si(l11

Ih,ll II jll he l'oll~jd"rl'J at upcoming
!In t,ml l'miun II l'lhit.:

all ,h:llllh:nt, rc'lakd hI a~,'n,la 1t,'Ill' ,It' mll.'Il',1
R,ad ali ,Hali iL'\I.' lilal n",IIl< 1 Ix ,I,h al1,,':

I{,';I,I

11\ ,I(I "lIlll,,! I",ak lI.l(lIl11,n(>, l','nta.:llh, '>cdd,lfI~n
Jild ...

,'1.:" ~t"~I'tall ..\.·

\\ 11.11 ,Il' lh~,.: ,I. ',!IIlKIlI' InJI.:at, :111"111
~ "1l1c'lllhlll
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Ilhl.:.:III\.',';

pr,'~I'"

\\hal arc the l'XIK'\:k'ti outl'lll1leS li)1' : our ,es:-.ion'!
l '.. n.:iu,lilIlS'· 1{,;,,)mmCndalll'IlS" D;.'(I'h1ns'.'

1\1\'

h'\' ani

there draft tl.'xts that

II ill

necd til hc adl al1.... l'lJ'.'

l.o,a!L' and rcad lil".: drall h:\b
.\1'" therc Jgr~ed Rulcs (If Pl'llt'cdurc'!
111m af, uecl,i,'n, taken'.' 11\ ,00bClblh, 2'3 mal'\flll,
,\A IlMh'fll\, e l . : , '
, ,

thcre l'\islinc e\lillitiollS in thl.' IlcQotiatinu
pn1c'c,<.' I rSll, I~hich coalitions is .lULU' countr) in'.'
Will I(lm I'IKllitinn mcci in aUI an~c of the
ncglltiating scssion hI t,llk ~lratcgy'!

.\I'C

Rcad the last ,e"jon", l'ol1l'lu,iuns'ckrishlil';
I'ind meeting agenda ,\I; \11.\ \Ictl,ill" prckr,lpl~,
an annot.llcd I l'r,i(ln

Find

/Uier rel'ielring Ihe Agenda:
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;.1\..' . . 1h ':1"

:,\

,:"1,,

\\.11" ,t1\:'·L.:',.'d Ilh..· id,I·- . .'

1',L.1!'L' -\...""kl)

Lh..':'\..' Ir:,~ j,,'I\ljt~.• ;\,LI;:'I( I!"I"II ~;llL !>f' k-:
.~"lI,<"·li ..\

\\

~I,-'!L"l;\ 'I',.' dih:,JL ,-',qlli,I\\:, ,j~!i

. I\.'\,:!',

did \\11\
\\ '1 J ;""U"> tlH! \,'U!

!,.'p

;,,-,:!·:~th>

I!:I I l\\
d 11..: .:.
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,11(
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\;;j

:rlli
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II",

\\ ,]kli ;'llkl

,·,k..: ,:,",',' ;1; 1\11",'111",11,

",11\,'

\1

h"h

Prclilllil1w:r (llIl'\liu!lS to ask'
Aill,1 OI'lll'!"' ),I;!ltun ~H\' : ,hi !"t1ill~ tll :illl'nd','
'i" \iL-.:IIfl:C ,'Ilile: "lIh,,,I:dtl ll"d:l",'
\Idllll<.' I 1'\ Ir,,;llll,nl 1',dluu,'1l ( "illilllllcT'
I,\pl'!l \\,·;1,1\('1"
\\ herl: lillI:, lill' 'I:,,~i,\n Iii II ilhilllh-: \IIY"
\\ lut
(I

il':.li:uliPlldl
h,: ..:,' I,

,:rtIl'llll'\:,'

1111UI, ( Ii-' ilh:l'h ,;ldl Il';IL 'ill

•illnJlIl't,1l1 t. l
h\.,!,lr..., ( (ll'l

I hIlI

I/, lll~~h l'\

<1[\' tkl'j,j"i1'

en

II:ld

1\\,. \"ah~

"11'1 1,\

m~l'l

,,1\'1 1\ I1k\:I.,

l;,k.:n.'

( \ j;n",...;n~tI:"t'.l 2',~ lmquril~'.' ,~

.f

m;~l" tnt~ '1 I), lubk III tt} \ Itit", <.

Jm/illll ir !!lUi Sln/CIUFe
.\ii\:Ltrc

1'1

hlil'l,l\ ,[lie! ~h;lb

1,,11111:.11 ',1eHlE1, till'i.,minl\.,

Itknill' I k:kl,I! 11I:I,:">1I,,,n
"Llhlll!t il,lilll';,

It1Il1.k'"

llllld[l1c:

Itllp.t1..'t, lLl\("! :1f1 "11~l'ml"nl'>

'-',

I, ,:rilk:t:: ul,,\ iml"lrta11l1U train
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Bri£ding Papers
Prior to Ill'!!,ltiatinns, nn

"~n!licant I>,UC"

Oral Statements

cnnt<lilllng:

"Ienllr}

,\genda itcm nam~ and numhl:r IlJr ~C) ",Ul'S
Ikb:Ull \11" \ artlcl.:s mId proll>l(ln,
Iklc\ant d,'cUlncnts I"r d,scu~sl<lI1l1nd~r that U2cnda Item, \Iith
document Ilumhers
.'
Rdc\[lIlt prclioll, dcci'1!1I1~, wndllsinns or rcc,)OlnlCndations on
thc biSUC. c'p, tftJm imm.:dmtd) prc.:cdmg ,\.'SSion
Nall,)llal goal,; ,111 tillS issue. jf klln,\ 11
!'O,llill!b oj <Jther I'arllcs (Jr IIltcr.:st group... If knOll n
('OlllcIllIOll> isslics

Outcome c:l.pt:dcd at ,1..""1)11
RcconulTcndali,ln !iir a nallonal pt'slli,1n

IJ

Gelling to Knoll' flie Ph~\'ers;
Coordinating with Other Countries
u

25
B':j!lI1 coordlll3t1nn months ahead
Idcnll(\ kc~ j'~lICs. nominate ",ue leaders
LX'I clop strateg) tn rdate III eadl m'\ior CI)lmt~ and elmntl'Y
grouping and to addn:s, their kn,)wn prll ll'illcs
Identil~ Icnues 10 diSCUS'; ISSW:~ ',11th counlrles
\OSIS40
jllinl hrier ahead orlll1l\' Ii)1' lIlemhcl' J:ountrie~: at
'negotmtions. pool dforh wilh input from countries
f,1I1011 in~ specific Issues
Meet dati) to fllrm gfllup pl1~illonS
,;

26

YIHI or ~ ollr dclcg.ation ma~ II bh to prepare a hncf IHlllen
stalem.-nl tilf \ our head ,)1' ddcgatl,lIl In Ilfe,ClII (\faliy IfI Ihe
opening plenar!, if appwpri,u(', or at the opClllllg ""ions of
suh,idlar! hudies lin particular ISSUO:S \)fmllionallllten:st
• Statement> should highlight Issues of particular CIln~crn ,,)1'
)ollr Clllll1tr~. and he concise,
• ('heck cakndal' j()r hl~h·kl cI ~cglllcnb lilr \lllll,lcrs,
C()nt8fl (;r()ups
• Statemenb r'Clluir, more Ilc:l.ibllJl)
•
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Approaches to MEA Negotiations
In lv'egotiatiol1s

1'r.\a~II\C \

/{c;KII,c

• I'rila~Il\~
o.,uhmutlHf! \1.:\\, m adv;Jtl.:,:
f!.lhlmy. dratt tC\t

\1. J.

\hl(~

~\llllh :\~iJ ({q~ional lraining \\or~ ~h(lp
111(' \11:.\ \l:g\ltialor~

Scckmg oW 311tl nu.tJ..mg alh,uh:~"
•

/{~,I\:II\\:
LU'lcning hl mt~nl.:'nlli.)f1)\
Rd~ mg

-.7

(l(ltJh~f

20115

("Iomh,), \n Lanka

(OfltC~iJna1Wn'

pr"p\l'Ht1g ah~matt\.; lex~

(lfl

grour "P()~"'~p":NOn$

• :\\(lId the i"!lf"l S~ ndmllh::
t H."r;.('I1H: ha:, ~Hnctlullg tu ,.'\''Ifunhuh:
\n mdirh.tUill ,an Hhlk~ OJ dl ill-rence

_-

FielD
...

--...

Overview of Process
Olll'nine; "ll"naQ ma) tal.." !!.:n.:ral "pcnlng ,,)fllmt'nh on an
ag"nda IICm!b'U": Ii"lIll ('oailltllns and I'anl':s. m3,1 ref..:r IS,lIe,
10 a ('ontact (;rnup I()f further dISCU,'llIIl, \\ Ilh a Chair app<Hllh:d
In ,b,ht th..: I'artll'> In reacillrl!,! agreemcnt
Braft text b [lrnduccd that rdlc:cl.' these id~tI,
• "oura llt' 11.'\1 d~pcnd, uJlon ~()mrk\it~ Ill'l"sue
(olltllcl (;roulI 'marks up' tile dmn leX!. gOlllf! ,':':IIlHl hy ,Cell,lll,
p;lragrarh hI raragraph
'ilrad,eb' !lotI.' ar.:as of tll,agreement
• \;lfillll, '( J[lIWlb' mal Il.: [If\,'''>\:t1Icd "hen h, dlfti:rcnl
nc~mliatmg hlllc!.,
'
.
,\llrerrut'nl (ome" hac!. 1(1 Pknan Illr a..:knllwIc:J!!melll or "'flnal
adoption
.
'

Negotiating Coalitions

~

Attributes of a Good Negotiator
Well-prepared
'howspa.""""
Coolroh his or her emotions
I, .bl~", break billS"f issue> do,," tnto s.mall.r 0tlII'
Loo"s fOf 'nl"reSl~ed d""i'lOllS
Reje<:u "cal soIuoOO'l
• I, able
the bigger l"'ture

I,,...,

Uses re>pecr and d!ploffiacY "hen presennRS jlI'lSitioos '" commenting OIl
another delegat"'. s po<;lIIon
S'fllIlg langulI!Ie ;kills

S,,,,,,!; ...11 tical .k.lIs
Kl1{)"~ O\\,fl count~' s interests, and positions
Kilt"" jlOSIrioos of other Stale, and CoahllOfls
Has kn""le~ or pnor negolialiOll' and theor ootwm..

Identifying Negotiating Groups
• I'o"'fr-bastd

,\dnnlag""

(·(~ahth.'n'io lllJ.:n!'l";!..~ th~ rooLHil:!l.:ahlhty nfucg:otHthot\S by dcCH.!'aSlR~ the
number of l1t:gnHaillIg g.muf's.

}or snt.tlt~r Je\'ch,pin,l; I,.'i}wunc~. coall110ns t::~Ullldp lll(:rcS.lie' negotiating

.II ~(,A:-'''! dc\cloj,;:,t
(t·77 and Chm. (130, I

\'l\!'\\" Ihat

rlught ,}UICI:"\'dSC be ~l\ C'r~haJO\\ cd ,t!" nc~tc('tcd

U(l5251
I IX' (;WlIl'i ,,17)

Interesl-basi'd
SIIJS;AOSIS Allia,"", ofSmalllsJand !>lites (431 (Cii/lhll"1
l.ike-minded groop.

le\ crJf~ and n.:dncc U'UIlSdctmn LO~S,
Coallt1ons 11t.~ also he ~u,ccsdht In :td\,,imclIlg agt"l1das IX pi)lnlS of
• ('"ahtwns Itla~ aho uS!.:' their POSlth.llllil hreak or lIlo\.iJf)' :t ~on!lo(I1!\UJ'i.
( 'hallen2n1di.adnntnaes
• [htlil.!ult Of m:q)(\\lSlMt: W lHt)\i! hetl;\ccn ~oahtlOfls
Conscllsu, \\tlhm a t.."oahuon may he ~hffi..:uI4 n-f impt~s;hk to a..:lm.."\(,
(h~(r a 'Cons,cnsus pusiuon lS taken \\ Ithul a ,group. It m.ay th: difficuh H'
,Iun Ifml1 that I'OSlII<'!l

1ll01'[[

• ('onvention-speritic (;roups
c"~,,

I'Be M"hk.l .\h'i1" DlI'IIY'" ({'I AilS, MIIIIII; Gm.l~Bi()!.'M) l'n",.,J!

R~ional Groupings
I WeMern EUH'f'< and Olbe,,·WH)(J C8) IF!', {',IA, SZ, (',oKola, ,4u</
GRLLA(' IL.nn>\merican and ('.rlbbean Group I(33)
Arne.. (Jroop(55)
EronOOll'" in Transition C!2) Ih:J,.'!!fff t.unV"/
A",an Groo (~2 ('hIm, J I, "JUe, SaodJ ,uapw/

l :'\
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Negotiator Roles

Identifying Your Coalitions
K.y Q...liotu tG ask y......'f:
Is Ill'

C{jW1U~ palt .ofa cualHlt)fl OJ'

ft"gitmal

gJUUp ~ '\ 'Hell-)

Whu ;!. the ).polt"_..per~on f\)f each Df m)' ~()ahuoo,:'

\\ hen doe!. !m

Cnahlll1[j fll«I

:\re Ill!" c...'Untries.-

to dif.w;,s COlnlTWfl

concertl~ retlec,ed

posilH.llB;'l

When.:;·

in positions tlken bv m~- coalition')

It' not ha\e Ilnoo tUC'.\press 11l~- Ct,mnu)-';,. naltonal nl~ds and cunccrn!>.r;
6 Hu\\ (;aS1 I maLe sure thai In\ O3tlol:\aJ con.cem~ afl! ~e'rn~ llddres.~I,P
7 If m, \.:.I.JUfilf\ i.. part ufmore Tban one C()alIUl'Hl are [here an\' locoo-ti~leIlC!e,
he;";... the 'P().<I;lOfl' men h Ib,,,, gmup"\
'
If an ill$UC I am t'oU\1\\ing h1h< ~~n refl"'ffed 10 a Q)oLaC' WOOf> Of informAl \wl'lm~_
~fOt.lp, '" ho IS repre::otnnng my imerfS1s, iil thaI ~n1Up t
Wheu and "-here are thtbC IUl'\1Jtlg.... belll~ held"

Within an \1 L\ Proc"",:
Chours 'If'uh,'ldJ'u~ Ht'J\hc... Ch,'iIHi \lrCflHM~t grnUj)S. R:1ppm1Cnn,
\h:mhcr~ 01'[ 'P'=lt (iroups
7\for.: ~nwr nq;l,ltmt.,rs "It! be ;;;aJiC'{~ UpOil I" tlU thi:.. t: l'Khilwu,,; of
greater r\!"pnJhlhthl~. du\! ") greater faltlllml1t~ ,'nh Ih\! hSUC-:'I hcmg
ntgnll"t..:d.
!(~

lv

Wilhin (·o.liti"ns:
~p{ikl.!.;r.:r5{'n ft'r a C()al~ll\m !>:.tL Chair ,{ttl!'! AfI1I.'::m (1ftHJIH.
":,)HH.hnatIJr i;;"g .• (t~ 77 (',xmtlluthlr nil a~.:nd~l :k"TIl lIhl)

t!i.SU....

Within .)ro'egalions:
Head ofDdt."fi!l1oll. l"'s.ue ilC'~otUltHr, tlKihrutllf (\\Qj{ing bi.'t\"Cl..11
thflcn:llt t!l\lUIl" of ;"'{lall1ltms hl ndp 1'c;;,.... h ~OltlpnHmS;:j,

Negotiating Etiquette

Negotiating Etiquette (2)
Rem", Ril/<:'\ 1!1 Proc<!dllr~

• Bet(xe speaking. obtain permission
• Once you have been granted permission to
speak, you may:

• I'oillts of order
,fI'r<Sldclll '" nllm has '101 1"\I",,od Ih< ndes of prlxc,:umc
lH~k.: a 4"r' ""gn \\ith i,;-OllHfJ} r1ac.ard and hallJs 10 pf(wldt nOllce
I "'JUJd Ilk, \0 make ;I!,"lnt of order'

• \lotions

(i j pUI Ii)ri, llrd ) nul' COllnlr} position:

I()

oncr IIII'll! illin h"" Ihe l'rt:sodcl1I or ('h.ir <h<~lld deul ",th •

":crtlJm I ~sU\;

Iii) i'i.lisl,.' i.l point ororJcr: or

~Iakc"

t iii) make II motion,

L '"I ""aid IIle to make a I1I<'U<","

• ) IIternntion
h. prc:;cnt ~ "m ~i.lajJtH)fI or ("<HUltry

pOSltWIlS

Hold 'OUf flag up '" C1 ~'mlr h,',ut or ,(alld il \Ill III ,Is Sl:I11Q lIJlul
~al!cd

upon to SP(;J~ or until ~\mr .;:t)lml~'

Negotiating Etiquette (4)

Negotiating Etiquette (3)
•

R~prc,cnlall~c, nl c,laitllolh la~ ... lhc Il'hlf tiN (Ll . (J-77
and China, ;\Iril:an (.toUlt L1X' (iroup l'kl.
1f) Ill! arc sp.:akm1,! Oil ochalf of 'l)m 0\\ 11 (]ckgatiol1. II alt

put) ,lUf nag up unlll HailS ~p up Irlllll countries
speaking 11I1 behalf (If <.:oallll"I1'.
• II... ,flalC~I~ III raising) our C,\untf) liall'
• Belllll! our 1I11,'f\ enlHlIl 11) h;namg SlIPI'klfllo th~
c\prt',,~d p"ml.lI1 1'1 I ,1m ~(lnllll"n reflfc\cllt311\ c.
III

Itll'l)fC'ld~1lt 1\IJlla~~ Ih\t~ of (()lUllf)

h~cn Jlllilip.

and ~all

1I{l1l1l ctluntrJcS

lla!!, (hal
In turn.

j~ rCi,:,lgmJt.,tl

ha\~

'.\er l'Onlradid slaleOl.nls mllde b~ 'he repR!le1ltatin of II coalition In
"hkh ~Oll !wIong . Ih~"" 'l"t~1I1enls arc made 0" yo", I><:half
I ... lOUr inlenentton 10
Support ,tat.nltnl nwle by C""III",. spoke>persoo
F.lahorate upr~\ lhal ,latement or p,.",nt additional argument>
Explain wh\ the 1$6.Ue' IS of partkulaf concerR to your delegation
l''''\ld<: ~"ur !!Up!l\lftlO pre\l\"" ~, "'ho ha'" "p""'",d " \lC"pt~"1 "JIll
,,111,11 \OU"l!!'"
• Whm you

awe.

~1,t..C time
Nlilf

ltv referene.ug ?n~liom taken Clf argumenl~ made b\ nther~
the arlt;li~ m whldl HM:.1 agr~
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Effective Follow-up to Negotiations
Requires:
Proper debriefing after negotiations
Strategic planning and management
Appropriate legal framework
Coordinated implementation

Key Findings 1: Debriefing
Lack of clear procedures for debriefing on
outcomes of negotiations to relevant stakeholders
involved in negotiations, ratification processes and
ensuing i!m:)I§!ID§!ntation
Lack of effective information management systems
(e.g. information gained during negotiations often
regarded as apersonal asset, and kept among
limited individuals)
of
debriefing

within the lead agency to conduct

Key Findings 3: Legal Framework
" Conflicts within national legal frameworks
Weak compliance and enforcement mechanisms
Monitoring and enforcement requires inter
agency cooperation
Gap beu,'1een national level (poliCies) and
provincesjlocallevel (i1llplementation and
enforcement)
I
Lack of national standards, technical equipment
and civic involvement
Conflicting sectoral laws
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Key Findings 4: Implementation
Weak inter-agency cooperation, including
national focal points
Weak partnership and participation processes
Information exchange and knowledge
management often poor
Weak or non-existent awareness raising and
public education
Challenges in accessing external funds

Example 1 - Joint National Action Programmes
UNFCCC: NAPA - For LDCs to address their urgent needs in
respect of vulnerability and adaptation to the adverse
effects of climate change
UNCCD: NAP - Identify factors contributing to
desertification and practical measures necessary to combat
it and/or mitigate the effects of drought
UNCBD: NBSAP Develop national strategies, or plans for
the sustainable use of biological diversity
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Example 2 - National Conventions Coordination
Centers (NCCC)
Palau - Office of Environmental Response and Coordination
(OERe)
Cook Islands" International EnVIronmental AdvIsory Unit
(IEAU)
Philippines - Department of Environment and Natural
Resources (OENR) plus the National Council for Sustamable
Development (NCSD)
Sri lanka" EnVIronmental Treaties Reference Center
Pakistan - MEA Resource Centre

Key Capacity Challenges Related to Negotiations
and fv1anagement of r.r1EAs
High staff tum-over and sudden changes in responsibilities
among public service officers
" Need for translating individual expertise and experience
into InStitutional capacity or institutional memory
s Poor information exchange (both intra- and inter-agency)
compounds existing challenges
Environment departments/agencies usually are under
resourced (budget and staff), without substantial
mandates (e.g. ministries WIthout portfolio policy
development without implementation!enforcement
responsibility)
" f'.1EAs and sustainable development Issues insufficiently
reflected In national development
processes
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Working Group
Access to Genetic Resources and Benefit-sharing
A Simulation Exercise
(Colombo, Sri Lanka, 5-7 October 2005)
Process guidance

OBJECTIVES OF THE EXERCISE

The Working Group on Access to Genetic Resources and Benefit-Sharing (ABSWG) is a multilateral
negotiation exercise that exposes participants to the reality of contemporary multilateral
environmental negotiations.
The exercise places participants in the context of the on-going negotiations on an international
regime on ABS, and simulates the complexities and dynamics of negotiations taking place in the
context of an informal, multilateral working group meeting. In addition to increasing awareness on
the ABS issue, the exercise attempts to develop understanding on the dynamics and etiquette of
multilateral environmental negotiations.
ORGANIZATIONAL MATTERS

Participants
Each participant in the simulation exercise will be allocated a Party or observer, the views ofwhich
they should defend during the exercise. Since the exercise is purely fictitious, participants will not
represent their country's views. For example, a participant from Sri Lanka may be assigned the task
of representing the views of the United States, for the purposes ofthe exercise.
Approximately 25 representatives from Parties and observers to the Convention on Biological
Diversity (CBD) as well as from inter-governmental and non-governmental organizations (IGOs
and NGOs) have been invited to take part in the Working Group on Access and Benefit Sharing.
Parties include: Australia, Brazil, Germany, India, Mexico, South Africa, Switzerland and Tanzania.
Observers, IGOS and NGOs include: the United States, the International Indigenous Forum on
Biodiversity (lIFB), the Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO), the International Organization
of Biotechnology Industries (lOBI), and Greenpeace InternationaL

Schedule
The Working Group will meet in plenary and contact group sessions. Between these sessions time
will be arranged for participants to enter into caucuses/regional groups to coordinate positions.
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Plenary will meet on: Thursday 6th October from 14:00 to 16:00
Friday 7th October from 10:30 to 13:00
Contact groups will meet on: Thursday 6th October from 16:30 to 18:00
Friday 7th October from 9:00 to 10:30

EXPECTED OUTCOMES OF THE NEGOTIATIONS

Recommendations
The outcome of the Working Group's deliberations should include a document providing
recommendations to the Conference ofthe Parties regarding the nature, scope, and possible elements
of an international regime on ABS.
Debriefing
A debriefing session will be held following the adoption of recommendations and discussion on
ways to follow up on negotiations.

INSTRUCTIONS AND DOCUMENTS
For your preparations and the proceedings of the negotiations, the following documents will be
provided to you at different stages of the exercise:
(l) Background Note on the history ofABS negotiations under the CBD (Doc.l)
(2) Provisional Agenda (Doc. 2) and Annotated Provisional Agenda (Doc.3)
(3) Note prepared by the Secretariat (Doc.4)
(4) Non-paper by India (Doc.5)
(5) Proposed Draft Recommendation (Doc.6)
Individual Role Assignment Instructions (Doc.7 to 20)
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Working Group on
Access to Genetic Resources and Benefit-sharing
Simulation Exercise l
(Colombo, Sri Lanka, 5-7 October 2005)
Background Note

1.

Introduction

Access to genetic resources and benefit-sharing (ABS) concerns a broad range of stakeholders,
including governments, intergovernmental organizations (lGOs), non-governmental organizations
(NGOs), manufacturers, research and development firms, investors, and indigenous and local
communities. The issue has evolved slowly over the past decade to become the subject of a signi ficant
international policy debate involving a number of organizations and institutional forums. This
background note traces the development and evolution of the ABS issue within the context of the
intergovernmental negotiating process within the Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD).

1.

2.

ABS in the Convention on Biological Diversity

The issue of access to genetic resources and benefit sharing was originally addressed within the
framework of the CBD, which was negotiated under the auspices of UNEP, adopted in 1992 and
entered into force on 29 December 1993. To date, 188 countries are Parties to the Convention.
The Convention has three objectives (Article 1), including that of ensuring the:
"fair and equitable sharing of the benefits arising out of the utilization of genetic resources,
including by appropriate access to genetic resources and by appropriate transfer of relevant
technologies, taking into account all rights over those resources and to technologies, and by
appropriate funding".
In addition to Article 1, two provisions in the CBD also make reference to ABS: Article 15
provides a framework for implementing the Convention's third objective by recognizing
sovereign rights ofstates over their natural resources, access on mutually agreed term and
prior informed consent, and the development oflegislative, administrative or policy measures
by each party; and Article 8(j) contains a provision to encourage the equitable sharing ofthe
benefits arising from the utilization of knowledge, innovations and practices of indigenous and
local communities embodying traditional lifestyles relevant for conservation and sustainable
The views and positions expressed in this background note do not represent the official policy of the Convention on
Biological Diversity, its Parties, the United Nations or any of the other organizations mentioned. This note was
prepared by the Division of Environmental Conventions of UNEP on the basis of a previous simulation exercise
prepared and run by UNITAR, and for the sole purposes of the simulation exercise developed for the South Asia
Training Workshop for MEA Negotiators, held in Colombo, Sri Lanka, 5-7 October 2005. Please do not cite or refer
to it without explicit written approval from UNEP.
I
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use of biological diversity. I A number of crosscutting issues in the Convention also relate to the
issue of access and benefit-sharing, including capacity building, information exchange, transfer of
technology, and financial resources.
Initial Discussions on ABS
Subsequent to the entry into force of the Convention, the issue of genetic resources arose for the
first time at the second meeting of the Conference of the Parties (COP) in 1995, where Parties
considered the compilation of"existing legislation. administrative and policy information on access
to genetic resources and the equitable sharing of benefits derived from their use" (UNEP/CBDI
COP12113). The COP adopted decision II11l , requesting the CBD Secretariat to further elaborate a
survey of measures taken by governments to implement Article 15 of the Convention, including
any national interpretations of key terms used in the article.
At its third meeting in 1996, the COP considered a compilation of views of the Parties on possible
options for developing the implementation of Article 15 (UNEP/CBD/COP/3/20). In decision III!
15, the COP urged governments to submit relevant information on possible elements for guidelines
and other measures for the implementation ofArticle 15. Based on this and other COP-3 decisions,
the CBD Executive Secretary called on Parties to submit case studies on ABS mechanisms.
In 1998, at COP-4, Parties discussed issues related to benefit-sharing, particularly measures to
promote and advance the distribution of benefits from biotechnology, fair and equitable sharing of
benefits arising out ofgenetic resources and options for measures to implement Article 15 on access
to genetic resources. This was the first time in the COP process that benefit-sharing was addressed
as a separate agenda item.
At COP-4, a proposal to establish a working group to create an international code of conduct,
containing minimum standards for provisions and use ofgenetic resources was made by Switzerland
and supported by France, while the African Group, Russia, Germany and other delegates favored
the development of guidelines. 2
In decision IV18, the COP established a regionally balanced Panel of Experts on access to genetic
resources and benefit-sharing composed of governments, representatives from public and private
sectors and indigenous and local communities. The Panel was instructed to draw upon all relevant
sources in the development ofa common understanding ofbasic concepts, and to explore all options
for access and benefit-sharing on mutually agreed terms, including guiding principles, guidelines,
and codes of best practice for access and benefit-sharing arrangements.
The Panel of Experts on Access and Benefit-sharing
At its first meeting, in October 1999, the Panel of Experts considered access to genetic resources
for scientific and commercial purposes; legislative, administrative and policy measures at the national
and regional levels; regulatory procedures and incentive measures; and capacity building.

1 Developed from experience gained over the centuries and adapted to the local culture and environment,
traditional knowledge is transmitted orally from generation to generation. It tends to be collectively owned
and takes the form of stories. songs, folklore, proverbs, cultural values. beliefs, rituals, community laws,
local language, and agricultural practices, including the development of plant species and animal breeds.
Traditional knowledge is mainly of a practical nature, particularly in such fields as agriculture, fisheries,
health, horticulture, and forestry. ABS, traditional knowledge, and folklore are often examined together.
2 Summary of the fourth meeting of the COP to the COB; Earth Negotiations Bulletin; Vol. 09 No. 96,1998.
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When discussing access legislation, experts agreed that it might be best to limit it only to genetic
resources and not take into consideration derivatives. The Panel endorsed the importance ofpreparing
national strategies onABS as part of national biodiversity strategies prior to developing legislative,
administrative and policy measures. I
The Panel developed general conclusions, which, among other issues, identified the concepts of
prior informed consent (PIC)2 and mutually agreed terms (MAT) as the core requirements ofeffective
ABS measures. Contractual arrangements, which should include provisions for benefit-sharing,
information needs and capacity building, were considered to be the principal mechanisms for
concluding access agreements. The Panel of Experts also discussed at length issues of intellectual
property rights (lPRs) and, in particular, the role ofIPRs in PIC, traditional knowledge, and their
integration in contractual agreements.
The Fifth Conference of the Parties
At its fifth meeting in May 2000, the COP established an Open-ended Ad Hoc Working Group on
ABS to develop guidelines and other approaches on PIC; MAT; roles, responsibilities and
participation of stakeholders; aspects of in situ and ex situ conservation and sustainable use;
mechanisms for benefit-sharing; and the preservation and maintenance of traditional knowledge.
Decision V/26 of the COP also addressed ex situ collections 3 acquired prior to the CBD's entry into
force, IPR and relevant provisions ofthe WTO Agreement on Trade Related Aspects oflntellectual
Property Rights (TRIPS).
During the High-Level Segment at COP-5, Malaysia expressed concern that the provisions of the
CBD and national efforts to safeguard biological resources would be adversely affected by the
implementation ofthe TRIPS Agreement, and particularly by Article 27 .3(b), which allows patenting
of certain biological resources. Malaysia's position was supported by the African Group, which
called for patenting oflife forms, including plants, animals, microorganisms and biological processes
to be prohibited. 4
One outstanding issue that did not receive sufficient discussion during COP-5 was the relationship
between intellectual property rights (lPRs) and access and benefit-sharing arrangements. A number
of developing country delegates expressed disappointment that COP-5 did not take the debate on
IPRs any further.
The Second Panel of Experts on Access and Benefit-sharing
The second Panel ofExperts on ABS met in March 200 I. The Panel produced a report and conclusions
on user and provider experience in ABS processes, approaches for stakeholder involvement in ABS
processes and complementary options to address ABS within the CBD's framework, including
possible elements for the guidelines. The Panel's report and conclusions were forwarded as an
input into the first meeting of the Ad hoc Open-ended Working Group on ABS.

Summary report of the Experts' Panel on Access and Benefit-sharing; Earth Negotiations Bulletin; Vol. 9
No. 131, 1999.
2 See discussion in the Glossary at the end of this Note.
3 Article 2 of the CBD identifies ex situ conservation as the conservation of components of biological
diversity outside their natural habitats. However ex situ collection is not defined by the CBD.
4 UN biodiversity meeting fails to address key outstanding issues, Third World Network.
1
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The Sixth Conference ofthe Parties
One ofthe achievements ofCOP-6 in April 2002 was the adoption of the Bonn Guidelines on ABS.
While discussing the access and benefit sharing, Ethiopia and the Philippines,joined by many other
developing countries, supported an internationally binding instrument on ABS, while other Parties,
particularly the developed ones, emphasized the voluntary nature of the guidelines and non
substitution for national legislation. 1

Box 1: The Bonn Guidelines
The "Bonn Guidelines on Access to Genetic Resources and Fair and Equitable Sharing of the
Benefits Arising out of their Utilization" (Decision VII24A) are voluntary and designed to
assist governments and other shareholders to develop legislative, administrative or policy
measures on access and benefit-sharing and/or in negotiating contractual agreements for access
and benefit-sharing. The guidelines cover a range of subjects, including the role of national
focal points and competent authorities, participation of stakeholders, the process of access
and benefit including prior informed consent and mutually agreed terms, and an illustrative
list of monetary and non-monetary benefits.
In the course ofthe discussions during COP VI, several countries including India, Colombia,
Jamaica and Peru - stressed that the guidelines should encourage countries to require the
disclosure of the country of origin of the genetic resources and provide evidence of benefit
sharing and prior informed consent oftraditiona1.knowledge holders in patent applications, in
the line with their position in the WTO TRIPS Council. In the end, requirements for IPRs
were only included in the Guidelines as possible measures to support compliance with PIC
and MAT provisions along with, inter alia, voluntary certification schemes and measures
discouraging unfair trade practices.
Some civil society groups were critical of the Guidelines. The Third World Network stated
that the Guidelines failed to define the rights of indigenous peoples, local communities and
farmers, and to address conflict with the TRIPS Agreement. While pointing out that the
Guidelines recognize the need to prevent biopiracy practices, Friends ofthe Earth International
criticized Parties for failing to agree on the need for legally binding measures.
World Summit on Sustainable Development
In September 2002, the World Summit on Sustainable Development (WSSD) underlined the
unprecedented rate at which biodiversity is being depleted and acknowledged that this trend can only be
reversed ifthe local communities benefit from the conservation and sustainable use ofbiological diversity,
particularly in countries of origin of genetic resources, in accordance with Article 15 ofthe CBD.
The WSSD Plan ofImplementation calls for actions to "negotiate, within the framework ofthe Convention
on Biological Diversity, bearing in mind the Bonn Guidelines, an international regime to promote and
safeguard the fair and equitable sharing of benefits arising out ofthe utilization of genetic resources".
Second Meeting ofthe Ad hoc Open-ended Working Group on ACgess and Benefit-Sharing
TheABS Working Group convened for the second time in December 2003 and began discussions on the
process, nature, scope, elements and modalities for an international ABS regime, as a follow-up to the
recommendations of the Inter-Sessional Meeting of the Multi-Year Programme of Work (MYPOW),
convened in March 2003.
I

Sixth meeting of the COP to the CBD, Earth Negotiations Bulletin. Vol. 09 No. 239, 2002.
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Most ofthe issues proved to be highly controversial and tended to reinforce cleavages between the
developing countries, particularly those representing the African Group and the Group of Like
minded Megadiverse Countries (LMMC), and developed countries, notably those of the European
Union (EU), Australia, Switzerland and Canada. On virtually all agenda items, these two blocs held
opposing views. The LMMC and the African Group favored accelerating discussions on an
international legally binding ABS regime designed to redress the balance between access and benefit
sharing. They stressed that the ABS regime should ensure respect for national sovereignty, promote
compliance with PIC and be in conformity with MAT, address certification of the provenance of
genetic resources, include the issue of derivatives and balance the regulatory burden on user and
provider countries."! The African Group also underlined that the regime should promote technology
transfer.
On the other hand, the EU, Australia, Canada, Switzerland and the Republic ofKorea placed emphasis
on the implementation ofthe Bonn Guidelines before entertaining discussions on the negotiation of
an ABS international regime. Moreover, these countries stressed that discussions should build on
the results and experiences of implementing the Guidelines. They also emphasized that ABS policies
should be discussed in close coordination with existing policies in multilateral institutions, such as
the WTO (the TRIPS Agreement), WIPO and International Treaty on Plant and Genetic Resources
(ITPGR), rather than establish a new and separate legal instrument. Japan insisted against excessive
ABS regulation.
The Working Group concluded with the adoption of a heavily bracketed draft recommendation on
an international regime, which was submitted to COP-7 for consideration.
Seventh Meeting of the Conference of the Parties
Discussions continued at COP-7 to review and finalize the bracketed text forwarded from the second
Meeting of the ABS Working Group. The LMMC urged Parties to reconvene the ABS Working
Group, and the EU, Australia, Canada and Switzerland again focused attention on problems and
gaps with implementing the Bonn Guidelines.
At the conclusion of the meeting, in decision VIllI 9 (see Annex II to the present document), the
COP agreed to mandate the ABS Working Group to negotiate an international regime on access to
genetic resources and benefit-sharing with the aim of adopting an instrumentlinstruments to
effectively implement provisions in Article 15 and Article 80) of the Convention. The mandate
included terms of reference on the process, nature, scope and elements for consideration in the
elaboration of an international regime.

I

ENB, 812512004.
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ANNEX4A,1

BONN GUIDELINES ON ACCESS TO GENETIC RESOURCES AND
FAIR AND EQUITABLE SHARING OF THE BENEFITS ARISING
OUT OF THEIR UTILIZATION
I. GENERAL PROVISIONS

A. Key features
1, These Guidelines may serve as inputs when developing and drafting legislative, administrative
or policy measures on access and benefit-sharing with particular reference to provisions under
Articles 8U), 10 (c), 15, 16 and 19; and contracts and other arrangements under mutually agreed
terms for access and benefit-sharing,
2. Nothing in these Guidelines shall be construed as changing the rights and obligations of Parties
under the Convention on Biological Diversity,
3, Nothing in these Guidelines is intended to substitute for relevant national legislation,
4, Nothing in these Guidelines should be interpreted to affect the sovereign rights of States over
their natural resources;
5, Nothing in these Guidelines, including the use of terms such as "provider", "user", and
"stakeholder", should be interpreted to assign any rights over genetic resources beyond those
provided in accordance with the Convention;
6, Nothing in these Guidelines should be interpreted as affecting the rights and obligations relating
to genetic resources arising out of the mutually agreed terms under which the resources were
obtained from the country of origin,
7, The present Guidelines are voluntary and were prepared with a view to ensuring their:
a.

Voluntary nature: they are intended to guide both users and providers ofgenetic resources
on a voluntary basis;

b. Ease of use: to maximize their utility and to accommodate a range of applications, the
Guidelines are simple;
c.

Practicality: the elements contained in the guidelines are practical and are aimed at reducing
transaction costs;

d. Acceptability: the Guidelines are intended to gain the support of users and providers;
e. Complementarity: the Guidelines and other international instruments are mutually
supportive;

f

Evolutionary approach: the Guidelines are intended to be reviewed and accordingly revised
and improved as experience is gained in access and benefit-sharing;

g. Flexibility: to be useful across a range of sectors, users and national circumstances and
jurisdictions, guidelines should be flexible;
h. Transparency: they are intended to promote transparency in the negotiation and
implementation of access and benefit-sharing arrangements.
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B. Use of terms
8. The tenns as defined in Article 2 of the Convention shall apply to these Guidelines. These
include: biological diversity, biological resources, biotechnology, country oforigin ofgenetic
resources, country providing genetic resources, ex situ conservation, in situ conservation,
genetic material, genetic resources, and in situ conditions.

C. Scope
9. All genetic resources and associated traditional knowledge, innovations and practices covered
by the Convention on Biological Diversity and benefits arising from the commercial and
other utilization of such resources should be covered by the guidelines, with the exclusion
of human genetic resources.

D. Relationship with relevant international regimes
10. The guidelines should be applied in a manner that is coherent and mutually supportive of
the work of relevant international agreements and institutions. The guidelines are \vithout
prejudice to the access and benefit-sharing provisions of the FAO International Treaty for
Plant Genetic Resources for Food and Agriculture. Furthennore, the work of the World
Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO) on issues of relevance to access and benefit
sharing should be taken into account. The application ofthe guidelines should also take into
account existing regional legislation and agreements on access and benefit-sharing.

E. Objectives
11. The objectives of the Guidelines are the following:
a. To contribute to the conservation and sustainable use of biological diversity;
b. To provide Parties and stakeholders with a transparent framework to facilitate access to
genetic resources and ensure fair and equitable sharing ofbenefits;
c. To provide guidance to Parties in the development ofaccess and benefit-sharing regimes;
d. To infonn the practices and approaches of stakeholders (users and providers) in access
and benefit-sharing an'angements;
e. To provide capacity-building to guarantee the effective negotiation and implementation
of access and benefit-sharing arrangements, especially to developing countries, in
particular least developed countries and small island developing States among them;
f.

To promote awareness on implementation of relevant provisions ofthe Convention on
Biological Diversity;

g. To promote the adequate and effective transfer of appropriate technology to providing
Parties, especially developing countries, in particular least developed countries and small
island developing States among them, stakeholders and indigenous and local communities;
h. To promote the provision ofnecessary financial resources to providing countries that are
developing countries, in particular least developed countries and small island developing
States among them, or countries with economies in transition with a view to contributing
to the achievement ofthe objectives mentioned above;
l.

To strengthen the clearing-house mechanism as a mechanism for cooperation among
Parties in access and benefit-sharing;
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J.

To contribute to the development by Parties of mechanisms and access and benefit
sharing regimes that recognize the protection oftraditional knowledge, innovations and
practices of indigenous and local communities, in accordance with domestic laws and
relevant international instruments;

k. To contribute to poverty alleviation and be supportive to the realization of human food
security, health and cultural integrity, especially in developing countries, in particular
least developed countries and small island developing States among them;

I.

Taxonomic research, as specified in the Global Taxonomy Initiative, should not be
prevented, and providers should facilitate acquisition of material for systematic use and
users should make available all infonnation associated with the specimens thus obtained.

12. The Guidelines are intended to assist Parties in developing an overall access and benefit-sharing
strategy, which may be part oftheir national biodiversity strategy and action plan, and in identifying
the steps involved in the process of obtaining access to genetic resources and sharing benefits.

II. ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES IN ACCESS AND BENEFIT-SHARING
PURSUANT TO ARTICLE 15 OF THE CONVENTION ON BIOLOGICAL
DIVERSITY
,
A. National focal point

13. Each Party should designate one national focal point for access and benefit-sharing and make
such infonnation available through the clearing-house mechanism. The national focal point should
infonn applicants for access to genetic resources on procedures for acquiring prior infonned
consent and mutually agreed tenns, including benefit-sharing, and on competent national
authorities, relevant indigenous and local communities and relevant stakeholders, through the
clearing-house mechanism.
B. Competent national authority(ies)

14. Competent national authorities, where they are established, may, in accordance with applicable
national legislative, administrative or policy measures, be responsible for granting access and be
responsible for advising on:
a. The negotiating process;
b. Requirements for obtaining prior inforn1ed consent and entering into mutually agreed
tenns;
c.

Monitoring and evaluation of access and benefit-sharing agreements;

d. Implementation/enforcement of access and benefit-sharing agreements;
e. Processing of applications and approval of agreements;
f.

The conservation and sustainable use of the genetic resources accessed;

g. Mechanisms for the effective participation of different stakeholders, as appropriate for
the different steps in the process of access and benefit-sharing, in particular, indigenous
and local communities;
h. Mechanisms for the effective participation of indigenous and local communities while
promoting the objective of having decisions and processes available in a language
understandable to relevant indigenous and local communities.
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15. The competent national authority(ies) that have the legal power to grant prior informed
consent may delegate this power to other entities, as appropriate.

C. Responsibilities
16. Recognizing that Parties and stakeholders may be both users and providers, the following
balanced list of roles and responsibilities provides key elements to be acted upon:
a. Contracting Parties which are countries oforigin of genetic resources, or other Parties
which have acquired the genetic resources in accordance with the Convention, should:
I.

Be encouraged to review their policy, administrative and legislative measures
to ensure they are fully complying with Article 15 ofthe Convention;

11.

Be encouraged to report on access applications through the clearing-house
mechanism and other reporting channels of the Convention;

iii. Seek to ensure that the commercialization and any other use of genetic
resources should not prevent traditional use of genetic resources;
iv. Ensure that they fulfill their roles and responsibilities in a clear, objective
and transparent manner;
v. Ensure that all stakeholders take into consideration the environmental
consequences of the access activities;
VL.

Establish mechanisms to ensure that their decisions are made available to
relevant indigenous and local communities and relevant stakeholders,
particularly indigenous and local communities;

vii. Support measures, as appropriate, to enhance indigenous and local
communities' capacity to represent their interests fully at negotiations;
b. In the implementation of mutually agreed terms, users should:
1.

Seek informed consent prior to access to genetic resources, in conformity
with Article 15, paragraph 5, of the Convention;

11.

Respect customs, traditions, values and customary practices of indigenous
and local communities,

iii. Respond to requests for information from indigenous and local communities;
IV.

Only use genetic resources for purposes consistent with the terms and
conditions under which they were acquired;

v. Ensure that uses ofgenetic resources for purposes other than those for which
they were acquired, only take place after new prior informed consent and
mutually agreed terms are given;
VI.

Maintain all relevant data regarding the genetic resources, especially
documentary evidence of the prior informed consent and information
concerning the origin and the use ofgenetic resources and the benefits arising
from such use;

vii. As much as possible endeavour to carry out their use of the genetic resources
in, and with the participation of, the providing country;
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viii-When supplying genetic resources to third parties, honour any tenns and
conditions regarding the acquired material. They should provide this third
party with relevant data on their acquisition, including prior infonned consent
and conditions of use and record and maintain data on their supply to third
parties. Special tenns and conditions should be established under mutually
agreed tenns to facilitate taxonomic research for non-commercial purposes;
IX.

Ensure the fair and equitable sharing ofbenefits, including technology transfer
to providing countries, pursuant to Article 16 of the Convention arising from
the commercialization or other use of genetic resources, in confonnity with
the mutually agreed tenns they established with the indigenous and local
communities or stakeholders involved;

c. Providers should:
1.

Only supply genetic resources and/or traditional knowledge when they are
entitled to do so;

n. Strive to avoid imposition of arbitrary restrictions on access to genetic
resources.
d. Contracting Parties with users of genetic resources under their jurisdiction should
take appropriate legal, administrative, or policy measures, as appropriate, to support
compliance with prior infonned consent of the Contracting Party providing such
resources and mutually agreed tenns on which access was granted. These countries
could consider, inter alia, the following measures:
1.

Mechanisms to provide information to potential users on their obligations
regarding access to genetic resources;

n. Measures to encourage the disclosure of the country of origin of the genetic
resources and ofthe origin oftraditional knowledge, innovations and practices
of indigenous and local communities in applications for intellectual property
rights;
iii. Measures aimed at preventing the use of genetic resources obtained without
the prior infonned consent ofthe Contracting Party providing such resources;
IV.

Cooperation between Contracting Parties to address alleged infringements
of access and benefit-sharing agreements;

v. Voluntary certification schemes for institutions abiding by rules on access
and benefit-sharing;
VI.

Measures discouraging unfair trade practices;

vii. Other measures that encourage users to comply with provisions under
subparagraph? 16 (b) above.
III. PARTICIPATION OF STAKEHOLDERS

17 Involvement of relevant stakeholders is essential to ensure the adequate development and
implementation of access and benefit-sharing arrangements. However, due to the diversity
of stakeholders and their diverging interests, their appropriate involvement can only be
detennined on a case-by-case basis.
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l8. Relevant stakeholders should be consulted and their views taken into consideration in each
step of the process, including:
a. When determining access, negotiating and implementing mutually agreed terms,
and in the sharing of benefits;
b. In the development of a national strategy, policies or regimes on access and benefit
sharing.
19. To facilitate the involvement of relevant stakeholders, including indigenous and local
communities, appropriate consultative arrangements, such as national consultative
committees, comprising relevant stakeholder representatives, should be made.
20. The involvement of relevant stakeholders should be promoted by:
a. Providing information, especially regarding scientific and legal advice, in order for
them to be able to participate effectively;
b. Providing support for capacity-building, in order for them to be actively engaged in
various stages ofaccess and benefit-sharing arrangements, such as in the development
and implementation of mutually agreed terms and contractual arrangements.
21. The stakeholders involved in access to genetic resources and benefit-sharing may wish to
seek the support of a mediator or facilitator when negotiating mutually agreed terms.
IV. STEPS IN THE ACCESS AND BENEFIT-SHARING PROCESS
A. Overall strategy

22. Access and benefit-sharing systems should be based on an overall access and benefit-sharing
strategy at the country or regional level. This access and benefit-sharing strategy should aim
at the conservation and sustainable use of biological diversity, and may be part of a national
biodiversity strategy and action plan and promote the equitable sharing of benefits.
B. Identification of steps

23. The steps involved in the process of obtaining access to genetic resources and sharing of
benefits may include activities prior to access, research and development conducted on the
genetic resources, as well as their commercialization and other uses, including benefit
sharing.
C. Prior informed consent

24. As provided for in Article 15 of the Convention on Biological Diversity, which recognizes
the sovereign rights of States over their natural resources, each Contracting Party to the
Convention shall endeavour to create conditions to facilitate access to genetic resources for
environmentally sound uses by other Contracting Parties and fair and equitable sharing of
benefits arising from such uses. In accordance with Article 15, paragraph 5, ofthe Convention
on Biological Diversity, access to genetic resources shaH be subject to prior informed consent
ofthe contracting Party providing such resources, unless otherwise determined by that Party.
25. Against this background, the Guidelines are intended to assist Parties in the establishment
of a system of prior informed consent, in accordance with Article 15, paragraph 5, of the
Convention.
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1. Basic principles of a prior informed consent system
26. The basic principles of a prior infonned consent system should include:
a. Legal certainty and clarity;
b. Access to genetic resources should be facilitated at minimum cost;
c. Restrictions on access to genetic resources should be transparent, based on legal grounds,
and not run counter to the objectives of the Convention;
d. Consent of the relevant competent national authority(ies) in the provider country. The
consent ofrelevant stakeholders, such as indigenous and local communities, as appropriate
to the circumstances and subject to domestic law, should also be obtained.
2. Elements of a prior informed consent system
27. Elements of a prior infonned consent system may include:
a. Competent authority(ies) granting or providing for evidence of prior infonned consent;
b. Timing and deadlines;
c. Specification of use;
d. Procedures for obtaining prior infonned consent;
e. Mechanism for consultation of relevant stakeholders;
f.

Process.

Competent authority(ies) granting prior informed consent
28. Prior infonned consent for access to in situ genetic resources shall be obtained from the Contracting
Party providing such resources, through its competent national authority(ies), unless otherwise
detennined by that Party.
29. In accordance with national legislation, prior infonned consent may be required from different
levels of Government. Requirements for obtaining prior infonned consent (national/provincial/
local) in the provider country should therefore be specified.
30. National procedures should facilitate the involvement of all relevant stakeholders from the
community to the government level, aiming at simplicity and clarity.
31. Respecting established legal rights of indigenous and local communities associated with the
genetic resources being accessed or where traditional knowledge associated with these genetic
resources is being accessed, the prior infonned consent of indigenous and local communities
and the approval and involvement of the holders of traditional knowledge, innovations and
practices should be obtained, in accordance with their traditional practices, national access policies
and subject to domestic laws.
32. For ex situ collections, prior infonned consent should be obtained from the competent national
authority(ies) and/or the body governing the ex situ collection concerned as appropriate.
Timing and deadlines
33. Prior infonned consent is to be sought adequately in advance to be meaningful both for those
seeking and for those granting access. Decisions on applications for access to genetic resources
should also be taken within a reasonable period of time.
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Specification of use
34. Prior infonned consent should be based on the specific uses for which consent has been granted.
While prior infonned consent may be granted initially for specific use(s), any change of use
including transfer to third parties may require a new application for prior infonned consent.
Pennitted uses should be clearly stipulated and further prior infonned consent for changes or
unforeseen uses should be required. Specific needs of taxonomic and systematic research as
specified by the Global Taxonomy Initiative should be taken into consideration.
35. Prior infonned consent is linked to the requirement of mutually agreed tenns.

Procedures for obtaining prior informed consent
36. An application for access could require the following information to be provided, in order for the
competent authority to detennine whether or not access to a genetic resource should be granted.
This list is indicative and should be adapted to national circumstances:
a.

Legal entity and affiliation ofthe applicant and/or collector and contact person when the
applicant is an institution;

b_ Type and quantity of genetic resources to which access is sought;
c.

Starting date and duration of the activity;

d. Geographical prospecting area;
e. Evaluation ofhow the access activity may impact on conservation and sustainable use of
biodiversity, to detennine the relative costs and benefits of granting access;

f.

Accurate infonnation regarding intended use (e.g.: taxonomy, collection, research,
commercialization);

g. Identification of where the research and development will take place;
h. Infonnation on how the research and development is to be carried out;
1.

Identification of local bodies for collaboration in research and development;

J.

Possible third party involvement;

k. Purpose of the collection, research and expected results;
l.

Kinds/types ofbenefits that could come from obtaining access to the resource, including
benefits from derivatives and products arising from the commercial and other utilization
of the genetic resource;

m. Indication of benefit-sharing arrangements;
n. Budget;
o. Treatment of confidential infonnation.
37. Pennission to access genetic resources does not necessarily imply pennission to use associated
knowledge and vice versa.

Process
38. Applications for access to genetic resources through prior infonned consent and decisions by the
competent authority(ies) to grant access to genetic resources or not shall be documented in
written fonn.
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39. The competent authority could grant access by issuing a permit or license or following other
appropriate procedures. A national registration system could be used to record the issuance ofall
permits or licenses, on the basis of duly completed application forms.
40. The procedures for obtaining an access permit/license should be transparent and accessible by
any interested party.
D. Mutually agreed terms
41. In accordance with Article 15, paragraph 7, of the Convention on Biological Diversity, each
Contracting Party shall "take legislative, administrative or policy measures, as appropriate ( ...)
with the aim of sharing in a fair and equitable way the results of research and development and
the benefits arising from the commercial and other utilization of genetic resources with the
Contracting Party providing such resources. Such sharing shall be upon mutually agreed terms".
Thus, guidelines should assist Parties and stakeholders in the development of mutually agreed
terms to ensure the fair and equitable sharing of benefits.
1. Basic requirements for mutually agreed terms

42. The following principles or basic requirements could be considered for the development of
mutually agreed terms:
a.

Legal certainty and clarity;

b. Minimization of transaction costs, by, for example:
1.

Establishing and promoting awareness of the Government's and relevant
stakeholders' requirements for prior informed consent and contractual
arrangements;

ll.

Ensuring awareness of existing mechanisms for applying for access, entering
into arrangements and ensuring the sharing of benefits;

111.

Developing framework agreements, under which repeat access under expedited
arrangements can be made;

IV.

Developing standardized material transfer agreements and benefit-sharing
arrangements for similar resources and similar uses (see appendix I for suggested
elements of such an agreement);

c. Inclusion of provisions on user and provider obligations;
d. Development ofdifferent contractual arrangements for different resources and for different
uses and development of model agreements;
e. Different uses may include, inter alia, taxonomy, collection, research, commercialization;
f.

Mutually agreed terms should be negotiated efficiently and within a reasonable period of
time;

g. Mutually agreed ternlS should be set out in a written agreement.
43. The following elements could be considered as guiding parameters in contractual agreements.
These elements could also be considered 'as basic requirements for mutually agreed terms:
a. Regulating the use of resources in order to take into account ethical concerns of the
particular Parties and stakeholders, in particular indigenous and local communities
concerned;
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b. Making provision to ensure the continued customary use of genetic resources and
related knowledge;
c. Provision for the use of intellectual property rights include joint research, obligation
to implement rights on inventions obtained and to provide licenses by common
consent;
d. The possibility of joint ownership of intellectual property rights according to the
degree of contribution.
2. Indicative list of typical mutually agreed terms
44. The following provides an indicative list of typical mutually agreed terms:
a. Type and quantity of genetic resources, and the geographical/ecological area of
activity;
b. Any limitations on the possible use of the material;
c. Recognition of the sovereign rights of the country of origin;
d. Capacity-building in various areas to be identified in the agreement;
e. A clause on whether the terms ofthe agreement in certain circumstances (e.g. change
of use) can be renegotiated;
f.

Whether the genetic resources can be transferred to third parties and conditions to
be imposed in such cases, e.g. whether or not to pass genetic resources to third
parties without ensuring that the third parties enter into similar agreements except
for taxonomic and systematic research that is not related to commercialization;

g. Whether the knowledge, innovations and practices of indigenous and local
communities have been respected, preserved and maintained, and whether the
customary use of biological resources in accordance with traditional practices has
been protected and encouraged;
h. Treatment of confidential information;
1.

Provisions regarding the sharing of benefits arising from the commercial and other
utilization of genetic resources and their derivatives and products.

3. Benefit-sharing
45. Mutually agreed terms could cover the conditions, obligations, procedures, types, timing,
distribution and mechanisms of benefits to be shared. These will vary depending on what is
regarded as fair and equitable in light of the circumstances.
Types of benefits
46. Examples of monetary and non-monetary benefits are provided in appendix II to these
Guidelines.
Timing of benefits
47. Near-term, medium-term and long-term benefits should be considered, including up-front
payments, milestone payments and royalties. The time-frame of benefit-sharing should be
definitely stipulated. Furthermore, the balance among near-term, medium-term and long
term benefit should be considered on a case-by-case basis.
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Distribution of benefits
48. Pursuant to mutually agreed terms established following prior informed consent, benefits
should be shared fairly and equitably with all those who have been identified as having
contributed to the resource management, scientific and/or commercial process. The latter
may include governmental, non-governmental or academic institutions and indigenous and
local communities. Benefits should be directed in such a way as to promote conservation
and sustainable use of biological diversity.

Mechanisms for benefit-sharing
49. Mechanisms for benefit-sharing may vary depending upon the type of benefits, the specific
conditions in the country and the stakeholders involved. The benefit-sharing mechanism
should be flexible as it should be determined by the partners involved in benefit-sharing and
will vary on a case-by-case basis.
50. Mechanisms for sharing benefits should include full cooperation in scientific research and
technology development, as well as those that derive from commercial products including
trust funds, joint ventures and licenses with preferential terms.

V. OTHER PROVISIONS
A. Incentives
51. The following incentive measures exemplify measures which could be used in the
implementation of the guidelines:
a. The identification and mitigation or removal of perverse incentives, that may act as
obstacles for conservation and sustainable use ofbiological diversity through access
and benefit-sharing, should be considered;
b. The use of well-designed economic and regulatory instruments, directly or indirectly
related to access and benefit-sharing, should be considered to foster equitable and
efficient allocation of benefits;
c. The use of valuation methods should be considered as a tool to inform users and
providers involved in access and benefit-sharing;
d. The creation and use ofmarkets should be considered as a way ofefficiently achieving
conservation and sustainable use of biological diversity.

B. Accountability in implementing access and benefit-sharing arrangements
52. Parties should endeavour to establish mechanisms to promote accountability by all
stakeholders involved in access and benefit-sharing arrangements.
53. To promote accountability, Parties may consider establishing requirements regarding:
a. Reporting; and
b. Disclosure of information.
54. The individual collector or institution on whose behalf the collector is operating should,
where appropriate, is responsible and accountable for the compliance of the collector.
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C. National monitoring and reporting
55. Depending on the tenus of access and benefit-sharing, national monitoring may include:
a. Whether the use of genetic resources is in compliance with the tenus of access and
benefit-sharing;
b. Research and development process;
c. Applications for intellectual property rights relating to the material supplied.
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ANNEX4A.2
Decision VIII19
Access and benefit-sharing as related to genetic resources (Article 15)

(ABSTRACT)
A. BONN GUIDELINES ON ACCESS TO GENETIC RESOURCES AND FAIR AND EQUITABLE
SHARING OF BENEFITS ARISING OUT OF THEIR UTILIZATION

,[ ...J
B. USE OF TERMS, DEFINITIONS AND/OR GLOSSARY, AS APPROPRIATE

[...J
C. OTHER APPROACHES, AS SET OUT IN DECISION VI/24 B

[... J
D. INTERNATIONAL REGIME ON ACCESS TO GENETIC RESOURCES AND BENEFIT-SHARING

The Conference ofthe Parties,
Reaffirming that the fair and equitable sharing of the benefits arising out ofthe utilization of genetic
resources is one of the objectives of the Convention on Biological Diversity, in accordance with
Article I of the Convention,
Reaffirming the sovereign rights of States over their natural resources and that the authority to
detennine access to genetic resources rests with the national Governments and is subject to national
legislation, in accordance with Article 3 and Article 15, paragraph I, of the Convention,
Reaffirming the commitment of Parties in Article 15, paragraph 2 of the Convention to "endeavour
to create conditions to facilitate access to genetic resources for environmentally sound uses by
other Contracting Parties and not to impose restrictions that run counter to the objectives of this
Convention" ,
Recalling paragraph 44 (0) of the Plan of Implementation of the World Summit on Sustainable
Development, which calls for action to "negotiate within the framework of the Convention on
Biological Diversity, bearing in mind the Bonn Guidelines, an international regime to promote and
safeguard the fair and equitable sharing of benefits arising out ofthe utilization ofgenetic resources",
Further recalling resolution 57/260 of20 December 2002, adopted by the United Nations General
Assembly at its fifty-seventh session, inviting the Conference of the Parties to take appropriate
steps with regard to the commitment made at the World Summit on Sustainable Development "to
negotiate within the framework of the Convention on Biological Diversity, bearing in mind the
Bonn Guidelines, an international regime to promote and safeguard the fair and equitable sharing
of benefits arising out of the utilization of genetic resources",
Recalling the recommendation of the Inter-Sessional Meeting on the Multi-Year Programme of
Work ofthe Conference of the Parties up to 2010 inviting the Ad Hoc Open-ended Working Group
on Access and Benefit-sharing "to consider the process, nature, scope, elements and modalities of
an international regime on access to genetic resources and benefit-sharing and to provide advice to
the Conference of the Parties at its seventh meeting on this issue",
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Noting the Bonn Guidelines on Access to Genetic Resources and the Fair and Equitable Sharing of
Benefits Ansing from their Utilization, adopted at the sixth meeting ofthe Conference ofthe Parties, "as
a useful first step ofan evolutionary process in the implementation ofrelevant provisions ofthe Convention
related to access to genetic resources and benefit-sharing",
Recalling also paragraph 44 (n) of the Plan of Implementation of the World Summit on Sustainable
Development which calls for action to promote the wide implementation of and continued work on the
Bonn Guidelines on Access to Genetic Resources and Fair and Equitable Sharing ofBenefits arising out
oftheir Utilization, as an input to assist the Parties when developing and drafting legislative, administrative
or policy measures on access and benefit sharing as well as contract and other arrangements under
mutually agreed terms for access and benefit-sharing",
Recallingfurther the Millennium Development Goals and the potential role ofaccess and benefit-sharing
in poverty eradication and environmental sustainability,
Taking into account Articles 8(j), 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, paragraphs 1 and 2, 20, 21 and 22 ofthe Convention
on Biological Diversity,
Reaffirming the commitment by Parties, subject to national legislation, to respect, preserve and maintain
knowledge, innovations and practices ofindigenous and local communities embodying traditional lifestyles
relevant for conservation and sustainable use ofbiological diversity and promote their wider application
with the approval and involvement of the holders of such knowledge, innovations and practices and
encourage the equitable sharing ofthe benefits arising from their utilization,
Noting the work being carried out under the framework of the Convention by the Working Group on
Article 8(j) and Related Provisions of the Convention,
Recognizing that the Convention is the key instrument for the conservation, sustainable use and fair and
equitable sharing ofbenefits arising out of the utilization of genetic resources and bearing in mind the
work related to access to genetic resources and benefit sharing carried out in other relevant international
intergovernmental organizations,
Recognizing also the important contribution ofthe FAO Internati onal Treaty for Plant Genetic Resources
for Food and Agriculture that was negotiated in harmony with the Convention on Biological Diversity,
Recognizing that Parties that are countries oforigin ofgenetic resources may be both users and providers
and that Parties that have acquired these genetic resources in accordance with the
Convention on Biological Diversity may also be both users and providers,
Recalling that the Bonn Guidelines indicate that Parties and stakeholders may be both users and providers,
noting that these terms may still need to be examined and clarified,
Recognizing that the regime should be practicable, transparent, and efficient and avoid arbitrary treatment,
consistent with the provisions of the Convention,
Recalling that the international regime should recognize and shall respect the rights of indigenous and
local communities,
Noting that there is a need for further analysis of existing national, regional and international legal
instruments and regimes relating to access and benefit-sharing and experience gained in their
implementation, including gaps and their consequences,
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Noting that the Ad Hoc Open-ended Working Group onAccess and Benefit-sharing has identified possible
components ofan international regime, without prejudging the outcome,
1. Decides to mandate the Ad Hoc Open-ended Working Group on Access and Benefit-sharing with the
collaboration of the Ad Hoc Open ended Inter-Sessional Working Group on Article 8(j) and Related
Provisions, ensuring the participation of indigenous and local communities, non-governmental
organizations, industry and scientific and academic institutions, as well as intergovernmental organizations,
to elaborate and negotiate an international regime on access to genetic resources and benefit-sharing
with the aim ofadopting an instrument\instruments to effectively implement the provisions in Article 15
and Article 8(j) of the Convention and the three objectives of the Convention;
2. Recommends that the Ad Hoc Open-ended Working Group on Access and Benefit-sharing should
operate in accordance with the terms of reference contained in the annex to this decision;
3. Request the Executive Secretary to make the necessary arrangements for the Ad Hoc Open-ended
Working Group on Access and Benefit-sharing to be convened twice before the eighth meeting of the
Conference of the Parties with one meeting from the core budget back to back with the Ad Hoc Open
ended Inter-Sessional Working Group on Article 8(j) and Related Provisions and the other from voluntary
contributions;
4. Requests the Ad Hoc Open-ended Working Group on ABS to report on progress to the Conference of
the Parties at its eighth meeting;
5. Invites the United Nations Environment Programme, the Food and Agriculture Organization of the
United Nations, the World Trade Organization, the World Intellectual Property Organization, the
International Union for the Protection of New Varieties of Plants, to cooperate with the Ad Hoc Open
ended Working Group on Access and Benefit-sharing in elaborating the international regime;
6. Encourages Parties, Governments, international organizations and all relevant stakeholders to provide
the ways and means to allow for sufficient preparation and to facilitate effective participation ofindigenous
and local communities in the process of the negotiation and elaboration of an international regime;
7. Recommends the promotion ofthe participation ofall relevant stakeholders, including non governmental
organizations and the private sector, and indigenous and local communities;
8. Invites Parties, Governments, international organisations, indigenous and local communities and all
relevant stakeholders, to submit to the Executive Secretary their views, information and analysis on the
elements of the international regime as soon as possible;
9. Requests the Executive Secretary to compile the submissions received and to make them available
through the clearing-house mechanism and other means for the Ad Hoc Open-ended Working Group on
Access and Benefit-sharing.
E. Measures, including consideration of their feasibility, practicality and costs, to support
compliance with prior informed consent ofthe Contracting Party providing genetic resources
and mutually agreed terms on which access was granted in Contracting Parties with users
ofsuch resources under their jurisdiction
[... ]

E

Needs for capacity-building identified by countries to implement the Bonn Guidelines

[... ]
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Annex

TERMS OF REFERENCE FOR THE AD HOC OPEN-ENDED WORKING GROUP ON
ACCESS AND BENEFIT-SHARING
(a)

(b)

(c)

Process:
(i)
To elaborate and negotiate the nature, scope and elements of an
international regime on access and benefit-sharing within the framework
of the Convention on Biological Diversity, as contained in paragraphs (b),
(c) and (d) below, drawing on inter alia an analysis of existing legal and
other instruments at national, regional and international levels relating to
access and benefit-sharing, including: access contracts; experiences with
their implementation; compliance and enforcement mechanisms; and any
other options.
(ii)
As part of the work, the Ad Hoc Open-ended Working Group on Access
and Benefit-sharing will examine whether and to what extent possible
elements as contained in paragraph (d) below are part of these instruments
and determine how to address the gaps.
Nature:
The international regime could be composed of one or more instruments
within a set of principles, norms, rules and decision-making procedures, legally
binding and/or non-binding.
Scope:
(i)

(ii)

(d)

Access to genetic resources and promotion and safeguarding of fair and
equitable sharing of the benefits arising out of the utilization of genetic
resources in accordance with relevant provisions of the Convention on
Biological Diversity;
Traditional knowledge, innovations and practices in accordance with
Article 8U).

Elements: The following elements shall be considered by the Ad Hoc Open
ended Working Group on Access and Benefit-sharing for inclusion in the
international regime, inter alia:
(i)

Measures to promote and encourage collaborative scientific research, as
well as research for commercial purposes and commercialization,
consistent with Articles 8U), 10, 15, paragraph 6, paragraph 7 and Articles
16, 18 and 19 of the Convention;

(ii)

Measures to ensure the fair and equitable sharing of benefits from the
results of research and development and the benefits arising from the
commercial and other utilization of genetic resources in accordance with
Articles 15.7, 16, 19.1, 19.2. of the Convention;

(iii)

Measures for benefit-sharing including, inter alia, monetary and non
monetary benefits, and effective technology transfer and cooperation so as
to support the generation of social, economic and environmental benefits;

(iv)

Measures to promote facilitated access to genetic resources for
environmentally sound uses according to Article 15.2 of the Convention
on Biological Diversity;

(v)

Measures to promote and safeguard the fair and equitable sharing of
benefits arising out of the utilization of genetic resources;
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(vi)

Measures to ensure the sharing of benefits arising from the commercial
and other utilization of genetic resources and their derivatives and
products, in the context of mutually agreed terms;

(vii)

Measures to promote access and benefit-sharing arrangements that
contribute to the achievement of the Millennium Development Goals, in
particular on poverty eradication and environmental sustainability;

(viii)

Measures to facilitate the functioning of the regime at the local, national,
subregional, regional and international levels, bearing in mind the
transboundary nature of the distribution of some in situ genetic resources
and associated traditional knowledge;

(ix)

Measures to ensure compliance with national legislations on access and
benefit-sharing, prior informed consent and mutually agreed terms,
consistent with the Convention on Biological Diversity;

(x)

Measures to ensure compliance with prior informed consent of indigenous
and local communities holding traditional knowledge associated with
genetic resources, in accordance with Article 8(j);

(xi)

Measures to ensure compliance with the mutually agreed terms on which
genetic resources were granted and to prevent the unauthorized access and
use of genetic resources consistent with the Convention on Biological
Diversity;

(xii)

Addressing the issue of derivatives;

(xiii)

Internationally recognized certificate of origin/source/legal provenance of
genetic resources and associated traditional knowledge;

(xiv)

Disclosure of origin/source/legal provenance of genetic resources and
associated traditional knowledge in applications for intellectual property
rights;

(xv)

Recognition and protection of the rights of indigenous and local communities
over their traditional knowledge associated to genetic resources subject to the
national legislation ofthe countries where these communities are located;

(xvi)

Customary law and traditional cultural practices of indigenous and local
communities;

(xvii) Capacity-building measures based on country needs;
(xviii) Code of ethics/Code of conductIModels of prior informed consent or other
instruments in order to ensure fair and equitable sharing of benefits with
indigenous and local communities;
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(xix)

Means to support the implementation ofthe international regime within the
framework ofthe Convention;

(xx)

Monitoring, compliance and enforcement;

(xxi)

Dispute settlement, and/or arbitration, if and when necessary;
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(xxii)

Institutional issues to support the implementation of the international regime
within the framework of the Convention;

(xxiii) Relevant elements of existing instruments and processes, including:

§

Convention on Biological Diversity;

§

Bonn Guidelines on Access to Genetic Resources and the Fair and Equitable
Sharing of Benefits Arising from their Utilization;

§

The International Treaty on Plant Genetic Resources for Food and Agriculture
of the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations;

§

The Commission on Genetic Resources for Food and Agriculture of the Food
and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations;

§

Current national legislative, administrative and policy measures implementing
Article 15 of the Convention on Biological Diversity;

§

The United Nations Permanent Forum on Indigenous Issues;

§

Outcomes of Working Group on Article 8(j);

§

The Agreement on Trade-related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights and •
other World Trade Organization agreements;

§

World Intellectual Property Organization conventions and treaties;

§

International Convention for the Protection of New Varieties of Plants;

§

Regional agreements;

§

Codes of conduct and other approaches developed by specific user groups or
for specific genetic resources, including model contractual agreements;

§

African Model Law on the Rights of Communities, Farmers, Breeders, and on
Access to Biological Resources;

§

Decision 391 ofthe Andean Community;

§

Decision 486 ofthe Andean Community;

§

United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea;

§

Agenda 21;

§

Rio Declaration;

§

CITES;

§

Antarctic Treaty;

§

The Universal Declaration of Human Rights;

§

The International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights;

§

The International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights.
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ANNEX4A.3

Glossary of Terms
Biological diversity - the variability among living organisms from all sources including, inter alia,
terrestrial, marine and other aquatic ecosystems and the ecological complexes of which they are
part; this includes diversity within species, between species and of ecosystems.
Biological resources - genetic resources, organisms or parts thereof, populations, or any other
biotic component of ecosystems with actual or potential use or value for humanity.
Biopiracy - utilization of genetic material and knowledge from communities of the gene-rich developing countries
without paying royalties or other forms ofbenefits derived from the use of genetic resources and traditional knowledge.

Bioprospecting - the search for wild species with genes that produce better crops and medicines, or
the exploration of biodiversity for commercially valuable genetic and biological resources.
Biotechnology - means any technological application that uses biological systems, living organisms,
or derivatives thereof, to make or modify products or processes for specific use.
Derivatives - something extracted from biological and genetic resources such as blood, oils, resins,
genes, seeds, spores, pollen and the like as well as the products derived from, patterned on, or
incorporating manipulated compounds and/or genes.
Ex-situ conservation - the conservation of components ofbiological diversity outside their natural
habitats.
Genetic material - any material of plant, animal, microbial or other origin containing functional
units of heredity.
Genetic resources - genetic material of actual or potential value.
In-situ conservation - the conservation of ecosystems and natural habitats and the maintenance
and recovery of viable populations of species in their natural surroundings and, in the case of
domesticated or cultivated species, in the surroundings where they have developed their distinctive
properties. (Convention on Biological Diversity)
Prior Informed Consent - procedure by which the State, landowners or local and indigenou's
communities, as applicable, receive all demanded information prior to consenting to access to their
biological resources or associated intangible components thereof, upon mutually agreed terms.
(Biodiversity Law, Costa Rica)
Sui Generis (Latin) - "of its own kind". Asui generis system is one that is designed specifically to
address the needs and concerns of a particular issue. This could mean a system entirely distinct
from the current intellectual property (IP) system or, alternatively, a system with new IP or IP-like
rights. There are already several examples ofsui generis IPrights, such as plant breeders' rights (as
reflected in the International Convention on the Protection of New Varieties of Plants, 1991 ("the
DPOV Convention") and the IP protection of integrated circuits (as reflected in the Treaty on
Intellectual Property in respect of Integrated circuits, 1989 ("The Washington Treaty").
Traditional Knowledge - knowledge, innovations and practices ofindigenous and local communities
relating to the use, properties, values and processes of any biological and genetic resources or any
part thereof. (The ASEAN Framework Agreement on Access to Genetic Resources)
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WORKING GROUP ON
ACCESS AND BENEFIT-SHARING

Distr.
GENERAL
ABSWG/I

ORIGINAL: ENGLISH

Item 2 of the Agenda

Provisional Agenda

1.
2.

3.

Opening of the meeting.
Organizational matters:
2.1.
Officers;
2.2.
Adoption of the agenda;
International regime on access and benefit-sharing: nature, scope and elements.

4.

Other matters.

5.

Adoption of the recommendations.
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Distr.
GENERAL

WORKING GROUP ON ACCESS AND BENEFIT-SHARING

ABSWG/1/Add.1
ORIGINAL: ENGLISH
Item 2 of the Agenda
ORGANIZATIONAL MATTERS
Annotated provisional agenda

INTRODUCTION
1. In paragraph 1 of decision VIV19 D, the Conference ofthe Parties decided "to mandate the Working
Group on Access and Benefit-sharing, with the collaboration ofthe Ad Hoc Open ended Inter-sessional
Working Group on Article 8(j) and related provisions, ensuring the participation of indigenous and local
communities, non-governmental organizations, industry and scientific and academic institutions, as well
as intergovernmental organizations, to elaborate and negotiate an international regime on access to genetic
resources and benefit-sharing with the aim ofadopting an instrument/instruments to effectively implement
the provisions in Article 15 and Article 8(j) ofthe Convention and the three objectives ofthe Convention"
and, in paragraph 2, recommended that the Working Group on Access and Benefit-sharing "should
operate in accordance with the terms of reference contained in the annex to this decision".
2. The results of the deliberations of the Working Group will be submitted for consideration by the
Conference of the Parties at its next meeting.
3. A list of documents for the meeting is contained in the Annex to the present note.
ITEM 1. OPENING OF THE MEETING
4. The meeting will be opened by the President of the Conference of the Parties or his representative. A
representative ofthe host country will address the meeting. The Executive Secretary will make introductory
remarks.
ITEM 2. ORGANIZATIONAL MATTERS
2. I. Officers
5. In keeping with established practice, the Bureau ofthe Conference ofthe Parties will serve as the
Bureau ofthe Working Group.
2.2. Adoption of the agenda
6. The Working Group may wish to adopt its agenda on the basis ofthe provisional agenda (ABSWGI
1), which has been prepared by the Executive Secretary on the basis of decision VIU19 and in
consultation with the Bureau.

ITEM 3.

INTERNATIONAL REGIME ON ACCESS AND BENEFIT
SHARING: NATURE, SCOPE AND ELEMENTS

7. Under item 3, the Working Group is invited to elaborate and negotiate an international regime on
access and benefit-sharing, in accordance with the terms ofreference for the Working Group included in
annex to decision VIVl9 D. As set out in the terms ofreference, the Working Group is invited to draw,
inter alia, on an analysis of existing legal and other instruments at national, regional and international
levels relating to access and benefit-sharing. It is also invited to examine whether, and to what extent,
possible elements contained in paragraph (d) ofthe terms ofreference, are part ofthese instruments and
determine how to address gaps.
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8. The Working Group should focus on the following issues:
Nature: Should the regime stand alone as an individual instrument, or be part of, or relate
to, other legal (e,g. International Treaty on Plant Genetic Resources for Food andAgriculture,
TRIPS, WIPO, International Union for the Protection ofNew Varieties ofPlants Convention
- UPOV) and/or non-legally binding instruments (e.g. Bonn Guidelines, regional modal
laws)? Should the regime be a legally binding or non legally binding international instrument?
Scope: What should be scope of the regime? Should derivatives of genetic resources be
included? To what extent, if any, should the regime address access and the equitable sharing
of benefits arising out of the utilization of traditional knowledge? To what extent, if any,
should the international regime take into consideration links to the other two objectives of
the Convention (e,g. conservation and the sustainable use of biodiversity)?
Elements: What should be the key features ofprior informed consent and mutually agreed
terms? (consent oflocal and indigenous communities, role of national authorities and focal
points, restrictions to access). Should access agreements include compulsory or voluntary
benefit-sharing arrangements? Should the regime provide monitoring and enforcement
measures (certification systems, export/import controls, access to justice and dispute
settlement)? Other possible elements for inclusion in the regime are listed in paragraph D of
the Terms of Reference,
9. In order to assist the Working Group, the Executive Secretary prepared a note entitled "Analysis
of existing national, regional and international legal instruments relating to access and benefit
sharing and experience gained in their implementation, including identification of gaps" (ABSWG/
2).
ITEM 4. other matters
10. Under this item, the members of the Working Group may wish to raise other matters related to
the subject matter of the meeting.
ITEM 5. adoption of recommendations
4. The Working Group will consider and adopt its recommendations.
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Annex

DOCUMENTATION FOR THE MEETING OF THE WORKING GROUP ON ACCESS
AND BENEFIT-SHARING

Symbol

Title

ABSWGII

Provisional agenda

ABSWG/IIAdd.1

Annotated provisional agenda

ABSWG/2

Analysis of existing national, regional and international legal
instruments relating to access and benefit-sharing and experiences
gained in their implementation, including identification of gaps
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WORKING GROUP ON ACCESS AND
BENEFIT-SHARING

Distr.
GENERAL
ABSWG/2

ORIGINAL: ENGLISH
Item 2 of the Provisional Agenda
ANALYSIS OF EXISTING NATIONAL, REGIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL LEGAL
INSTRUMENTS RELATING TO ACCESS AND BENEFIT-SHARI~G AND
EXPERIENCE GAINED IN THEIR IMPLEMENTATION, INCLUDING
IDENTIFICATION OF GAPS
Note by the Executive Secretary!..
I. INTRODUCTION
1. In decision VIII19 D, the Conference of the Parties decided to mandate the Ad Hoc Open-ended
Working Group on Access and Benefit-sharing, to elaborate and negotiate an international regime
on access to genetic resources and benefit-sharing with the aim ofadopting an instrument/instruments
to effectively implement the provisions in Article 15 and Article SCi) of the Convention and the
three objectives of the Convention" and recommended that the Working Group on Access and
Benefit-sharing "should operate in accordance with the terms of reference contained in the annex to
this decision.

2. In the preamble to decision VII/19 D, the Conference ofthe Parties noted "that there is a need for
further analysis ofexisting national, regional and internationallega) instruments and regimes relating
to access and benefit-sharing and experience gained in their implementation, including gaps and
their consequences". In addition, the terms of reference of the Working Group contained in the
annex to the same decision provide that the negotiation of the international regime should draw on
"inter alia, an analysis of existing legal and other instruments at national, regional and international
levels relating to access and benefit-sharing, including: access contracts; experiences with their
implementation; compliance and enforcement mechanisms; and any other options".
3. Accordingly, the present note provides an analysis of existing legal and other instruments at
national, regional and international levels relating to access and benefit-sharing, taking into account
existing instruments listed in the annex to decision VIII 19 D, under section (d) sub-paragraph (xxiii)
of the terms of reference as elements for consideration by the Working Group for inclusion in the
international regime.

II. OVERVIEW OF EXISTING INTRUMENTS RELATED TO ACCESS AND
BENEFIT-SHARING
A.

International legal instruments

4. This section provides a general description of the international instruments identified by the
Conference of the Parties to be considered for inclusion in the international regime as well as an
examination oftheir relevance to access and benefit-sharing.

1 This note is an abstract ofthe note prepared by the Executive Secretary of the CBD for the
Third Meeting of the Ad Hoc Working Group on ABS, held in February 2005 in Bangkok,
Thailand.

7::/ Decision VII/19 D, paragraphs 1 and 2.
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1. FAO International Treaty on Plant Genetic Resources for Food and Agriculture

General description of the instrument
5. The International Treaty on Plant Genetic Resources for Food and Agriculture was adopted by the
Conference of the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO) in November 2001
and entered into force on 29 June 2004. As of 1 November 2004, 61 countries and the European
Community had ratified the Treaty. This legally binding treaty covers all plant genetic resources for food
and agriculture. Its objectives are "the conservation and sustainable use of plant genetic resources for
food and agriculture and the fair and equitable sharing of benefits derived from their use, in harmony
with Convention on Biological Diversity, for sustainable agriculture and food security".

Access and benefit-sharing component
6. One ofthe main components ofthis Treaty, the Multilateral System ofFacilitated Access and Benefit
sharing addresses access and benefit-sharing and supports the work of breeders and farmers. The
Multilateral System applies to more than 60 plant genera, which include 64 major crops and forages.
The list ofcrops covered under the Multilateral System is listed in annex I ofthe Treaty. The Multilateral
System can be seen as a particular application ofthe principles ofArticle 15, paragraph 2, ofthe Convention
to the plant genetic resources for food and agriculture covered by the Multilateral System. In its article
10, the Contracting Parties to the Treaty recognize the sovereign rights of States over their own plant
genetic resources for food and agriculture and agree to establish a multilateral system to facilitate access
to these resources, and to share, in a fair and equitable way, the benefits arising from their utilization.
The mechanism for facilitated access and benefit sharing is a standard Material Transfer Agreement
(MTA) to be adopted by the Governing Body which will set out the conditions for access to these genetic
resources and benefit-sharing. The Treaty establishes a number ofmandatory terms and conditions to be
included in the MTA but leaves a number of issues for negotiation within the Governing Body. Access
will be provided for utilization and conservation in research, breeding and training for food and agriculture.
The treaty provides for benefit-sharing through the payment of monetary and other benefits of
commercialization; information-exchange; access to and transfer oftechnology; and capacity building.
7. An Expert Group has been established, pursuant to FAO Conference Resolution 3/2001 that adopted
the Treaty, to prepare recommendations for the first meeting ofthe Governing Body regarding the form
and content of a standard Material Transfer Agreement.
2. The WTO Agreement on Trade-related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights

General description of the instrument 11
8. The TRIPs Agreement came into force on 1 January 1995 as a result ofthe Uruguay Round ofmultilateral
trade negotiations. It covers areas ofintellectual property such as copyright and related rights, trademarks,
geographical indications, patents including the protection of new varieties of plants, the layout designs
of integrated circuits and undisclosed information including trade secrets and test data.
9. The Agreement establishes the minimum standards of protection to be provided by Members in each
ofthe main areas of intellectual property covered by the TRIPs Agreement. It also deals with domestic
procedures and remedies for the enforcement of intellectual property rights and makes disputes between
WTO Members about the respect of the TRIPs obligations subject to the WTO dispute settlement
procedures. The Agreement also provides for the applicability ofbasic GATT principles, such as most
. favoured nation and national treatment.
10. The main goals of the TRIPs Agreement include the reduction of distortions and impediments to
international trade, promotion of effective and adequate protection of intellectual property rights, and
ensuring that measures and procedures to enforce intellectual property rights do not themselves become
.!! For further details see www.wto.org.
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barriers to legitimate trade. Article 7 ofthe Agreement sets out as one ofits objectives that the protection
and enforcement of intellectual property rights should contribute to the promotion of technological
innovation and to the transfer and dissemination oftechnology, to the mutual advantage ofproducers and
users oftechnological knowledge and in a manner conducive to social and economic welfare, and to a
balance of rights and obligations.
11. With respect to patents, article 27( 1) of the Agreement defines the formal requirements regarding
patentable subject matter and provides that patents shall be available for inventions that are "new, involve
an inventive step and are capable of industrial application".
12. Article 27, paragraph 3 (b) ofthe Agreement provides that Members may exclude from patentability
plants and animals other than micro-organisms and essenti(llly biological processes for the production of
plants or animals other than non-biological and microbiological processes. However, any country excluding
plant varieties from patent protection must provide an effective suigeneris system ofprotection. Members
may therefore decide whether or not to grant patents for plants, animals or biological processes. The
agreement calls for a review ofthe provisions ofArticle 27.3 (b) four years after the agreement entered
into force. Such a review is ongoing. In addition, it should be noted that paragraph 19 ofthe 2001 Doha
Declaration has broadened the discussion. It provides that the TRIPS Council should also examine the
relationship between the TRIPs Agreement and the Convention on Biological Diversity, the protection
oftraditional knowledge and folklore and other relevant new developments raised by Members pursuant
to article 71.1. It also provides that the work of the TRIPs Council on these topics is to be guided by the
Agreement's objectives (Article 7) and principles (Article 8), and must take development issues fully
into account.

Relevance to access and benefit-sharing
13. A number of issues have been addressed in the TRIPs Council with respect to the revision of article
27J(b), the relationship between the Convention on Biological Diversity and the TRIPs Agreement, and
the possibility of broadening the criteria for patentability with respect to inventions based on genetic
material or associated traditional knowledge.
14. While certain members have expressed the opinion that the TRIPs Agreement and the Convention on
Biological Diversity are already compatible, others have argued that the TRIPs Agreement should be
amended in order to ensure its compatibility with the Convention on Biological Diversity. More
specifically, it has been suggested that the TRIPs Agreement should be amended so that patent applicants
are required to disclose the origin of genetic resources and associated traditional knowledge in patent
applications where the subject matter ofthe application is based on genetic resources or related traditional
knowledge. It is also suggested that evidence ofprior informed consent and benefit-sharing be provided
by the applicant. Others are ofthe opinion that the TRIPs Agreement should prohibit the patenting ofall
life forms. Other countries have suggested addressing the issue ofdisclosure oforigin ofgenetic resources
and related traditional knowledge as a stand alone requirement and another has suggested to address the
issue of disclosure by amending the Patent Cooperation Treaty adopted under the aegis of WIPO. No
consensus has been reached, as yet, on this issue. The latest proposal, available as document IP/CIWI
429, dated 20 September 2004, was submitted by Brazil, India, Pakistan, Peru, Thailand, and Venezuela
and considered at the TRIPs Council meeting on 21 September 2004. The proposal explores disclosure
requirements relating to the origin ofgenetic resources and any traditional knowledge used in an invention.
It discusses the rationale for such a requirement and provides suggestions for the form it could take and
the consequences of non-compliance. No substantive progress was made at that meeting.
3. WIPO conventions and treaties
15. WIPO administers 23 international treaties dealing with different aspects of intellectual property
protection and it counts 180 countries as Member States. Treaties ofrelevance to the international patent
system are those of most relevance to the issue of access to genetic resources and benefit-sharing.
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16. In September-October 2001, at the thirty-sixth series of meetings of the Assemblies of the
Member States of the WIPO, Member States agreed that WIPO should begin consultations with a
view to preparing a strategic blue print for change in the international patent system. II Developments
of various aspects of the patent system were already being addressed in a number of forums within
WIPO, such as those relating to the Patent Law Treaty (PLT), the draft Substantive Patent Law
Treaty (SPLT), the reform of the Patent Cooperation Treaty (PCT) and the Intergovernmental
Committee on Intellectual Property and Genetic Resources, Traditional Knowledge and Folklore.
The WIPO Patent Agenda is to ensure, inter alia, the effectiveness ofthese processes and instruments
and their mutual consistency.
17. A Diplomatic Conference adopted the Patent Law Treaty (PLT) on 1 June 2000. The PLT aims
at harmonizing formal requirements set by national or regional patent offices for the filing ofnational
or regional patent applications. It was then decided by the WIPO's Standing Committee on the Law
of Patents (SCP) to initiate work on harmonization of substantive patent law. At the November
2001 meeting, the SCP agreed on an approach of establishing a seamless interface between the
SPLT, the PLT and the Patent Cooperation Treaty (PCT). A draft of the Substantive Patent Law
Treaty is now under consideration. In addition, a reform ofthe Patent Cooperation Treaty began in
October 2000 and is ongoing. The Patent Cooperation Treaty is an international instrument that
allows for the processing of a single international patent application for patents in multiple member
countries ofthe Patent Cooperation Treaty rather than having to process applications in the national
office of each country. An international patent application is subjected to an "international search"
carried out by one of the major patent offices appointed by the PCT Assembly with respect to prior
art, novelty and inventive step.
18. In addition, the WIPO Intergovernmental Committee on Intellectual Property and Genetic
Resources, Traditional Knowledge and Folklore (IGC) was established by the WIPO General
Assembly in October 2000 as a forum for debate and dialogue concerning the relationship between
intellectual property (IP), and traditional knowledge, genetic resources and traditional cultural
expressions. It was considered that these themes cut across the conventional branches of intellectual
property law and therefore did not fit into other WIPO bodies. 1/

Relationship to access and benefit-sharing
19. Issues related to access and benefit-sharing have been addressed essentially by the IGe. However,
certain member States have expressed the view that issues related to access and benefit sharing,
such as the disclosure of origin of genetic resources and related traditional knowledge should be
addressed in the context of the reform of the PCT and the development of the SPLT.
20. Among issues examined by the IGC, the issue of disclosure of origin of genetic resources and
related traditional knowledge in patent applications is of particular relevance to the negotiation of
an international regime. A technical study on disclosure requirements related to genetic resources
and traditional knowledge was carried out by WIPO in response to the invitation ofthe'Conference
ofthe Parties to the Convention on Biological Diversity, J./ and made available to the Conference of
the Parties at its seventh meeting (UNEP/CBDICOP/7/INFIl7). At this meeting, the Conference of
the Parties invited WIPO to carry out additional work on this issue in decision VIII19 E, paragraph 8.

.lI For further details see WI PO website regarding WI PO Patent Agenda.

?! For further details see www.wipo.int/tk/en/igc/
}I See decision VI/24 C, paragraph 4.
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21. This invitation was considered by the IGC at its sixth session in March 2004. At this meeting,
the Committee agreed that the invitation should first be considered by the WIPO General Assembly
to be held in September-October 2004 in order to determine which WIPO forum was the most
appropriate to address this issue. While certain countries were of the opinion that the IGC was the
most appropriate body to respond to such an invitation, other countries expressed the view that the
protection ofgenetic resources and traditional knowledge against misappropriation must be addressed
in patent related legal instruments and, in particular, by introducing the necessary changes to those
instruments so as to ensure that they provided for the declaration of source of genetic resources or
traditional knowledge. These countries therefore suggested that the issue of disclosure should be
addressed in the context of the PCT reform and of the discussions regarding the SPLT.
22. At the fourth session of the Working Group on Reform of the Patent Cooperation Treaty (PCT),
held from 19 to 23 May 2003, Switzerland submitted proposals regarding transparency measures
under patent law in the area of genetic resources and traditional knowledge . .11 The essence ofthe
proposals was to enable the national patent legislation to require the declaration of the source of
genetic resources and traditional knowledge in patent applications, if the invention was directly
based on such resources and traditional knowledge. Additional comments on these proposals were
submitted to the sixth session of this Working Group (3-7 May 2004) with the aim of enabling the
Working Group to have a more substantive discussion on its proposals. "1:./ These comments covered
the use ofterms, the source of genetic resources and traditional knowledge, the scope ofthe obligation
to declare this source in patent applications, and the possible legal sanctions for failure to disclose
or the wrongful disclosure of the source. Divergent views were expressed in response to these
proposals and the Working Group agreed to discuss the issue again at its next session, at the end of
November 2004. '1./ The views expressed at this meeting reflected the lack of consensus among
WIPO Member States with regard to the appropriate forum to discuss matters related to the issue of
disclosure of source of genetic resources and related traditional knowledge in patent applications.
23. At its fifteenth extraordinary session, in September/October 2004, the WIPO General Assembly
considered the invitation of the Conference of the Parties at its seventh meeting, regarding the
interrelation of access to genetic resources and disclosure requirements in intellectual property
rights applications. The General Assembly decided that WIPO should respond positively to the
invitation from the Conference ofthe Parties and established a timetable and modalities for addressing
the issue, including the holding of an ad hoc intergovernmental meeting in May 2005 to consider a
draft document and the submission of a revised draft thereofto the General Assembly at its ordinary
session in September 2005.
4. International Convention for the Protection of New Varieties of Plants

General description
24. The International Convention for the Protection of New Varieties of Plants was signed in Paris
in 1961 and entered into force in 1968. It was revised in 1972, 1978 and 1991. The 1991 Act ofthe
UPOV Convention entered into force in 1998. The purpose ofthe UPOV Convention is "to ensure
that the members of the Union acknowledge the achievement ofbreeders of new varieties of plants,
by granting to them an intellectual property right, on the basis ofa set of clearly defined principles".
Thus, the Convention provides a sui generis form of intellectual protection specifically adapted to
the process of plant breeding and developed with the aim of encouraging breeders to develop new
II WIPO document PCT!RJWG/5/11.

'1:/ These comments were submitted to the SCBD by the Government of Switzerland and are also available as WIPO
document PCT/RJWG/6/11.

Jj See Report of the meeting in WIPO document PCT/RlWG/6!12.
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varieties of plants. To be eligible for protection, varieties have to be: (i) distinct from existing,
commonly known varieties; (ii) sufficiently uniform; (iii) stable; and (iv) new in the sense that they
must not have been commercialized prior to certain dates established by reference to the date of the
application for protection. II The Convention offers protection to the breeder, in the form of a
"breeder's right", ifhis plant variety satisfies the above conditions. The scope ofthe breeder's right
is, however, limited by two important exceptions (Article 15). The first exception, known as the
"breeder's exemption" allows the use of the propagating material of the protected variety, without
prior authorization, for the purpose ofbreeding other varieties. The breeder's exemption optimizes
variety improvement by ensuring that germplasm sources remain accessible to all breeders. The
second exception concerns the right of farmers to use farm-saved seed for replanting. This is
known as the "farmers' privilege" and seeks to safeguard the common practice of farmers saving
their own seed for the purpose of re-sowing. However, the Convention requires that the farmers'
privilege be regulated "within reasonable limits and subject to safeguarding ofthe legitimate interests
of the breeder". As of 1 August 2004, 55 States were a Party to the UPOV Convention. The
mission ofUPOV is "to provide and promote an effective system of plant variety protection, with
the aim of encouraging the development of new varieties of plants, for the benefit of society". 'l:.1
Relationship to access and benefit-sharing

25.
In response to notifications by the Executive Secretary inviting relevant international
organizations to contribute to the work on access and benefit-sharing, the Vice Secretary-General
ofUPOV provided detailed replies highlighting the access and benefit-sharing aspects ofthe UPOV
Convention. The UPOV submission is included in the compilation of submissions by Parties,
international organizations and other relevant stakeholders (UNEP/CBD/WG-ABS/3/INF/1).
26.
In these communications, UPOV highlighted the importance of access to genetic resources
to ensure progress in plant breeding. It also pointed to the concept of the breeder's exemption in the
UPOV Convention which reflects the view ofUPOV that the worldwide community of breeders
needs access to all forms of breeding material to sustain progress in plant breeding and hence
maximize the use of genetic resources for the benefit of society. The communications also include
reference to the inherent benefit sharing principles ofthe UPOV Convention, in the form ofbreeder 's
exemption and other exceptions to the breeder's right. Concern is expressed with respect to any
other measures for benefit sharing that could introduce unnecessary barriers to progress in breeding
and the utilization of genetic resources. Finally, UPOV urges the Working Group on Access and
Benefit Sharing to recognize these principles in its work and to ensure that any measures it develops
are supportive ofthese principles and of the UPOV Convention.
5. United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea
General description
27. The United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea was adopted in 1982 and entered into
force on 16 November 1994. The Convention currently has 145 Parties. As set out in its preamble,
the Convention was adopted in order to establish "with due regard to the sovereignty of all States,
a legal order for the seas and oceans which will facilitate international communication, and will
promote the peaceful uses of the seas and oceans, the equitable and efficient utilization of their
resources, the conservation of their living resources, and the study, protection and preservation of
the marine environment". The Convention establishes a general framework to govern all activities
on the oceans. It establishes specific regimes for living resources in the high seas and mineral
resources of the deep seabed beyond the limits of national jurisdiction ("the Area") as well as for
marine scientific research. Part XII ofthe Convention

l' UPOV
Y Ibid.

Publication No. 437 (E), November 10,2003 edition.
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contains general provisions regarding the protection and preservation of the marine environment.
It provides for measures to prevent, reduce and control marine pollution; the prevention and control
of the introduction of alien species; the global and regional cooperation for the protection and
preservation ofthe marine environment; and the monitoring and assessment ofenvironmental impacts
of activities. The regime of the Area established in Part XI is based on the principle that the Area
and its resources are the common heritage of mankind. The definition of the term "resources",
however, refers only to mineral resources, thus leaving biological resources outside the ambit of the
regulatory regime. Part XIII of the Convention establishes the regime for marine scientific research
and affirms the right of all States and competent international organizations to conduct marine
scientific research, including in the Area. It provides that such research shall be conducted exclusively
for peaceful purposes and in compliance with relevant regulations adopted under the Convention,
including those for the protection and preservation of the marine environment.
Relationship to access and benefit-sharing
28.
In paragraph 12 of decision nil 0, the Conference of the Parties requested the Executive
Secretary, in consultation with the Division for Ocean Affairs and the Law of the Sea of the Office
ofLegal Affairs ofthe United Nations, to undertake a study ofthe relationship between the Convention
on Biological Diversity and the UNCLOS with regard to conservation and sustainable use ofgenetic
resources on the deep sea bed, to enable SBSTTA to address the scientific, technical and technological
issues relating to bioprospecting of genetic resources of the deep seabed. The issue of access to
genetic resources on the deep seabed and benefit-sharing was addressed by this study (UNEP/CBDI
SBSTTA/8/INF/3/Rev.l). A synthesis of this study, (UNEP/SBSTTAl8/9/Add.3/Rev.1) was
considered at the eighth meeting of SBSTTA and provides a useful overview of the relationship
between the Convention on Biological Diversity and the UNCLOS with respect to the conservation
and sustainable use ofdeep seabed genetic resources beyond national jurisdiction and also addresses
the issue of marine genetic resources in the Area.y
29.
The study notes that whereas the provisions ofthe UNCLOS and the Convention on Biological
Diversity are complementary and mutually supportive regarding the conservation and sustainable
use ofmarine and coastal biodiversity, an important legal lacuna exists with respect to commercially
oriented activities relating to genetic resources in the Area. While UNCLOS contains provisions
for marine scientific research, including in areas beyond national jurisdiction, it is unclear about
bioprospecting. With respect to the Convention on Biological Diversity, in areas beyond the limits
of national jurisdiction, the provisions of the Convention only apply to activities and processes
carried out under a Party's jurisdiction or control which may have adverse impacts on biological
diversity. Thus, the provisions ofthe Convention relating to access to genetic resources and benefit
sharing do not apply to genetic resources in areas beyond national jurisdiction. Article 15 of the
Convention on Biological Diversity, which addresses the issue of access to genetic resources and
benefit sharing, is based on the principle ofState sovereignty over genetic resources. The provisions
ofArticle 15 apply only to genetic resources provided by Contracting Parties that are countries of
origiQ of such resources or by Parties that have acquired them in accordance with the Convention.
Genetic resources located in areas beyond the limits of national jurisdiction are therefore outside
the scope of Article 15.
30. The study concludes that the two conventions contain useful principles, concepts, measures and
mechanisms that could provide the building blocks for a specific legal regime focusing on the
conservation and sustainable use of marine genetic resources in the deep seabed beyond the limits
of national jurisdiction. The common-heritage-of-mankind principle under the United Nations
Convention on the Law of the Sea could provide an important underlying conceptual construct for
genetic resources of the deep seabed. In addition, the two conventions share certain principles

11 Where the water column becomes the high seas, the seabed becomes "the Area",
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and concepts, such as the responsibility of States for activities under their jurisdiction and control; the
ecosystem approach; the establishment of marine protected areas; information exchange, consultation
and notification regarding activities; environmental impact assessment; sustainable use; and fair and
equitable sharing of benefits. These principles would provide useful tools in addressing conservation
and equity considerations in the management of genetic resources of the deep seabed beyond national
jurisdiction.
31. The Conference of the Parties considered issues arising from the study of the relationship between
the Convention on Biological Diversity and the UNCLOS in decision VIliS on marine and coastal
biodiversity.1J The Conference ofthe Parties recognized that further work was needed on this issue and
requested the Executive Secretary in consultation with Parties and relevant organizations to compile
information, for consideration by SBSTTA, on the following issues: information on the methods for the
identification, assessment and monitoring ofgenetic resources ofthe seabed and ocean floor and subsoil
thereof, in areas beyond the limits ofnational jurisdiction; information on the status and trends ofthese
genetic resources including identification of threats and the technical options for their protection.
32. In addition, the Conference of the Parties invited "the Parties to raise their concerns regarding the
issue of conservation and sustainable use of genetic resources of the deep seabed beyond limits of
national jurisdiction at the next meeting ofthe General Assembly". It also invited the "GeneralAssembly
to further coordinate work relating to conservation and sustainable use ofgenetic resources ofthe deep
seabed beyond the limits of national jurisdiction", Finally, Parties and other States were invited "to
identify activities and processes under their jurisdiction or control which may have significant adverse
impact on deep seabed ecosystems and species beyond the limits of national jurisdiction, in order to
address Article 3 ofthe Convention".
6.

The Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species ofWild Fauna
and Flora

General description ,,!!I
33. The Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species ofWild Fauna and Flora entered into
force in 1975 and now has 166 Parties. Its aim is to ensure that international trade in specimens ofwild
animals and plants does not threaten their survival.
34, In order to do so, CITES regulates international trade in specimens ofspecies ofwild fauna and flora,
including the export, re-export and import oflive and dead animals and plants and ofparts and derivatives
thereof, based on a system ofpermits and certificates which can be used ifcertain conditions are met and
that have to be presented before consignments ofspecimens are allowed to leave or enter a country.
35. Each Party to the Convention is to designate one or more Management Authorities responsible for
issuing these permits and certificates, subject to the advice from one or more Scientific Authorities
designated for that purpose.
36. The species covered by CITES are listed in three Appendices, according to the degree ofprotection
they need:
(a) Appendix I includes species threatened with extinction. Trade in specimens ofthese
species is permitted only in exceptional circumstances;
(b) Appendix II includes species not necessarily threatened with extinction, but in which trade
must be controlled in order to avoid utilization incompatible with their survival;
(c) Appendix III contains species that are protected in at least one country, which has asked
other CITES Parties for assistance in controlling the trade.

II The relevant sections of decision VIlIS are included in paragraphs 54 to 56.
Y CITES Secretariat, information available on www,cites.org.
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37. A specimen of a CITES-listed species may be imported into or exported (or re-exported) from a
State party to the Convention only ifthe appropriate document has been obtained and presented for
clearance at the port of entry or exit.

Relationship to access and benefit-sharing
38. CITES does not address specifically the issue of access to genetic resources and benefit-sharing.
However, in the context of discussions related to access and benefit-sharing, and more specifically
of approaches to assist Parties and stakeholders with the implementation of the access and benefit
sharing provisions of the Convention on Biological Diversity, it has been suggested that the permit
system established by CITES to regulate the trade of endangered species could provide useful
experience to draw from when examining the possibility of developing an international certificate
oforigin/source/legal provenance and the implications ofsuch a certificate. This issue is examined
in document UNEP/CBD/WG-ABS/3/5.
7. The Antarctic Treaty

General description
39. The Antarctic Treaty System is the whole complex of arrangements made for the purpose of
regulating relations among States in the Antarctic. At its heart is the Antarctic Treaty itself. The
original Parties to the Treaty were the 12 nations active in the Antarctic during the International
Geophysical Year of 1957-58. The Treaty was signed in Washington on 1 December 1959 and
entered into force on 23 June 1961. The Antarctic Treaty Consultative Parties comprise the original
12 States and a further fourteen States that have become parties by acceding to the Treaty and
demonstrating their interest in Antarctica by carrying out substantial scientific activity there.
40. The primary purpose of the Antarctic Treaty is to ensure "in the interests of all mankind that
Antarctica shall continue forever to be used exclusively for peaceful purposes and shall not become
the scene or object of international discord."lJ To this end, it prohibits military activity, except in
support ofscience; prohibits nuclear explosions and the disposal ofnuclear waste; promotes scientific
research and the exchange of data; and holds all territorial claims in abeyance. In furtherance ofthe
principles and objectives of the Treaty, contracting parties undertake to put in place measures
regarding the use ofAntarctica for peaceful purposes only; the facilitation of scientific research; the
, facilitation ofinternational cooperation; questions relating to the exercise ofjurisdiction in Antarctica;
and the preservation and conservation of living resources in Antarctica. The Treaty applies to the
area south of60oS, including all ice shelves and islands. It is, however, affirmed that nothing in the
Treaty shall prejudice or in any way affect the rights, or the exercise of the rights, ofany State under
international law with regard to the high seas within that area. The Treaty is augmented by
recommendations adopted at Consultative Meetings, by the Protocol on Environmental Protection
to the Antarctic Treaty (Madrid, 1991), and by two separate conventions dealing with the Conservation
of Antarctic Seals (London 1972), and the Conservation of Antarctic Marine Living Resources
(Canberra 1980). The Convention on the Regulation of Antarctic Mineral Resource Activities
(Wellington 1988), negotiated between 1982 and 1988, will not enter into force.
41. The Convention on the Conservation of the Antarctic Marine Living Resources, 1980, provides a
framework for the conservation of marine living resources, including measures to control and regulate
the harvesting of such resources. It seeks to ensure that harvesting and associated activities are in
compliance with basic conservation principles (Article II). It also establishes a Commission for the
Conservation ofAntarctic Marine Living Resources (Article VII), whose mandate includes the facilitation
ofresearch and studies ofAntarctic marine living resources and ofthe marine ecosystem; the monitoring
and assessment of such resources; the identification of conservation needs; and the formulation and
adoption ofconservation measures (Article IX).

11 Preamble to the Antarctic Treaty.
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42. The 1991 Protocol on Environmental Protection to the Antarctic Treaty, establishes a
comprehensive regime for the protection of the Antarctic environment and its dependent and
associated ecosystems and designates Antarctica as a natural reserve, devoted to peace and science.
The Protocol requires that activities in the Antarctic Treaty area shall be planned and conducted so
as to limit adverse impacts on the Antarctic environment and dependent and associated ecosystems
(Article 3). Adverse impacts are defined to include detrimental changes in the distribution, abundance
or productivity ofspecies or populations ofspecies offauna and flora; further jeopardy to endangered
or threatened species or their populations; and degradation of, or substantial risk to areas ofbiological
or wilderness significance. Annex II to the Protocol establishes a permit system regarding harvesting
of Antarctic fauna and flora. Permits are to be issued only for the provision of specimens for
scientific study or scientific information and for the provision of specimens to museums, herbaria,
zoological and botanical gardens, or other educational or cultural institutions or uses.

Relationship to access and benefit-sharing
43. The access and benefit-sharing provisions of the Convention do not apply to the Antarctic
region, since this territory is beyond the limits ofnational jurisdiction. However, bioprospecting is
becoming an issue in the Antarctic Region. According to a study carried out by the Institute of
Advanced Studies of the United Nations University (UNU/IAS), "An increasing amount ofscientific
research on the flora and fauna ofAntarctic is being done with a view to identifying commercially
useful genetic and biochemical resources, and this trend is likely to increase. 11
44. As noted in this study, bioprospecting was first discussed in the Treaty System in 1999 and has
since then received regular attention at meetings ofthe Scientific Committee on Antarctic Research
(SCAR), the Committee for Environmental Protection (CEP) and the Antarctic Treaty Consultative
Meeting (ATCM).
45. Unregulated commercial research in Antarctica is now creating concern among researchers that
patented products may become unavailable for basic research and that the unregulated harvesting
of samples may cause ecological damage. y
46. Although the Antarctic Treaty System does not directly regulate bioprospecting activities,
provisions relevant to the consideration of the issue exist, as demonstrated above, in the Antarctic
Treaty, its Protocol on Environmental Protection and the Convention on the Conservation ofAntarctic
Marine Living Resources (CCAMLR). The Convention on the Regulation of Antarctic Mineral
Resources Activities (CRAMRA) may also provide some guidance for developing measures for
regulating bioprospecting activities. These provisions are examined in more detail by the UNUI
lAS study.
47. It has been suggested by the Scientific Committee on Antarctic Research that the Antarctic
Treaty System may need to be revised in order to include the regulation of bioprospecting. It has
also been suggested that UNCLOS and the Convention on Biological Diversity should be examined
in order to help find solutions to the issue ofbioprospecting in the Antarctic.
48. Parties to the Antarctic Treaty System are considering the issue ofbioprospecting in the governing
body, the Antarctic Treaty Consultative Meeting (ATCM). Biological prospecting in Antarctica was
on the agenda of the twenty-seventh ATCM, held in Cape Town, South Africa, from 24 May to 4
June 2004 and the final report of the meeting should be available soon.
8.

Human rights instruments

11 Dagmar Lohan and Sam Johnston, "Bioprospecting in Antarctica: ExistingActivities, Policies and Emerging
Issues for the Treaty System", United Nations University, Tokyo, p.I.
Y See the article in Nature, 11 August 2004, on the outcome of meeting of the Scientific Committee on
Antarctic Research.
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General description
49. The Conference of the Parties included in the list of existing international instruments to be
examined, the following human rights instruments: the Universal Declaration of Human Rights,
the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights; and the International Covenant on Economic,
Social and Cultural Rights. The following provides a general description ofeach ofthese instruments
and others of potential relevance and highlights potential linkages to access and benefit sharing as
applicable to genetic resources and traditional knowledge. More importantly, these human rights
instruments provide a context for the continuing development of standards by the international
system. Copies of these human rights instruments and others are available through the website of
the Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights at hftp:IAvww.ohchr.orglenglishl/mti/
index.htm

SO. The Universal Declaration of Human Rights was adopted by the General Assembly of the
United Nations on 10 December 1948. As set out in its preamble, the GeneralAssembly proclaimed
the Universal Declaration ofHuman Rights "as a common standard of achievement for all peoples
and all nations ... to promote respect for these rights and freedoms and by progressive measures,
national and international, to secure their universal and effective recognition and observance".
51. The International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (lCCPR) was adopted and opened for
signature, ratification and accession by General Assembly resolution 2200 A (XXI) of 16 December
1966 and entered into force on 23 March 1976. It details the basic civil and political rights of
peoples and individuals. Among the rights of peoples are: the right to self determination; the right
to own, trade, and dispose oftheir property freely; and not be deprived oftheir means ofsubsistence.
Among the rights of individuals are: the right to legal recourse when their rights have been violated
(even if the violator was acting in an official capacity); the right to life; the right to liberty and
freedom of movement; the right to equality before the law; the right to presumption of innocence
until proven guilty; the right to appeal a conviction; the right to be recognized as a person before the
law; the right to privacy and protection ofthat privacy by law; freedom of thought, conscience, and
religion; freedom of opinion and expression; freedom of assembly and association.
52. The International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (ICESCR) was adopted
and opened for signature, ratification and accession by General Assembly resolution 2200 A (XXI)
of 16 December 1966 and entered into force on 3 January 1976. Similar to the International Covenant
on Civil and Political Rights, articles 1 and 2 (part 1) also focus on the right ofself-determination as
. the right of all peoples and notes that States have an obligation to promote self-determination. It
describes the basic economic, social and cultural rights of individuals and nations including the
right to: self-detelmination; equal pay for equal work; equal opportunity for advancement; form
trade unions; strike; paid or otherwise compensated maternity leave; free primary education and
accessible education at all levels; and copyright, patent, and trademark protection for intellectual
property.

Relationship to access and benefit- sharing
53. Whereas there is no direct linkage with access and benefit-sharing, the development and
implementation of an access and benefit-sharing regime under the Convention may have a positive
or negative impact on the respect for and exercise of the rights embodied in these instruments,
particularly as regards the protection oftraditional knowledge ofindigenous and local communities.
54. The Universal Declaration is underpinned by the principle of non-discrimination (article 7).
Given the historic discrimination and social disadvantage that affect indigenous and local
communities, non-discrimination (with the exception of positive discrimination measures) should
underpin the development of standards established to protect them and/or their property
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(i.e. traditional knowledge). It could be further inferred that traditional know ledge should be protected to
at least the same standards as other forms ofintellectual property, whether it is expressed individually or
collectively. Furthermore, article 29 (l) ofthe Declaration states that "everyone has duties to the community
in which alone the free and full development of his personality is possible". This is supportive of the
indigenous concept that individual holders ofcollective knowledge are responsible to the community for
the safe keeping, use of and passing on of that knowledge and, therefore, it is relevant to access and
benefit sharing regimes.
55. Article 47 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights states: "Nothing in the present
Covenant shall be interpreted as impairing the inherent right ofall peoples to enjoy and utilize fully and
freely their natural wealth and resources." This article as well as article 25 ofthe International Covenant
on Civil and Political Rights recognizes one basic principle regarding access to genetic resources, which
is the recognition of sovereign rights over natural resources.
56. In addition, the phrase "to enjoy and utilize fully and freely their natural wealth and resources",
would seem to imply that Governments would control and manage their natural resources, which will
logically carry with it the establishment of mechanisms in order to avoid misappropriation of natural
wealth and resources, regulate access and ensure benefit-sharing arrangements that are fair and equitable.
57. Article 1, paragraph 2, ofthe International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights states:
"All peoples may, for their own ends, freely dispose oftheir natural wealth and resources
without prejudice to any obligations arising out of international economic cooperation,
based upon the principle of mutual benefit, and international law. In no case maya
people be deprived of its own means of subsistence."
Should the concept of"natural wealth and resources" and "mutual benefit" and "means ofsubsistence"
include and be applied to access and benefit sharing regimes, indigenous and local communities should
be afforded the right to freely determine the use oftheir traditional knowledge and genetic resources and
that access and benefit sharing regimes should be built upon this principle. Furthermore, the concepts
contained within Article 15 of the Covenant, such as the right of everyone to take part in a cultural life,
to enjoy the benefits of scientific progress and its applications and to benefit from the protection of
moral and material interests resulting from any scientific, literary or artistic production ofwhich he is the
author may also be taken into account in the context of access and benefit-sharing to ensure a balance
between the rights ofthose providing knowledge and/or genetic resources and the rights of the broader
community.
58. It is also worth noting that the International Labour Organization Convention No.169 (lLO 169)
remains the only international instrument that deals specifically with indigenous and local communities.
Its relevance to the construction of access and benefit sharing regimes is in providing a minimal rights
context and in identifying minimal standards for the participation of indigenous and local communities
in their own affairs and in its promotion ofspecial measures to ensure the full protection oftheir rights.
A. Regional agreements
59. The note by the Executive Secretary on use of terms, other approaches and compliance measures
(UNEP/CBDIWG-ABS/2/2) prepared for the second meeting of the Working Group on Access and

Benefit-sharing, provides an overview of the four regional agreements related to access and benefit
sharing: Andean Pact decision 391 on the Common Regime on Access to Genetic Resources; the draft
Central American Agreement on Access to Genetic Resources and Bio-chemicals and related Traditional
Knowledge, the draft ASEAN Framework Agreement on Access to Biological and Genetic Resources;
and the African Model Law for the Protection ofthe Rights ofLocal Communities, Farmers and Breeders,
and for the Regulation ofAccess to Biological Resources.
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60. Out of these four instruments, it should be noted that Andean Pact decision 391 is a legally binding
instrument and is more elaborate than the other instruments. Andean Community decisions are binding
on the member countries II as of the date of their approval by the Commission. The ASEAN and the
Central American agreements are both still in draft form. Finally, the African Model Law provides a
model for the development ofaccess and benefit-sharing legislation in African countries and also addresses
issues such as Farmers' Rights, plant breeders' rights and, community rights and responsibilities. The
following provides a general overview of how these agreements have addressed the establishment of
competent national authorities, prior informed cop.sent, mutually agreed terms including benefit-sharing,
intellectual property rights and compliance measures. '1:.1 It should be noted that it is not intended to
address the peculiarities of each of these instruments.

61. Competent national authorities. Each ofthe agreements provide for the establishment ofa competent
national authority by their member States. Their obligations are set out in various degrees of detail. In
addition, each of the agreements, with the exception of the African Model Law, provide for the
establishment ofa regional committee composed ofrepresentatives from the national competent authority
and, in certain cases, other relevant stakeholders. }./ Their obligations are also set out by each agreement
in more or less detail and generally include regional coordination and exchange of information.
62. Prior informed consent is covered by all agreements in a similar way. They provide that the prior
informed consent ofcompetent national authorities is to be obtained prior to accessing a resource. They
also provide for an application to be filled out which includes similar requirements such as among
others: the identification ofthe applicant, the disclosure of information regarding local collaborators and
the specific geographical area where the genetic resource is located. The involvement of indigenous and
local communities and/or other relevant stakeholders in prior informed consent procedures are addressed
by the draft ASEAN agreement (article to), the draft Central American agreement (article 13) and the
African Model Law (article 5). It is also interesting to note that the draft Central American agreement
provides that the competent national authority will deliver a certificate of origin establishing the legality
of access to the resource and traditional knowledge (article 21).
63. Mutually agreed terms, including benefit-sharing. The regional instruments provide for the
development ofaccess and benefit-sharing agreements and include a minimum list ofterms which are to
be covered by the agreement (Article 11 of the draft ASEAN agreement, decision 391, chapter III,
article 17, Central American agreement, article 19, African Model Law, article 8). Decision 391 is
distinguishable in that it provides for the signature of both an access contract between the competent
national authority and the applicant requesting access (chapter III) and for the signing of an ancillary
contract between the applicant and the provider of the genetic resources (title IV, article 41). It is also
worth noting that both the African Model Law and the ASEAN agreement provide that indigenous and
local communities are to be involved in the negotiation ofaccess and benefit-sharing agreements.:!:1 As
set out in these regional instruments, access and benefit-sharing contracts are to include non-monetary
benefits and monetary benefits, as appropriate (e.g. decision 391, articles 17 and 35).
64. The transfer of biological or genetic resources to third parties is addressed by decision 391 (article
17), the Central American agreement (article 19) and the African Model Law (article 8). Whereas the
Andean decision and the Central American agreement provide for the terms oftransfer to a third party to
be included in the access contract, the African Model Law provides that the transfer to a third party of
biological resources, its derivatives, or traditional knowledge, innovations and practices is subject to the
authorization of the competent national authority and of the relevant local community.

II These include:

Bolivia, Colombia, Ecuador, Peru and Venezuela.

'1:.1 The text of these measures is included in the database on ABS measures available at: http://www.biodiv.org/

programmes/socio-eco/benefitimeasures.aspx
11 See article 51 of decision 391, article 39 of the draft Central American agreement, article 8 of the draft
ASEAN agreement.
1/ See article 7 of African Model Law and article 11 of the draft ASEAN agreement for further details.
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65. Decision 391 (article 21) and the Central American agreement (article 23) provide for the
establishment ofregistries by competent national authorities to include information related to access
applications and access and benefit-sharing agreements.
66. Finally, it is interesting to note that the African Model Law provides for the establishment of a
Community Gene Fund, deriving its funds from the sharing of benefits with local farming
communities which shall be used to finance projects developed by the farming communities (Part
VII, article 66).

67. Intellectual property rights are covered by all of the regional agreements with the exception of
the ASEAN agreement. The draft Central American Agreement (article 26) provides that the
presentation ofthe legal certificate oforigin establishing the legality of access is to be requested by
relevant intellectual property authorities prior to the registration of products and processes which
may involve the use of genetic resources and traditional knowledge. If the certificate of origin is
not presented or access laws or the conditions of the access contract are not respected, the delivery
of any approval or registration to the applicant shall be prevented.
68. The Andean Pact decision 391, under the section on "Complementary provisions" provides that
"Member countries shall not acknowledge rights, including intellectual property rights, over genetic
resources, by- products or synthesized products and associated intangible components, that were
obtained or developed through an access activity that does not comply with the provisions of this
decision. Furthermore, the Member country affected may request nullification and bring such actions
as are appropriate in countries that have conferred rights or granted protective title documents."I/
In addition, "the competent national offices on intellectual property shall require the applicant to
give the registration number of the access contract and supply a copy of it as a prerequisite for
granting the respective right, when they are certain or there are reasonable indications that the
products and processes whose protection is being requested have been obtained or developed on
the basis of genetic resources or their by-products which originated in one of the Member
Countries".?J These provisions are reinforced by decision 486 of the Andean Community, 2000,
on the common intellectual property regime, which also provides that a patent may be declared null
or void ifcopy ofthe access contract was not submitted or ifthe prior informed consent ofindigenous
and local communities was not obtained, in the case of a product or process based on genetic
resources or traditional knowledge (chapter IX, article 75).
69. Finally, the African Model Law does not recognize patents over life forms and biological
processes. 'J./
70. The draft Central American agreement contains a chapter dealing with the protection oftraditional
knowledge, innovations and practices of indigenous and local communities.

71. Compliance measures. The regional instruments generally provide for sanctions in specific
circumstances, such as access to genetic resources without authorization or prior informed consent,
and the non-respect ofthe terms of the contract or ofthe legislation on access and benefit-sharing.
Depending on the agreement, sanctions may include the revocation of the authorization to access
(article 14 ofAfrican Model Law), the termination/nullification of a contract (article 39 of decision
391, article 19 of Central American Agreement), fines and other civil and criminal sanctions.
72. The draft ASEAN agreement provides that disputes between a resource user and a member
State shall be settled at the national level in accordance with the provisions of the national access
regulation. (article 9)
11 Second provision under "Complementary provisions".
'2:.1 Third provision under "Complementary provisions".

'J! Article 9(1) of the A frican

Model Law.
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73. In the draft Central America Agreement, appropriate legal mechanisms to prevent biopiracy of
genetic recourses, biochemicals and associated traditional knowledge are to be established by member
States at the national level to implement administrative, civil and criminal sanctions. (article 27)

I. Experience with implementation
74. Experience with respect to the implementation of regional approaches is limited. As noted
above, both the Central American and the ASEAN Framework Agreements are still in draft fonn.
With respect to decision 391 ofthe Andean Community and the African Model Law, the following
paragraphs provide some infonnation on their implementation.
75. Case studies carried out in Pacific Rim countries provide some infonnation with respect to the
implementation of decision 391 of the Andean Community. According to the authors of these
studies, Andean countries had no access and benefit-sharing policies before decision 391 was adopted
in 1996. When adopted, the decision became binding and was automatically integrated into national
legislation. Decision 391 did not require the development of any new national law; however,
"technical ambiguities, social protest, political concerns, and institutional limitations, among other
factors, forced Bolivia, Ecuador, Peru, and recently Colombia to develop national policies to facilitate
the implementation of decision 391 into their national context". 11
76. According to an analysis ofth!= African Model Law and its implementation, 2/ the development
and, adoption of the African Model Law was critical to the development of access and benefit
sharing legislation in the region. It has been suggested that African countries in the process of
developing legislation and adapting the Model Law framework can be generally classified into four
categories:
(a)
Countries with sui generis legislation embodying various components ofthe Model
Law and having internal capacity for their implementation. This group includes Egypt, Namibia,
and Zimbabwe;
(b)
Countries with draft sui generis legislation patterned after the Model Law and
pending enactment into law. This group includes, inter alia, Ethiopia, Nigeria, South Africa, Uganda
and Zambia;
(c)
Countries of Francophone West and Central Africa (members of the African
Intellectual Property Organisation (OAPI)), which, through revision and ratification ofthe Bangui
Accord, acceded to a UPOV-style sui generis system for plant variety protection;
Countries without TRIPs/CBD-compliant legislation that are only now
(d)
contemplating the possibility of developing a sui generis system of protection predicated on the
Model Law or other legal instruments. The majority of African countries belong in this category.
While most prefer the Model Law, many are under external pressure not to confonn to it."Jl

11 Carrizosa, Santiago, Stephen B.

Brush, Brian D. Wright, and Patrick E. Mc Guire (eds) 2004.
Accessing Biodiversity and Sharing the Benefits: Lessons from Implementation ofthe Convention on Biological
Diversity
. IUCN, Gland, Switzerland and Cambridge, UK, Chapter 1, p. 9.
'1:1 J. A. Epkere, "African Model Law on the Protection of the Rights of Local Communities, Farmers and
Breeders, and for the Regulation of Access to Biological Resources", Chapter 19 available in Kent Nnadozie, Robert
Lettington, Carl Bruch, Susan Bass, Sarah King (eds), African Perspectives on Genetic Resources- A Handbook on
Laws, Policies and Institutions, Environmental Law Institute, 2003.
JI Ibid, page 283.
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77. According to the same analysis, a number of factors have contributed to the slow response by
African countries in developing national legislation, taking into account the Model Law. These
include the lack of national capacity, skill, and expertise in legal drafting to transpose the Model
Law into national legislation, constraints in implementation capacity, lack of information on the
utility of protecting traditional knowledge, and incoherent interpretations of the meaning of the
Law among countries.
A.

National measures addressing access and benefit-sharing

78. The present section examines access and benefit-sharing measures included'in the database
established by the Secretariat and highlights lessons learned from country case studies examining
access and benefit-sharing developments in some regions.
79. Measures taken by Governments with users under their jurisdiction to ensure compliance with
the prior informed consent of the Contracting Party providing genetic resources and mutually agreed
terms on which access was granted are examined in a separate note by the Executive Secretary
(UNEP/CBD/WG ABS/3/5).

1.

Database from the Convention on Biological Diversity on access and benefit
sharing measures

80. A database containing administrative, legislative and policy measures to address the access and
benefit-sharing provisions ofthe Convention was established by the Secretariat in response to decision
VII24 D, paragraph 6, by which the Conference of the Parties requested Parties and relevant
organizations to make available to the Executive Secretary "detailed information on the measures
adopted to implement access and benefit-sharing, including the text of any legislation or other
measures developed to regulate access and benefit-sharing". The purpose of the database is to
facilitate access to this information by Parties and relevant stakeholders.
8l. Although very few Parties forwarded information to the Secretariat on their national measures
related to access and benefit-sharing, research was carried out by the Secretariat to identify measures
available from official sources, such as the national websites of Governments Parties to the
Convention. These measures II were included in the database, which, however, may not be
comprehensive.
82. As of20 October 2004, the database included measures adopted in 26 countries. These countries
are at different levels of implementation of access and benefit-sharing and have adopted different
approaches to regulating access and benefit-sharing, reflecting their national administrative structures,
priorities, cultural and social specificities.
83. In a number of these countries, general laws on environment, sustainable development or
biodiversity address access and benefit-sharing in varying degrees of detail and provide for the
establishment of guidelines or regulations on access and benefit-sharing. Some ofthese guidelines
or regulations have already been adopted (e.g., Costa Rica, India, Malawi), while others are in draft
form (e.g. Australia, Philippines) and others still have not yet been drafted (e.g., Bulgaria, Gambia,
Kenya, Peru, Uganda, Venezuela).
84. For the purpose of the following analysis, the countries with national measures included in the
database of the Convention on Biological Diversity have been divided into the following three
categories:

1/ Copies of the measures included in the database were gathered from national governmental websites or
official sources such as the FAO FAOLEX computerized legislative database which includes national laws and
regulations on food, agriculture, and renewable national resources,
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(a) Countries that refer to access and benefit-sharing in their national biodiversity strategy or
their environmental or biodiversity legislation but have not yet regulated access and benefit-sharing in
any detail. These measures generally provide for the development ofaccess and benefit-sharing regulations
and include some general specifications regarding elements to be addressed by the regulation. Countries
in this category include: Argentina, Cameroon, Cuba, Gambia, Kenya, Panama and Uganda.
(b) Countries that have a biodiversity or environmental law with some general provisions on
access to genetic resources or biological resources, which may include a provision for the establishment
of a regulation on access and benefit-sharing. The countries included in this category are: Bulgaria,
Ecuador, Mexico and Nicaragua;
(c) Countries which have addressed access and benefit-sharing in greater detail. 11 Based on the
examination ofthe measures adopted by countries in this category, the following provides a comparative
analysis ofthe main provisions ofthese measures which address the establishment ofcompetent national
authorities, prior informed consent, mutually agreed terms including benefit-sharing, intellectual property
rights and compliance measures.
85. However, it is difficult to draw general conclusions from the analysis of these measures because
countries have adopted different approaches in terms of the types of measures adopted. While some
countries have only adopted one measure, others have adopted a package of measures including, for
example, a national strategy, a law and guidelines. A number of countries are still in the process of
developing their national systems and therefore the package is often incomplete (e.g. a number ofcountries
are in the process of developing guidelines or regulations to complement legislations). In addition, the
national procedures and structures established are diverse. Some countries have different levels of
government responsible for regulating access and benefit-sharing. For example, countries such as Australia
and Brazil, have developed measures both at the national/federallevel and at the State level.

2. Overview ofmeasures at national level
86. Against this background, the following paragraphs provide an overview of how elements of access
and benefit-sharing regimes, such as competent national authorities, prior informed consent, mutually
agreed terms including benefit-sharing, intellectual property rights and compliance measures have been
addressed by countries. It is not necessarily exhaustive and is not intended to provide a detailed analysis
of the different access and benefit-sharing systems adopted by each country.

87. Competent national authorities. These measures each provide for the establishment of one or more
competent national authority(ies). In some cases, the competent national authority is an organization
already in existence, while in other cases a new organization is created by the access and benefit-sharing
measure. A number of these measures also provide indications with respect to the composition and the
tasks of the competent national authorities (e.g. India) ..

88. Prior informed consent. In each country, some type ofapplication for access has to be made in order
to obtain access to genetic resources. These provisions also provide indications regarding the specific
information an application for access should contain and the procedure leading to approval or refusal. In
certain countries, application or collection fees are also requested. Y The approval or the refusal to grant
access is determined by the competent national authority. However, a majority ofthe measures examined
also require the prior informed consent ofthe relevant authority/the resource provider in the geographical
area where genetic resources are to be accessed. These resource providers are generally indigenous and
local communities or other relevant stakeholders, such as private owners or conservation area authorities. JI
.!I The measures examined were adopted by the following countries: Australia, Bolivia, Brazil, Costa Rica, Guyana,
India, Malawi, Philippines, Peru, South Africa, Vanuatu and Venezuela,
'1:.1 For example: Malawi, section D(3), India, Chapter X, 41(3); draft Philippines guidelines on bioprospecting Chapter
IV. section 10, section 14; Costa Rica, article 76 ofiegislation, article 4 of the rules; India, section 41(3).

'JI For example, see article 63 of Costa Rica Biodiversity Law,
article 82.
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Hence, without the prior informed consent of the relevant stakeholder, the competent national authority
cannot grant access to the applicant.
89. In addition, some countries have adopted different requirements for access depending on the
type of applicant. For example, the Indian Biological Act provides for different procedures for
nationals and foreigners who wish to obtain access to genetic resources . .!.1 Other countries, such as
Costa Rica and the Philippines, have established different requirements depending on whether
access is to be granted for commercial or non-commercial purposes. '1:.1 Finally, some countries
issue a certificate once prior informed consent has been obtained or for permission to export.'ll
90. Mutually agreed terms including benefit-sharing. A majority ofexisting national systems provide
that mutually agreed terms for access and benefit-sharing are to be set out in an agreement. Some
measures:!i also provide for different types of agreements, depending on whether the genetic
resources are being accessed for research or for commercial purposes. The measures generally
provide that the agreement is to be approved by the competent national authority. However, some
measures provide that the contract is to be negotiated between indigenous and local communities or
any relevant stakeholder and the applicant.
Most of the measures also provide in more or less
detail for a minimum number of clauses to be included in the contract. 6! Standard clauses include:
the geographical area where the genetic resources are to be accessed, the quantity to be accessed,
the purpose ofthe access, the duration ofthe contract. Measures also generally provide for benefit
sharing with the competent national authority, or with indigenous and local communities or other
resouree providers, and in most cases for both.l! Indications regarding the types of benefits to be
shared vary depending on the measures. Some measures appear to focus on non-monetary benefits,
such as the involvement of a local institution in the research, collection and the technological
development of the products derived from the biological and genetic resources,~! while others
focus on monetary benefits derived from the commercial utilization of the resources accessed,
through the sharing of royalties. Some countries 9) also provide for the establishment of funds, in
which the benefits not allocated to stakeholders will be kept. Finally, some measures also establish
conditions with respect to the transfer of genetic resources to third parties.1Q!

li For example, the prior informed consent of the National Biodiversity Authority is requested for foreigners
as defined under Chapter II, section 3(2) of the Biological Diversity Act, 2002. Different procedures are established
for Indian nationals under Chapter IV of the same act.
'l:l For example, see article 71 of the Costa Rica legislation and section 14-15 of the Philippines Republic Act
9147.
Ji For example, the draft Philippines guidelines on bioprospecting, under section 12.2 (C) and Annex IV,
provide for the issuance of a PIC certificate once prior informed consent has been obtained. The regulation of Costa
Rica, in article 19, provides that a certificate of origin is to be issued by the Technical Office of CONAGEBIO
certifying the legality of access and the observance of the terms set out in the access permit. The Guyana regulation,
in article 33, provides that a certificate of export has to be obtained from the competent national authority before
exporting any specimen from Guyana.
~/ For example, see South Africa National Environmental Management: Biodiversity Act, 2004, articles 83
84.
~! For example, see Vanuatu Act, article 34 (6) (a), and South-Africa Act, article 82 (3) (b).
2.1 For example, see article 37 of the Bolivian regulation and articles 83-84 of the South African Biodiversity
act.
1/ Philippines draft guidelines, under section \5, provides for sharing of benefits between the national
Government and the resource providers in the case of bioprospecting.
~ For example, the Malawi guidelines, section H(l), E(2)(3), and the Venezuela legislation, article 74(4)
address non-monetary benefits.
2/ For example, India Biological Diversity Act 2002, Chapter V, section 21(3) and Chapter VII, section
27(2) and South Africa National Environmental Management: Biodiversity Act, 2004, article 85.
1Q/ For example, see India, Chapter V, article 20, the Venezuela Biodiversity Law, article 74-3, the South
Africa Biodiversity Act, article 84 VII.
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91. Intellectual property rights as they relate to access and benefit-sharing are addressed by a majority
ofthe access and benefit-sharing systems examined, in different ways and to various extents. 1/ A
number of measures consider intellectual property rights in the context of benefit-sharing through
the sharing of royalties. "1:./ In addition to Andean Pact countries, through decisions 381 and 486,
only few ofthe measures examined ]j include specific references to the requirement for the disclosure
of origin of genetic resources and associated traditional knowledge in intellectual property
applications for products or processes based on genetic resources or associated traditional knowledge.
However, it should be noted that certain countries, including some which have not developed specific
measures related to access and benefit-sharing, have addressed the issue of disclosure through their
patent legislation. 11
92. In addition, a number of specific requirements related to intellectual property rights have been
included in access and benefit-sharing measures. For example, the Costa Rica legislation 'J/ provides
that the competent authority on intellectual property rights must consult the competent national
authority before granting intellectual property protection to innovations involving components of
biodiversity to ensure that the proper requirements for access have been met. The Indian Biodiversity
Act provides that prior approval ofthe competent national authority (National Biodiversity Authority)
must be obtained before applying for intellectual property rights for an invention based on a biological
resource obtained from India. §./ Other countries, such as Peru 1/ and Venezuela, ~/ provide for
relevant authorities to review patents and other intellectual property rights registered outside their
respective country, on the basis ofnational genetic resources or collective knowledge of indigenous
community, in order to either claim their nullity or benefits arising from their utilization.
93. Compliance measures. The measures examined generally include provisions dealing with
compliance. These provisions may cover, depending on the country, monitoring, reporting,
enforcement, infractions/offences, penalties/sanctions and dispute resolution.
94. Only few measures address monitoring, reporting and enforcement to ensure compliance with
access and benefit-sharing measures. Mechanisms established in certain countries include the
appointment of inspectors, the involvement of civil society for monitoring purposes and reporting
requirements imposed upon users. 2/

11 See measures adopted by Brazil, Costa Rica, Guyana, India, Peru, Philippines, Vanuatu and Venezuela. It
should be Ilotecithat for Andean Pact countries, intellectual property rights related to access and benefit-sharing are
addressed QL.decisions 391 and 486 of the Andean Community:
2:/ For exal11ple. article 5 of the Costa Rica Rules provide for the obligation to pay up to 50% of royalties.
J.I The Brazilian Provisional Act, in article 31, provides that "the person or institution applying for the
property rights must inform the origin of the genetic material and the genetic knowledge and the associated traditional,
as appropriate" and the Costa Rican Biodiversity Law, in article 80, states that prior to awarding intellectual property
protection for inventions which involve elements of biodiversity, intellectual property authorities must obtain the
certificate of origin issued by the ABS competent national authority and prior informed consent. Opposition of the
competent national authority will prevent the registration of a patent or protection of the innovation.
:!I For example Denmark, Egypt and Norway.
'j/ Article 80 of the Costa Rica Biodiversity Law.
9.1 See section 6(1) and 19(2) of the Indian Biological Diversity Act, 2002.
7,,/ See article 4 c) of the Peruvian Ley de proteccion al acceso a la diversidad biologica peru ana y los
conocimientos colectivos de los pueblos indigenas
~ See article 83 of the Venezuela Biodiversity Law.
9/ In Australia, the Biodiversity Act of the State of Queensland Act, in part 8, includes elaborate
provisions on monitoring and enforcement. It provides for the appointment of inspectors and details the powers
and duties of these inspectors. The Costa Rica Rules, in article 20, provide that the Technical Office will carry out
verification and control duties through inspections on the site where access is granted. In the case of the
Philippines, the draft bioprospecting guidelines, under section 26, indicate that the Government encourages the
role of civil society in monitoring the implementation of bioprospecting undertaking. It also states, under section
22, that the resource user shall submit an Annual Progress report to the implementing agencies concerned.
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95. The measures generally indicate that any infraction to the provisions ofthe legislation, regulation
or guidelines and any unauthorized access to genetic or biological resources will be subjed to
sanctions. Moreover, many measures indicate that the non-respect of the clauses of an agreement
related to access and benefit-sharing will also be subject to sanctions. In addition, certain measures,
such as the Biodiversity Act of the State of Queensland II and the South Africa 'J.I Biodiversity Act
provide for sanctions in the case where a person gives false or misleading documents or information
in an application for a collection permit.
96. The sanctions have many similarities from one measure to the other. They range from a written
warning, to a fine (in some cases, a scale of fines is included), a seizure of samples, the suspension
ofthe sale ofproduct, the revocation/cancellation ofthe permission or license ofaccess, the revocation
of the agreement, a ban on undertaking prospecting of biological and genetic resources and, finally,
imprisonment Certain provisions also address dispute settlement mechanisms, such as the draft
Philippines guidelines. 1../
97. Most of these measures are relatively recent. Therefore, lessons learned or experience gained
from their implementation is limited. However, the Philippines provide an interesting case as it
was one of the first countries to regulate access and benefit-sharing, with the development and
implementation of Executive Order 247 on Access to Genetic Resources, and to have adopted a
new legislation to address access and benefit-sharing, the Wildlife Resources Conservation and
Protection Act (enacted on 30 July 2001), and developed new draft implementing guidelines on
bioprospecting. Provisions of the Executive Order 247, that are clearly contradictory to and
irreconciliable with the Wildlife Act, are deemed repealed. 11 One of the main characteristics of the
new legislation is that distinct procedures have now been established for genetic resources depending
on whether they are to be used for research or for commercial purposes. According to certain
authors who have examined the Philippines experience, the following lessons can be drawn:
stakeholder participation is essential in developing, enacting and implementing access and benefit
sharing policies, laws, rules and regulations; defining the scope and coverage of a national access
and benefit-sharing regulation is a priority concern; the potential impacts on scientific research
activities must be carefully considered when designing and implementing national access and benefit
sharing measures; creative approaches to obtaining consent from, and sharing benefits with, local
communities, including indigenous peoples, need to be explored and developed; an efficient and
effective institutional system should be put in place; and, in regions where countries share genetic
resources, regional mechanisms may be required. 'll
98. While a number of countries have adopted measures on access and benefit-sharing, a majority
of Parties to the Convention have not yet addressed the issue of access and benefit-sharing through
national measures. In certain countries, access and benefit-sharing is being regulated by measures
adopted prior to the entry into force of the Convention to regulate the access and management of
biological resources, which were not adopted with access and benefit-sharing in mind. These
measures have been found to provide useful solutions to address situations of access and benefit
sharing. However, although they generally provide for collection or research permits as conditions
for access, they rarely address benefit sharing.

II See article 52 of the Queensland Biodiversity Act.
'1.1 See article 93 a) of the South Africa Biodiversity Act.
Jl Section 30 of the draft Philippines Guidelines covers conflict resolution.

:!i For further details see paper by Paz Benavidez entitled "The Challenges in the Implementation of the
Philippines ABS Regulations: Monitoring and Enforcement ofBioprospecting Activities in the Philippines" presented
at the International Expert Workshop on Access to Genetic Resources and Benefit sharing, held in Cuernavaca,
Mexiso, from 24 to 27 October 2004,
'21 See « Developing and implementing national measures for genetic resources access regulation and benefit
sharing» by Charles V Barber, Lyle Glowka and Antonio G M La Vina, in« Biodiversity and Traditional Knowledge
- Equitable Partnerships in Practice », edited by Sarah Laird, Peoples and Plant Conservation Series, Earthscan,
2002, p. 404 et a1.
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3. Case studies
99. Although experience regarding existing access and benefit-sharing regimes is scarce, recent
projects carried out in twelve African countries II and in Pacific Rim countries Y have examined
developments in countries that are in the process of or have elaborated frameworks for access and
benefit-sharing. The following draws from these case-studies and highlights some of the lessons
drawn from them. It illustrates the difficulties faced by a number of countries in the development
of access and benefit-sharing regimes and their implementation.
100. It is generally recognized that the development of national access and benefit-sharing measures
has proven difficult for many countries due to a number of factors: lack of technical expertise,
budgetary constraints, weak government structures and political support, local social conflicts, and
conflicts over ownership of genetic resources. '2.1
101. According to the case studies carried out in twelve African countries, ~/ the current regimes
governing access to genetic resources and benefit-sharing in these countries are largely sectoral and
patchy. A common approach has been to adapt existing structures and legal frameworks in relevant
sectors such as protected areas, forestry and science and technology to address access and benefit
sharing. This approach has led to a lack of coherence and coordination. Access and benefit-sharing
policies and regulations, however, seem to be evolving in a number of these countries towards
more harmonized centralised structures. Regulatory frameworks developed in Ethiopia, South
Africa and Uganda are illustrations of this trend. In the twelve African countries examined, it is
interesting to note that agriculture overwhelmingly dominates access and benefit-sharing policies.
102. In the absence oflegislation or regulatory measures to address specific circumstances ofaccess
and benefit-sharing, contracts for access have been developed to supplement the existing permit
and fee structure. In countries, such as Kenya, the Seychelles and South Africa, model or standardized
contracts are often used.
103. Authors of these case studies point to strengths and weaknesses highlighted by the studies. ~
Weaknesses include: inadequate or nonexistent legal frameworks and institutions, lack ofcapacity,
awareness and participation. Inadequate or nonexistent legal frameworks and institutions were
stressed in all countries with the exception of Ethiopia. Depending on the country, the factors
responsible for this weakness were the absence ofcoordinated and harmonized approaches to access
and benefit-sharing, a failure to optimize the use ofthe capacity and resources ofnational institutions,
limited enforcement capacity and ineffective sanctions, and absence of coordination with broader
national policies. Lack of capacity was raised in all countries examined by the project. While the
most common lack of capacity is administrative, legal and policy capacity, in certain countries the
lack ofcapacity is isolated to particular skills such as taxonomy or the ability to conduct independent
research on genetic resources. With respect to awareness and participation, the study highlights the
need to increase the awareness and participation of rural communities as the custodians of genetic
resources, in order to effectively implement access and benefit-sharing strategies.
II For detai led information on the twelve African country case studies, see Kent Nnadozie, Robert Lettington,
Carl BruCh, Susan Bass, Sarah King (eds) African Perspectives on Genetic Resources- A Handbook on Laws, Policies,
and Institutions, Environmental Law Institute, 2003.
21 For detailed information on country case studies carried out in Pacific Rim countries, see Carrizosa,
Santiago~Stephen B. Brush, Brian D. Wright, and Patrick E. Mc Guire (eds) 2004. Accessing Biodiversity and Sharing
the Benefits: Lessonsfrom Implementation of the Convention on Biological Diversity. IUCN, Gland, Switzerland
and Cambridge, UK.
'J.I Conclusions ofInternationaI Workshop on "Accessing Genetic Resources and Sharing the Benefits: Lessons
from Implementing the Convention on Biological Diversity", held in Davis, California, from 29 to 31 October 2003.
:!I For further discussion on the access and benefit-sharing approaches adopted in Cameroon, Egypt, Ethiopia,
Ivory Coast, Kenya, Madagascar, Nigeria, Senegal, Seychelles, South Africa, Uganda, and Zambia see publication
referred to in footnote 55.
See publication referred to in footnote 56, pages 72-73.
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104. Strengths relating to genetic resources in these countries include a large diversity of species and
capacity through a network ofresearch institutions, particularly in the agricultural sector. It is suggested
that non-monetary benefits such as technology transfer, training and infrastructure, could further assist
Africa in developing value added products based on their genetic resources.
105. In order to address the challenges faced by neighbouring countries that share genetic resources, it
has been suggested that national approaches to access and benefit-sharing may be inadequate and regional
mechanisms may be required in order to facilitate enforcement ofaccess and benefit-sharing requirements,
cooperation at a technical level and exchange of information. In the absence ofa regional framework,
the differences in access and benefit-sharing requirements among neighbouring countries could
disadvantage certain countries over others. For instance, users ofgenetic resources will likely be attracted
to countries with a system which is considered more flexible or easier to deal with. II
106. According to case studies carried out in Pacific Rim countries, of the 41 countries that are party to
the Convention on Biological Diversity, only nine (22 per cent) have developed a national access and
benefit-sharing law or policy, 26 (63 per cent) are in the process ofdeveloping these laws and policies,
and six (15 per cent) are not engaged in any process leading to the development ofsuch frameworks. Y
107. According to the authors, part of the complexity and challenges in addressing access and benefit
sharing lies in the diverse social, economic, ethical and political implications of access and benefit
sharing policies and the consequent need to involve a wide variety ofstakeholders, such as agricultural
research centers, environmental non-governmental organizations, indigenous and farmer communities,
goVernment agencies, biotechnology firms and universities. Because ofthe wide variety ofstakeholders
involved, there is a danger ofadvantaging some over others. ~
108. The conclusions reached by the authors of the Pacific Rim country case studies include the
following: 1/
(a) The broad scope ofaccess and benefit-sharing policies has impaired their effective and efficient
implementation. Most of them cover genetic (DNA and RNA), biological (specimens or parts of
specimens) and biochemical resources (molecules, combination of molecules, and extracts) found in
both in situ and ex situ conditions;
(b) Access to pre or post-Convention on Biological Diversity ex situ collections is not clearly
defined by the access and benefit-sharing policies developed in the Pacific Rim countries examined;
(c) Most access and benefit-sharing policies promote the conservation of biological diversity,
but in practice as demonstrated by the Costa Rican experience, bioprospecting has not been a significant
source offunding for biodiversity conservation compared to other sources of funding;
(d) Monitoring ofbioprospecting activities has proven to be a difficult, expensive and resource
consuming task and no Pacific Rim country has established a monitoring system;
(e) The issue ofState intervention in the negotiation ofbenefit-sharing agreements has proven to
be a complex and controversial question, some advocating the need for the direct involvement of the
State while others are rather in favour ofleaving the negotiation to the direct providers ofgenetic resources
and associated traditional knowledge in order to avoid high transaction costs and burdensome bureaucratic
procedures;

11 For further discussion on the benefits of regional approaches to access and benefit-sharing, see publication
referred to in footnote 56, p. 79-80 and "Developing and implementing national measures for genetic resources
access regulation and benefit-sharing" by Charles V Barber, Lyle Glowka and Antonio G M La Vii'ia in "Biodiversity
and Traditional Knowledge ~ Equitable Partnerships in Practice", edited by Sarah Laird, People and Plants Conservation
Series, Earthscan, 2002.
'J:./ See publication in footnote 57, Chapter 1, page 1.
J! See publication in footnote 57, p. 295.
~/ For further details, see publication in footnote 57, Chapter 13, pages 296-297.
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(f) The complex nature of access and benefit-sharing policies make it difficult to anticipate
problems which may arise from their implementation and explain the need for their improvement over
time.

109. On the basis of these conclusions, recommendations put forward to assist countries in developing
more effective access and benefit-sharing policies include; 11
(a) Clear ownership rights over genetic, biological and biochemical resources as a condition to
the development ofaccess and benefit-sharing policies;
(b) Clearly established competent national authorities to process access applications;
(c) The type ofactivities that constitute utilization ofgenetic resources, biological and biochemical
resources and are to be regulated by ABS policies should be clearly established to avoid confusion;
(d)Differentiated access procedures for low-tech and small commercial users may be worth
considering. Although some access and benefit-sharing policies have differentiated between access for
commercial and non commercial purposes, no distinction has been established depending on the potential
users ofgenetic resources (e.g. biotechnology, pharmaceutical, seed, agrochemical, ornamental, botanical
medicine, the food industry);
(e)A~cess procedures for

resources available in ex situ conditions deserve clarification;

(f) Prior informed consent procedures are to be clearly delineated in order to avoid time consuming
and costly procedures and should be simplified for non-commercial users;

(g) With respect to benefit-sharing standards, rather than applying minimum standards, it is
suggested that a range of standards may be more appropriate in order to adapt to the variety of
bioprospecting activities;
(h)Regional access and benefit-sharing policies could clarifY access rules for bioprospectors
and in countries sharing the same genetic resources avoid favouring one country over another on the
basis oftheir access procedures.
110. Finally, with respect to the implementation ofaccess and benefit-sharing laws and policies, according
to the authors, five following lessons can be drawn from the review of Pacific Rim countries: 'J:.I
(a) Agreements are most likely to succeed when the number ofparties to the agreement is kept
to a minimum;
(b) The determination ofa competent authority or local focal point in granting access is critical,
and ambiguity in this respect can create problems;
(c) The determination of clear access procedures and particularly prior informed consent
requirements are essential to expedite the approval ofapplications and the negotiation of benefits;
(d) Govemments need to build local capacity to facilitate the effective and efficient implementation
ofaccess and benefit-sharing laws and policies;
(e) Creating a forum for balanced discussion ofcontroversial access and benefit-sharing concepts
and implications may facilitate the application process and accomplishment ofbioprospecting projects.

11 For further details regarding recommendations, see publication in footnote 57, pages 297-298.
Y For further details see publication referred to in footnote 57, Chapter 3, pages 73-74.
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III. Issues for consideration based on the review ofexisting national, regional and international
instruments
A. The role of international instruments
Ill. In essence, the relationship ofexisting international instruments with access and benefit-sharing can
be synthesized as follows:
(a) Apart from the Convention on Biological Diversity, the FAO International Treaty on Plant
Genetic Resources for Food and Agriculture is the only international instrument to directly address
access and benefit-sharing by establishing a Multilateral System ofFacilitated Access and Benefit-sharing
for a list of crops contained in annex 1 to the Treaty;
(b)Although instruments, such as some WIPO treaties, the WTO TRIPs agreement and the
UPOV Convention, do not address access and benefit-sharing directly, they are ofrelevance to specific
aspects of access and benefit-sharing such as intellectual property issues related to access and benefit
sharing;
(c) The United Nations Conventions on the Law ofthe Sea and the Antarctic Treaty are relevant
international instruments when examining access to genetic resources beyond areas ofnationaljurisdiction;
(d)Other instruments not directly related to access and benefit-sharing, such as CITES, may
provide useful lessons in the elaboration ofthe international regime. For example, useful lessons could
be drawn from the international permit system established by CITES to regulate international trade in
endangered species;
(e) Finally, human rights instruments provide broad political, economic and social rights for
indigenous and local communities and establish an overarching framework under which the preservation,
maintenance and protection oftraditional knowledge, innovations and practices associated to biological
resources should be considered.
B. Challenges at the national level
112. As demonstrated above, on the basis of the information available, it appears that a majority of
Parties to the Convention on Biological Diversity have yet to adopt specific access and benefit-sharing
measures. Some countries have adapted existing frameworks while others have either adopted or are in
the process of adopting measures. In a number of these countries the national systems are therefore
incomplete.
113. In the absence ofspecific access and benefit-sharing provisions, the scope ofresources and activities
regulated by law are often unclear. Certain legislations adopted for other purposes, prior to the Convention
on Biological Diversity may apply to access to genetic resources. Consequently the body oflaw within
a country may be incomplete, difficult to identifY and national competent authorities may vary depending
on the location of the resource and property rights within a specific country. 11
114. In those countries that have adopted access and benefit-sharing measures, the approaches in terms
ofthe types of measures adopted, the actual procedures set up, including the sequence ofprocedures to
follow, and the institutional frameworks established are diverse.
115. According to some experts, the lack ofclear national access regimes and the lack ofharmonization
between countries which have developed access and benefit-sharing regimes raises serious concerns
among users. They find it difficult to comply with legal requirements in different provider countries,
because such requirements differ from one country to the other.

11 Kerry ten Kate & Sarah A Laird, "The Commercial Use of Biodiversity- Access to Genetic Resources and
Benefit-sharing", Earthscan, 1999.
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116. With respect to compliance measures, it is worth noting that few countries have set up monitoring and
verification systems to ensure that access and benefit-sharing arrangements are being respected, such as
inspections or reporting systems. While sanctions or penalties are generally established to address situations
of infraction or breach of contract, it is not clear how these in practice will be applied once the genetic
resources have left the country.
117. Finally, the lack ofexperience with implementation makes it difficult to draw conclusions at this stage.
It is generally recognized that the development ofnational measures has proven difficult for many countries
due to a number offactors: lack oftechnical expertise, budgetary constraints, weak government structures,
and political support, local social conflict, conflict over ownership of genetic resources. II
I18. Challenges faced by countries are often due to a lack of capacity in various areas, Y including in
negotiations at the international and bilateral levels, in the formulation and implementation of national
access and benefit-sharing policies and legislations. Also due to the lack ofscientific and technical capacity,
a number of countries are limited to providing raw materials. Strengthened capacity could hence assist in
adding value to genetic resources in the provider country. The lack of awareness to access and benefit
sharing issues among national stakeholders, such as local communities, has also been an obstacle.
C. The value of regional approaches

119. As suggested above, regional approaches to access and benefit-sharing may provide a useful response
to some ofthe current challenges, such as the issue oftransboundary genetic resources. Regional approaches
would facilitate both cooperation among countries at the technical level and the exchange ofinformation. In
addition, the harmonization ofrequirements for access and benefit-sharing at the regional level would have
the benefit of creating similar conditions for access and benefit-sharing in countries across the region. This
would prevent countries within the region from competing with neighbouring countries to attract foreign
investments on prejudicial terms. It would also provide users with greater predictability through streamlined
processes for obtaining access to genetic resources. Finally, regional institutions could play an important
role in enabling countries with no specific expertise at the national level to benefit from expertise in the
region.
D. The role of intermediaries
120. According to a recent publication, "Almost without exception, every biodiversity-prospecting collection
effort undertaken on behalfofcompanies is done through intermediaries". J./ A number ofguidelines, codes
ofconduct and codes ofethics have been developed by associations ofbotanic gardens, microbial collections
and professionals, to provide guidance to their constituents in implementing the objectives ofthe Convention
on Biological Diversity and more specifically its access and benefit-sharing provisions. However, taking
into account the role played by these intermediaries in access and benefit sharing arrangements, consideration
may need to be given to the need for Governments to regulate these activities.
121. Although in most cases intermediaries are research institutions, botanic gardens and universities with
expertise in collection techniques, taxonomy and other relevant fields, firms specialized in providing genetic
resources to the private sector have also appeared in recent years. These intermediary institutions provide a
valuable service and could possibly contribute to ensuring that access and benefit-sharing is carried out
under terms beneficial to both providers and end-users ofgenetic resources, in accordance with the Convention.
Therefore, it has been suggested that the importance of such intermediaries may need to be considered by
Governments in the development of their access and benefit-sharing regimes.~ Awareness raising efforts
with respect to access and benefit-sharing requirements could also be targeted towards intermediaries with
a view to ensuring that their actions are in compliance with access and benefit-sharing requirements.
11 See footnote 58.

Y See reference of publication in footnote 56, p.81.
J! S. Laird, "Biodiversity and Traditional Knowledge- Equitable Partnerships in Practice", Peoples and Plants
Conservation Series, Earthscan, 2002, chapter 13, p. 422-423.
~
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Non-paper submitted by India l

Elements for discussion and possible inclusion in an international regime on ABS
This non-paper provides elements for the consideration ofthe Working Group for possible inclusion
in an international regime on access to genetic resources and benefit sharing (ABS) and for further
consideration by the Parties at the next COP.

Prior informed consent (PIC)
The concept of prior informed consent should apply to government authorities (including national,
provincial and local authorities) and to indigenous and local communities. Provisions on mechanisms
for the involvement of relevant stakeholders, reasonable time and deadlines, specification of the
type of uses, direct linkage with mutually agreed terms, and detailed procedures for obtaining the
consent should be included in an international regime.
Mutually agreed terms (MAT)
Mutually agreed terms should be based on the principles of legal certainty and minimization of
costs. Contractual agreements, which are the core element of MAT, include regulation ofuses in the
light of ethical concerns, the continuation of customary uses of genetic resources, the possibility of
joint ownership of intellectual property rights according to contributions, and the existence of
confidentiality clauses and benefit sharing from commercial and other utilization of genetic resources
including derivatives.
Benefit sharing
In order to create a more predictable atmosphere for government, potential commercial or non
commercial users, and stakeholders, sharing of benefits must be considered. The type of potential
benefits that Parties might expect from legal access should include both monetary and non-monetary
benefits.
Traditional knowledge
Prior informed consent should be obtained in accordance with traditional practices, national policies
governing access and other national laws and legislation. Where traditional knowledge has been
used, contractual agreements must indicate whether this knowledge has been respected, preserved,
and maintained.

Intellectual property
This element is intrinsically linked to the disclosure and certification of the origin of the genetic
resources and traditional knowledge in patent applications.
1 This non-paper is purely fictitious.
The views expressed in this non-paper do not represent the official policy or position of the Government of
India.
This non-paper was prepared by the Division of Environmental Conventions of UNEP, on the basis of a
simulation exercise prepared and run by UNITAR, for the sole purpose of the simulation exercise developed
for the South Asia Training Workshop for MEA Negotiators, held in Colombo, Sri Lanka, 5-7 October
2005. Do not circulate, cite or make reference to it without explicit approval from UNEP.
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Monitoring and enforcement measures
Monitoring and enforcement measures should include reporting on activities, following up on whether
access to genetic resources is in line with the terms ofthe contract, verifying research and development
activities, and the application of IPRs.
Work in other international organizations
Establishing synergies between CBD, WTO, and WIPO is vitally important to expedite the process
of developing an international regime on ABS. Amending Article 27.3 (b) of the TRIPS Agreement
is particularly necessary in order to clarify and overcome potential conflicts between the CBD and
the TRIPS Agreement.
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Distr.
GENERAL
WORKING GROUP ON ACCESS AND BEN
EFIT-SHARING
ORIGINAL: ENGLISH
Item 3 of the provisional agenda

Proposed draft recommendation!
International regime on access and benefit-sharing
In accordance with the tenus of reference set out in the annex to decision VIII19 D of the Conference
of the Parties,

The Ad Hoc Open-ended Working Group on Access and Benefit-sharing,
Having undertaken an initial review of the process, scope, nature, potential objectives and elements
of an international regime on access and benefit-sharing,

Having compiled views and proposals on the international regime in the attached annex I,
1.
Reaffirms that it will continue working in accordance with the tenus of reference set out in
the annex to decision VIII19 D of the Conference of the Parties;
2.
Agrees to transmit annex I to the present recommendation, including further options submitted
by the Parties, to its fourth meeting as a basis, together with any other items set out in the annex to
decision VIllI 9 D of the Conference ofthe Parties, for further elaboration and negotiation by Parties;
3.
Invites Parties, Governments, indigenous and local communities, international organizations
and all relevant stakeholders to submit to the Executive Secretary written comments and proposals
on the items in annex I attached hereto as soon as possible and, in any case, no later than three
months prior to the next meeting of the Working Group;
4.
Requests the Executive Secretary to prepare a compilation and a consolidated text of the
comments and proposals submitted by Parties, Governments, indigenous and local communities,
international organizations and all relevant stakeholders for consideration by the fourth meetings of
the Working Group on Access and Benefit-sharing and the Working Group on Article 8(j), pursuant
to decisions VIllI 9 D and VIII16;
5.
In order to facilitate further analysis of gaps in existing national, regional and international
legal and other instruments relating to access and benefit-sharing, invites Parties, Governments,
indigenous and local communities, international organizations and all relevant stakeholders to provide
infonuation and views to the Executive Secretary on the potential additional elements and options
three months before the fourth meeting of the Working Group;
6.
Encourages Parties to hold regional and other meetings as well as participate in electronic
forums in order to exchange views, including on experience with relevant instruments, on the process,
nature, scope, objectives and elements of an international regime and transmit the outcomes to the
Secretariat, and requests the Executive Secretary to disseminate these outcomes through the clearing
house mechanism of the Convention;
7.
Encourages countries and donor organizations to provide funding to assist in the holding of
the above mentioned regional meetings and electronic forums.

1 This draft decision is based on the recommendation adopted at the Third Meeting of the Ad Hoc Working Group
on ABS, held in February 2005 in Bangkok, Thailand.
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Annex I

INTERNATIONAL REGIME ON ACCESS AND BENEFIT-SHARING 11

1.

Nature

The international regime could be composed of one or more instruments within a set of
principles, norms, rules and decision-making procedures legally-binding and/or non-binding.

2.

Scope

Access to genetic resources and promotion and safeguarding offair and equitable sharing
ofthe benefits arising out ofthe utilization ofgenetic resources in accordance with relevant provisions
ofthe Convention on Biological Diversity; (i)
Traditional knowledge, innovations and practices in accordance with Article 8(j), (ii)

Option 1:
The legally binding instrument should apply to:
(a)

Access to genetic resources;

(b)
Fair and equitable sharing of the benefits arising out of the utilization of genetic
resources and their derivatives and products in the context of mutually agreed terms;
(c)
Protection oftraditional knowledge, innovations and practices associated with genetic
resources and their derivatives,

Option 2:
The legally binding and/or non-binding instrument(s) should apply to:
(a)

Facilitate access to genetic resources in a non-discriminatory fashion;

(b)
Fair and equitable sharing of the benefits arising out of the utilization of genetic
resources in the context of mutually agreed terms;
(c)
resources.

Protection oftraditional knowledge, innovations and practices associated with genetic

Option 3:
The legally binding instrument should apply to:
(a)

Access to genetic resources;

(b)
Fair and equitable sharing of the benefits arising out of the utilization of genetic
resources and their derivatives and products in the context of mutually agreed terms;
(c)
Protection oftraditional knowledge, innovations and practices associated with genetic
resources, their derivatives and products.

Option 4:
Facilitation ofaccess to genetic resources in a non-discriminatory fashion and the promotion
and safeguarding offair and equitable sharing ofthe benefits arising out of the utilization ofgenetic
resources and associated traditional knowledge in accordance with relevant provisions of the
Convention on Biological Diversity and in harmony with the International Treaty on Plant Genetic
Resources and other relevant international instruments.

11 Italicized text, excluding side-headings, indicates text reproduced without change from the terms of reference of
the Working Group in the annex to decision VIllI 9 D, The Roman numerals in parenthesis at the end of an entry
refer to its numbering under the corresponding heading in those terms of reference,
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Option 5:
The international regime should apply to:
(a)

Access to genetic resources;

(b)
Fair and equitable sharing of the benefits arising out of the utilization of genetic
resources in the context of mutually agreed terms;
(c)
resources.

Protection oftraditional knowledge, innovations and practices associated with genetic

Option 6:
Subject to further refinement, the international regime could be composed of one or more
instruments at different levels of implementation (national, regional and international) and of a
different nature (including intergovernmental agreements, codes of conduct, national legislation,
contracts, ethics, commissions) within a set of principles, norms, rules and decision-making
procedures within the framework of the Convention on Biological Diversity that apply to:
(a)

Access to genetic resources;

(b)
Fair and equitable sharing of the benefits arising out of the utilization of genetic
resources in the context of mutually agreed terms;
(c)
resources.

3.

Protection oftraditional knowledge, innovations and practices associated with genetic

Potential objectives

Option 1:
(i)
To prevent the unauthorized access and use of genetic resources to ensure that fair
and equitable sharing of benefits flow to the providers of the genetic resources and to reinforce
national legislations.
(ii)
To provide effective protection for the traditional knowledge of indigenous and local
communities associated with genetic resources, subject to the national legislation of the countries
where these communities are located.
(iii)

Create conditions to facilitate access to genetic resources for environmentally sound

uses.
(iv)
Ensure compliance with prior informed consent of providers and of indigenous and
local communities, and mutually agreed terms and support the implementation of and compliance
with national legislation.

Option 2:
(i)
To prevent the continued misappropriation and misuse of genetic resources and their
derivatives to ensure that fair and equitable sharing ofbenefits flow to the countries of origin ofthe
genetic resources and to reinforce national legislations.
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(ii)
To provide effective protection for the rights of indigenous and/or local communities
in relation to their traditional knowledge associated with genetic resources and derivatives, subject
to the national legislation of the countries where these communities are located.
(iii)

To establish international measures to support the aforementioned objective.

Option 3:

(i)
To prevent the continued misappropriation and misuse of genetic resources, their
derivatives and products to ensure that fair and equitable sharing of benefits flow to the countries of
origin of the genetic resources and to reinforce national legislations.
To provide effective protection for the traditional knowledge of indigenous and local
(ii)
communities associated with genetic resources, their derivatives and products, subject to the national
legislation of the countries where these communities are located.
(iii)
sound uses.

To create conditions to facilitate access to genetic resources for environmentally

(iv)
To ensure compliance with prior informed consent of countries of origin and of
indigenous and local communities, and mutually agreed terms and support the implementation of
and compliance with national legislation.
Option 4:

The objective of the international regime is:
(i)

The conservation and sustainable use of biological diversity;

(ii)

Facilitated access to genetic resources;

(iii)

The fair and equitable sharing of the benefits arising out of the utilization of genetic
resources and associated traditional knowledge.

Option 5:

(i)

114

Contribute to the effective implementation ofArticles 15 and 8(j) and the three objectives
", of the Convention.

(ii)

Facilitate access to genetic resources.

(iii)

Support the implementation ofand compliance with national legislation and international
law.

(iv)

Promote compliance with prior informed consent of the providing countries and of
indigenous and local communities and mutually agreed terms.

(v)

Promote and safeguard the fair and equitable sharing of benefits.

(vi)

Ensure and enforce the rights and obligations of users of genetic resources.

(vii)

Protect the rights of indigenous and local communities to their traditional knowledge
related to genetic resources consistent with international human rights obligations.
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Option 6:

(i)

Contribute to the effective implementation ofArticles 15 and 80) and the three objectives of
the Convention

Oi)

Ensure compliance with the prior informed consent and mutually agreed terms of provider
countries, including of indigenous and local communities

(iii)

Ensure mutual supportiveness with relevant existing international instruments and processes

4.

Elements to be considered for inclusion in the international regime, clustered by subject
matter

Access

Measures to promote facilitated access to genetic resources for environmentally sound uses
according to Article 15, paragraph 2, ofthe Convention on Biological Diversity; (iv)
Ensuring benefit-sharing

Measures to ensure the fair and equitable sharing of benefits from the results of research and
development and the benefits arising from the commercial and other utilization of genetic resources in
accordance with Articles 15, paragraph 7, 16, and 19 paragraphs 1 and 2 ofthe Convention. (ii)
Measures to ensure the sharing of benefits arising from the commercial and other utilization of
genetic resources and their derivatives and products, in the context of mutually agreed terms. (vi)
Measures for benefit-sharing including, inter alia, monetary and non-monetary benefits, and
effective technology transfer and cooperation so as to support the generation of social, economic and
environmental benefits. (iii)
Promoting benefit-sharing

Measures to promote and encourage collaborative scientific research, as well as research for
commercial purposes and commercialization, consistent with Articles 8(j), 10, 15, paragraph 6, paragraph
7 and Articles 16, 18 and 19 of the Convention. (i)
Measures to promote and safeguard the fair and equitable sharing of benefits arising out of the
utilization ofgenetic resources. (v)
Recognition and protection ofrights ofindigenous and local communities

Recognition and protection ofthe rights ofindigenous and local communities over their traditional
knowledge associated to genetic resources subject to the national legislation ofthe countries where these
communities are located. (xv)
Customary law and traditional cultural practices of indigenous and local communities. (xvi)
Code ofethics/Code ofconductIModels ofprior informed consent or other instruments in order
to ensure fair and equitable sharing ofbenefits with indigenous and local communities. (xviii)
Measures to ensure compliance with prior informed consent ofindigenous and local communities
holding traditional knowledge associated with genetic resources, in accordance with Article 8(j). (x)
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Derivatives
Addressing the issue of derivatives. (xii)

Promotion and enforcement mechanisms ofthe international regime and compliance with PIC and MAT
Monitoring, compliance and enforcement. (xx)
Dispute settlement, and/or arbitration, if and when necessary. (xxi)
Measures to ensure compliance with the mutually agreed terms on which genetic resources were
granted and to prevent the unauthorized access and use ofgenetic resources consistent with the Convention
on Biological Diversity. (xi)
Measures to ensure compliance with national legislations on access and benefit-sharing, prior
informed consent and mutually agreed terms, consistent with the Convention on Biological Diversity.
(ix)

Functioning ofthe international regime
Measures to facilitate the functioning of the regime at the local, national, subregional, regional
and international levels, bearing in mind the transboundary nature of the distribution of some in situ
genetic resources and associated traditional knowledge. (viii)
Means to support the implementation of the international regime within the framework of the
Convention. (xix)
Institutional issues to support the implementation ofthe international regime within the framework
of the Convention. (xxii)
Internationally recognized certificate oforigin/source/legal provenance ofgenetic resources and
associated traditional knowledge. (xiii)
Disclosure of origin/source/legal provenance of genetic resources and associated traditional
knowledge in applications for intellectual property rights. (xiv)
Capacity-building measures based on country needs. (xvii)

Poverty eradication
Measures to promote access and benefit-sharing arrangements that contribute to the achievement
of the Millennium Development Goals, in particular on poverty eradication and environmental
sustainability. (vii)

Relevant elements ofexisting instruments and processes, including: (xxiii)
Convention on Biological Diversity;
Bonn Guidelines on Access to Genetic Resources and the Fair and Equitable Sharing of
Benefits Arising from their Utilization;
The International Treaty on Plant Genetic Resources for Food and Agriculture ofthe Food and
Agriculture Organization of the United Nations;
The Commission on Genetic Resources for Food and Agriculture ofthe Food and Agriculture
Organization of the United Nations;
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Current national legislative, administrative and policy measures implementing Article 15 of
the Convention on Biological Diversity;
The United Nations Permanent Forum on Indigenous Issues;
Outcomes of the Working Group on Article 8(j);
The Agreement on Trade-related Aspects oflntellectual Property Rights and other World
Trade Organization agreements;
World Intellectual Property Organization conventions and treaties;
International Convention for the Protection ofNew Varieties of Plants;
Regional agreements;
Codes of conduct and other approaches developed by specific user groups or for specific
genetic resources, including model contractual agreements;
African Model Law on the Rights ofCommunities, Farmers, Breeders, and on Access to
Biological Resources;
Decision 391 oftheAndean Community;
Decision 486 of the Andean Community;
United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea;
Agenda 21;
Rio Declaration on Environment and Development;
Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora;
Antarctic Treaty;
The Universal Declaration of Human Rights;
The International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights;
The International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights.
5.

Potential additional elements and options identified

Members of the Working Group also suggested a number of additional elements and options.
These are reproduced hereunder as part of the process for elaborating and negotiating the international
regime for the consideration ofthe Working Group within the framework ofthe Convention on Biological
Diversity and the terms of reference adopted by the Conference of the Parties, at its next meeting:

A.

Option 1

Among the elements listed in the annex to decision VIII19 D ofthe Conference ofthe Parties, the
legally-binding instrument should primarily focus on the following:
I. Measures to ensure comp1iance by users with national legislations of the countries of origin or
countries providing genetic resources where that country has satisfied conditions which qualify
it to be considered as country oforigin on access and benefit-sharing, prior informed consent and
mutually agreed terms;

II.

Measures to ensure compliance with prior informed consent of, either:
a. Indigenous and / or local communities for the access to their traditional knowledge,
innovations and practices associated with genetic resources and/or associated knowledge
and their derivatives; and/or,
b. Country(s) oforigin for the access to genetic resources associated to traditional knowledge.
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Measures to ensure compliance with mutually agreed terms on which genetic resources
were granted.

III

IV.
Measures to prevent unauthorized access and use ofgenetic resources, their derivatives
and associated traditional knowledge, innovations and practices.
V.
Measures to ensure and guarantee monitoring, compliance and enforcement ofrights of
countries of origin of genetic resources and their derivatives, whether established by national
legislations or otherwise, by users and their countries through the international regime.
VI.
Disclosure oflegal provenance ofgenetic resources and associated traditional knowledge
in applications for intellectual property rights;
YD.
Internationally recognized certificate oflegal provenance ofgenetic resources that should
include evidence of compliance with access legislatiQn (including prior informed consent and
mutually agreed terms);
VIII.
The requirements to obtain the certificate will be nationally defined, considering the
provisions in the Convention on Biological Diversity;
IX.
Vision of the certificate: a standardized code that accompanies the biological material
and is passed to all extracts, derivatives or information, through the least expensive channels, in
a way that it can be shown at specific and relevant checkpoints in the research and development
process (including product approval and intellectual property). There should be high cost ofnon
disclosure in order to induce users to behave legally. The specific conditions for access should be
included in a clearinghouse, so that users/authorities/interested parties can check the conditions;
X.
Criteria for international recognition ofthe certificate shall be established in the legallybinding instrument;
XI.
Measures to ensure the fair and equitable sharing ofbenefits from the results ofresearch
and development and the benefits arising from the commercial and other utilization of genetic
resources in accordance with Articles 15 paragraph 7, 16 and 19 paragraph 1 and 2 of the
«;onvention;
XII.
Recognition and protection of the rights of indigenous and/or local communities over
their traditional knowledge associated to genetic resources, subject to the national legislation of
the countries where these communities are located;
XIII.

Monitoring, compliance and enforcement;

XlV.

Rules for access to and transfer oftechnology on the basis ofArticle 16 ofthe Convention;

xv.

Measures for benefit sharing including inter alia, monetary and non-monetary benefits
and effective technology transfer and cooperation so as to support the generation of social,
economic and environmental benefits;

XVI.

Rules to strengthen the international cooperation in particular South - South cooperation;

XVII.
Building ofhuman, institutional and scientific capacities including for putting in place
the legal mechanism, taking into account Articles 18 and 19 of the Convention;
XVIII.
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B.

Option 2

Benefit-sharing

(i)

Measures to ensure the fair and equitable sharing ofbenefits arising from the use oftraditional
knowledge, innovations and practices ofindigenous and local communities associated with
genetic resources and their derivatives and ensure that those benefits flow to those
communities.

(ii)

Measures to guarantee the transfer of technology to the countries of origin of the genetic
resources and their derivatives under fair and most favourable terms, including on concessional
and preferential terms.

(iii)

Relevant measures for communication, education and public awareness.

Compliance with the national legislation

(i)

Measures to prevent the unauthorized use ofgenetic resources, their derivatives and associated
traditional knowledge, innovations and practices at the international level.

(ii)

Measures to ensure the compliance ofnational legislation on access from countries oforigin
of genetic resources and their derivatives beyond their national jurisdiction.

(iii)

Legislative, administrative and policy measures in developed country users ofgenetic resources
and their derivatives to guarantee the respect ofthe rights of developing countries oforigin
over those resources.

implementation ofthe international regime

(i)

Financial mechanisms and other ways and means to guarantee the effective
implementation of the international regime.

Compliance and dispute settlement

C.

(i)

Measures related to repatriation and compensation.

(ii)

Measures to ensure access to justice.

Additional elements
Measures that support the development of national administrative, legislative and regulatory
regimes.
Establish international minimum standards for compliance with national legislations.
Promote the establishment of appropriate measures by Parties with users under their
jurisdiction.
Measures to ensure recognition and protection ofthe rights of indigenous women as holders
and protectors oftraditional knowledge and genetic resources.
Measures to protect the rights of indigenous peoples to the genetic resources originating in
indigenous lands and territories.
Measures to clarify national access laws.
Measures to prevent misappropriation of genetic resources, their derivatives and products as
well as traditional knowledge.
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Measures to ensure non-discriminatory access.
Measures to ensure communication, information and awareness raising.
Measures to ensure access to information in regulating access on access and benefit
sharing of genetic resources and associated traditional knowledge.
Measures to ensure access to justice.
Measures to ensure that intellectual property rights do not undermine the international
regime.
Measures to ensure mutual supportiveness between the Convention on Biological
Diversity and intellectual property rights-related treaties.
Measures to promote the carrying out of research and development and joint ventures in
the country of origin as provided for in Article 15, paragraph 6, of the Convention.
Measures to promote the carrying out of research and development and joint ventures in
the providing countries as provided for in Article 15, paragraph 6, of the Convention.
Relationship with other international legal instruments.
Nationally recognised certificate of origin/source/legal provenance of genetic resources
and their derivatives and associated traditional knowledge as well as rules of customary
law.
Measures to prevent the unauthorised access and use of genetic resources and traditional
knowledge.
Measures to ensure disclosure of origin/source/legal provenance of genetic resources and
associated traditional knowledge as a precondition for the registration and commercialization
of new products based on genetic resources and/or associated traditional knowledge.
Measures to ensure the effective provision of technical assistance and technology transfer,
especially to developing countries.

6. Analysis of gaps
Process
(i)

(ii)
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To elaborate and negotiate the nature, scope and elements ojan international regime on
access and benefit-sharing within the Jramework oj the Convention on Biological
Diversity, as contained in paragraphs (b), (c) and (d) below drawing on, inter alia, an
analysis ojexisting legal and other instruments at national, regional and international
levels relating to access and benefit-sharing, including: access contracts,' experiences
with their implementation; compliance and enforcement mechanisms; and any other
options.
As part ojthe work, the Ad Hoc Open-ended Working Group on Access and Benefitsharing will examine whether and to what extent possible elements as contained in
paragraph (d) oJthe terms oJreJerence are part oJthese instruments and determine
how to address the gaps
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The Working Group recognizes the uti! ity of the matrix contained in annex II below to
identify gaps and determine how to address them.
Further to the consideration of the potential additional elements and options identified
contained in section 5, the Working Group decides to carry out the same analysis with respect to
any of these elements and options without prejudice to the inclusion of these elements and options
in the elaboration and negotiation of the international regime.
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INTERNATIONAL INDIGENOUS FORUM ON BIODIVERSITY
Subject: Your instructions for the upcoming Working Group on Access and Benefit Sharingl
Dear Brother,
I am happy to inform you of your appointment as Head of our delegation to the upcoming Working
Group on Access and Benefit-Sharing (ABS).
You will defend and make known to all the interests of our communities. Outlined below you will
find a summary of the most important interests you must defend during the meeting. This briefing
touches upon the proposed international regime on ABS as well as on related crucial issues.
I encourage you to lobby closely such delegations as Australia, the EU, and Brazil, to ensure that
they take our concerns into account. You should also consult closely with countries that have important
local communities and indigenous populations, and try and get our views reflected in their statements
and positions. You should ofcourse closely work with NGOS, particularly Greenpeace International,
which is very experienced in these negotiations and should be able to give you support and guidance.
I look forward to reading your regular reports on the proceedings and getting your final briefing and
assessment when you return.

GENERAL
The International Indigenous Forum on Biodiversity (IIFB) is a non-profit organization, which was
formed by indigenous peoples at COP-3 in order to create a forum to meet collectively, strategize
and work to influence the important international meetings on environmental issues. Since then,
IIFB has remained an active body and continues organizing meetings in conjunction with
environmental forums most relevant to indigenous peoples, particularly the CBD Working Group
on Article 8(j) and the Working Group on ABS.
IIFB will strive to get Parties acknowledge that indigenous peoples are rights-holders and not merely
stakeholders, and that indigenous peoples have the collective rights to self-determination, lands
and territories, cultural heritage, and free, prior informed consent to all activities affecting their
territories, natural resources and traditional knowledge.
INTERNATIONAL REGIME ON ABS
IIFB is surprised that the agenda of this meeting does not include reference to the process of
elaborating and negotiating an international regime, since the COP included this item in the terms
ofrefe~ence ofthe ABS Working Group. IIFB thus requests that the provisional agenda be modified
before adoption to include a sub-item on process. IIFB wishes to underscore the importance of
participation of indigenous and local communities in the elaboration and negotiation process of a
regime, and purports that the informal working group take this matter up for discussion.
I These instruetions are purely fictitious and do not refleet the offieial position of the f1FB on the issue of an
international regime on access and benefit sharing and related issues. These instructions were prepared by the
Division of Environmental Conventions of UNEP, on the basis of a simulation exercise prepared and run by
UNITAR, for the sole purpose of the simulation exercise of the South Asia Training Workshop for MEA
Negotiators, held in Colombo, Sri Lanka, from 5-7 October 2005. Please do not cite
, circulate or make reference to this document without the prior explicit approval ofUNEP.
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IIFB welcomes the non-paper submitted by India and calls upon all Parties to give it their full
support. The key elements mentioned in the non-paper are necessary for regulation of access to
genetic resources and sharing of benefits at the national, regional, and international levels.
You should ensure that close collaboration between the Working Group on Art. 8(j) and the Working
group on ABS is secured in the recommendations of the meeting that relate to the process of
developing an international regime on ABS.
PRIOR INFORMED CONSENT/MUTUALLY AGREED TERMS
In the context of the indigenous peoples' rights to self-determination, free, prior and informed
consent means:
All members of the communities affected consent to the decision;
Consent is determined in accordance with customary laws, rights and practices;
Freedom from external manipulation, interference or coercion;
Full disclosure of the intent and scope of the activity; and
Decisions are made in a language and process understandable to the communities.
Indigenous peoples' customary institutions and representative organizations must be
involved at all stages of the consent process
Respect for the right of indigenous peoples to say "no".
You should stress the following needs:
The need for capacity-building among Parties with respect to existing.and emerging
international standards on the rights oflndigenous Peoples
The need to identify examples of best practice in the development of national legislation
and sui generis systems in accordance with the standards proposed by indigenous peoples
The need to promote direct engagement with representative indigenous peoples' organizations
to secure practical recognition ofthe rights of indigenous peoples as set out in existing and
emerging international instruments.
lIFB also emphasizes that legal recognition ofthe rights of indigenous peoples is the most effective
measure to ensure respect, preservation and maintenance ofthe knowledge, innovations and practices
of indigenous peoples and local communities. Clarifying the legal status of indigenous peoples is
considered to be the most effective way of reducing transaction costs and delays due to conflicts
with communities.
INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS
IJFB welcomes the suggestion made by Tanzania to introduce sui generis communitarian intellectual
rights in the international regime on ABS.
We also call for a legally enforceable disclosure requirement to be included in the regime.
You should remind parties that the protection of traditional knowledge is intrinsically linked to
human rights concerns.
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INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATION OF BIOTECHNOLOGY INDUSTRIES
Subject: Your instructions for the upcoming Working Group on Access and Benefit Sharing 1
Dear Colleague,
I am happy to inform you of your appointment as Head of our delegation to the upcoming Working
Group on Access and Benefit-Sharing (ABS).
You will defend the interests and make known to all the position of the business sector. Outlined
below you will find a summary ofthe most important interests you must defend during the meeting,
not only with regard to the international regime but also with regard to related issues.
I encourage you to lobby closely such delegations as Australia, the EU and Switzerland to ensure
that they take our concerns into account. You should also approach mega-diverse countries to explain
to them the advantages of our position, as these represent a great investment potential. The US,
albeit an observer, is always a good ally to us in these negotiations.
I look forward to reading your regular reports on the proceedings and getting your final briefing and
assessment when you return.
GENERAL
lOBI is one of the largest biotechnology industry organizations worldwide. Strongly dependent on
genetic resources for research and processing, lOBI's primary objective is to keep access to genetic
resources as simple and unfettered as possible.
Of course, the organization attaches great importance to a strong protection of patents obtained for
innovations based on genetic resources.
INTERNATIONAL REGIME ON ABS
lOBI is very reluctant to the further elaboration of an international regime on ABS, and strongly
opposes the adoption of any internationally binding instrument.
The World Summit on Sustainable Development (WSSD) deliberately left out the term
'internationally binding' from the Plan on Implementation, which suggests that any regime to be
elaborated would be voluntary.
Moreover, our fear is that the prospect of initiating negotiation of a new regime at this time may
actually discourage countries from initiating any domestic programs under the Bonn Guidelines.
We hope that Parties will choose to allow countries time to work with those Guidelines and sort out
the strengths and weaknesses of the various options that they layout, rather than immediately
embarking on another round of negotiation on those very same topics. The Convention should be

I These instructions are purely fictitious and do 110t reflect the official position of the private sector on the issue of
an international regime 011 access and benefit sharing and related issues. These instructions were prepared by the
Division of Environmental Conventions of UNEP, on the basis of a simulation exercise prepared and run by
UNITAR, for the sole purpose of the simulation exercise of the South Asia Training Workshop for MEA
Negotiators, held in Colombo, Sri Lanka, from 5-7 October 2005. Please do not cite, circulate or make reference to
this document without the prior explicit approval ofUNEP.
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encouraging countries to utilize the Guidelines and develop and apply domestic programs first. By
doing so, we would all gain valuable experience in implementing access and benefiting-sharing
systems before making even more commitments in broad, new international agreements.

PRIOR INFORMED CONSENT/MUTUALLY AGREED TERMS
Elements ofprior informed consent and mutually agreed terms should be addressed under contractual
arrangements between users and providers of genetic resources. Legal certainty, transparency of
regulations, and minimization of cost should be the principles governing access ·frameworks. In
order to speed up procedures, lOBI would like to have prior informed consent limited to the consent
of one national authority centralizing ABS issues. Restrictions should be reduced to a minimum, be
based on legal grounds and non-discriminatory.
lOBI does not support any means for verification, institutional guarantees for compliance, sanctions,
and remedies for breach of terms.
Benefit-sharing arrangements should be made on a voluntary basis only. We are reluctant to the
transfer oftechnology since, to a large extent, knowledge coming out of gene or biotech research is
published in scientific papers or made available free ofcost in databases. Thus, in the long run, both
providers and users would benefit from research and innovation related to genetic resouroes.

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS
We advocate strong intellectual property protection for biotechnology inventions.
For this reason, we oppose any amendment to the TRIPS Agreement, especially Art. 27.3(b), or any
other judicial effort that would add further patentability criteria to the existing criteria or limit the
scope and protections a patent affords.
For the same reason, we strongly oppose mandatory requirement of disclosure of origin, prior
informed consent and the incorporation of traditional knowledge in patent applications. Such a
requirement would have negative impacts, such as impeding research and innovation, as well as
entail the strong burden of revising patent applications to ensure compliance. However, we are
ready to consider the possibility of elaborating further voluntary codes of conduct related to
intellectual property issues of access to genetic resources.
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THE COMMONWEALTH OF AUSTRALIA
Subject: Your instructions for the upcoming Working Group on Access and Benefit Sharing I
Dear Esteemed Colleague,
I am happy to inform you of your appointment as Head of our delegation to the upcoming Working
Group on Access and Benefit-Sharing (ABS).
You will be representing the Australian interests. Outlined below you will find a summary of the
most important interests you must represent during the meeting. The briefing includes our position
not only on the proposed international regime, but also regarding related issues.
I encourage you to work closely with the US and the EU, as well as consult with India and Tanzania
and other members of the Like-minded Megadiverse Countries (LMMC) group to ensure that we
understand their concerns, as well as that our concerns as a country extremely rich in biodiversity
are reflected in their position. These countries represent a major potential for investment considering
the richness of their biodiversity.
I look forward to reading your regular reports on the proceedings and getting your final briefing and
assessment when you return.

GENERAL
Although Australia is not a member of the Group ofLMMC, it has a unique biodiversity as well
as gathers a great wealth of traditional knowledge from the aboriginal population.

INTERNATIONAL REGIME ON ABS
Australia welcomes the decision to negotiate an international regime on access to genetic resources
and benefit sharing. However, the negotiation process must not move forward without fully
considering the lessons learned from implementing the Bonn Guidelines, which has yet to be
undertaken in most countries.
Moreover, Australia thinks there are possible conflicts with existing international commitments,
and that an ABS international regime must fully take into consideration any existing provisions
currently in force, including the WTO TRIPS Agreement, the International Treaty on Plant Genetic
Resources for Food and Agriculture (ITPGR) and any work under the auspices of WI PO.
Australia feels that to effectively address the third objective of the Convention and Article 15, it is
important that the regime does not prejudice the other two objectives of the Convention, namely,
conservation and the sustainable use of biodiversity.
Indigenous and local communities should be involved in the process of negotiating the regime.
I These instructions are purely fictitious and do not reflect the official position of Australia on the issue of an
international regime on access and benefit sharing and related issues. These instructions were prepared by the
Division of Environmental Conventions of UNEP, on the basis of a simulation exercise prepared and run by
UNITAR, for the sole purpose of the simulation exercise of the South Asia Training Workshop for MEA
Negotiators, held in Colombo, Sri Lanka, from 5-7 October 2005. Please do not circulate, cite or make reference to
this document without prior explicit approval from UNEP.
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You should maintain an open position regarding the nature of the regime as we think that benefit
sharing can be addressed by a range of instruments at different levels.
PRIOR INFORMED CONSENT/MUTUALLY AGREED TERMS
With respect to prior informed consent (PIC) and mutually agreed terms (MAT), it is vital that
access agreements guarantee the participation of indigenous communities in each step of the ABS
process. Moreover, mutually agreed terms should ensure the continued customary use of traditional
knowledge by indigenous communities and foresee the possibility ofjoint ownership of intellectual
property rights. Benefit sharing arrangements should be a key provision of access regulations.
INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS
Australia supports the protection of traditional knowledge. In patent applications, information on
traditional knowledge should be included on a mandatory basis. Where patents are granted for
inventions involving traditional knowledge, such as customary use of genetic resources, the patent
should be nullified. Australia supports the establishment ofa system to collect and publish traditional
knowledge in international databases, which would be managed by the CBD clearinghouse and
made available to the public.
We are of the view that the TRIPS and the CBD are mutually supportive.
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THE FEDERATIVE REPUBLIC OF BRAZIL
Subject: Your instructions for the upcoming Working Group on Access and Benefit Sharing1
Dear Esteemed Colleague,
I am happy to inform you of your appointment as Head of our delegation to the upcoming Working
Group on Access and Benefit-Sharing (ABS).
You will be defending the Brazilian interests. Outlined below you will find a summary of the most
important interests you must represent during the meeting. This briefing does not only include our
views on the international regime, but also on related issues.
I encourage you to work closely with Mexico, India, and South Africa as fellow mega-diverse
countries, as well as closely keep under review the position of the EU and Australia as these are
opposed to a legally binding regime and are also the countries of origin of many bioprospecting
companies.
I look forward to reading your regular reports on the proceedings and getting your final briefing and
assessment when you return.
GENERAL
Brazil is among the world's richest biodiversity countries with an estimated 15-20% of the Earth's
plant and animal life.
As such, the Brazilian Congress has taken up the drafting of legislation to protect its biodiversity
richness from exploitation by researchers from developed countries. In addition, Brazil plays an
active role in and supports the Group of Like-Minded Megadiverse Countries (LMMC).
You should remind Parties that addressing Article IS of the CBD and, in particular, the provisions
for access to genetic resources, should not substitute for national legislation of countries of origin
of genetic material.
With this in mind, several bills are currently being discussed in the Brazilian Congress. Two ofthe
bills have been crafted with public input and participation. The third bill, introduced by the Executive
branch, was formulated by governmental officials.
The bills call for the creation of a Genetic Resource Commission comprised of representatives
from the numerous stakeholders involved, such as the scientific community, local communities and
indigenous populations, non-governmental organizations (NGOs), in addition to federal, state and
local government representatives. The Executive bill aims for a less bureaucratic process, allowing
the Executive to establish a deliberative council and a technical assessment committee.
A number of states have also begun to pass their own legislation. The Amazon states of Acre and
Amapa, for example, have both approved ABS legislation. In the case ofAcre, the act was passed in
response to a particular case ofbiopiracy involving an NGO that was illegally cataloguing native
I These instructions are purely fictitious and do not reflect the official position of Brazil on the issue of an
international regime on access and benefit sharing and related issues. These instructions were prepared by the
Division of Environmental Conventions of UNEP, on the basis of a simulation exercise prepared and run by
UNITAR, for the sole purpose of the simulation exercise of the South Asia Training Workshop for MEA
Negotiators, held in Colombo, Sri Lanka, from 5-7 October 2005. Please do not cite, circulate or make reference to
this document without the prior explicit approval ofUNEP.
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use of medicinal plants. The Amapa legislation arose out of a larger program aimed at sustainable
development that includes a police force focused exclusively on environmental protection and
education (the Environmental Battalion). While there is a question ofjurisdiction regarding genetic
resources, there has been no federal challenge to the state laws.
INTERNATIONAL REGIME ON ABS
Nature

Brazil attaches great importance to the development of a far-reaching and legally binding regime
that effectively protects and guarantees the rights of countries of origin of genetic resources, in
addition to the rights of indigenous and local communities in relation to their traditional knowledge.
Scope

The ABS regime must therefore promote and safeguard the fair and equitable sharing of benefits
arising out of the utilization of traditional knowledge. In order to safeguard such rights, the regime
must incorporate a mechanism to monitor its implementation and compliance, as well as provide
for dispute settlement, if required.
The international regime on benefit-sharing could also address the issue ofaccess to genetic resources.
However, in accordance with Article 15 (1) of the Convention, provisions related to access to
genetic resources should not be a substitute for the national legislation of countries of origin of
those resources, but rather serve as a mean to reinforce the implementation of this legislation.
Elements

Among the elements listed in the annex to decision VII/19 D of the COP, the Brazilian Government
suggests that the discussions on the international regime focus on the following ones:
Measures to ensure compliance with national legislations on access and benefit
sharing, prior informed consent and mutually agreed terms, consistent with the
Convention on Biological Diversity;
Measures to ensure compliance with prior informed consent of indigenous and local
communities holding traditional knowledge associated with genetic resources, in
accordance with Article 8U);
Measures to ensure compliance with the mutually agreed terms on which genetic
resources were granted and to prevent the unauthorized access and use of genetic
resources consistent with the Convention on Biological Diversity;
Addressing the issue of derivatives;
Internationally recognized certificate of origin/sourcellegal provenance of genetic
resources and associated traditional knowledge;
Disclosure of origin/source/legal provenance of genetic resources and associated
traditional knowledge in applications for intellectual property rights;
Recognition and protection of the rights of indigenous and local communities over
their traditional knowledge associated to genetic resources subject to the national
legislation of the countries where these communities are located;
Monitoring, compliance and enforcement.
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Any effective international regime must also take into consideration crosscutting elements such as
measures to ensure financing, technology transfer, and capacity building.

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS
Brazil supports the mandatory disclosure ofthe country oforigin in patent applications. This element
is necessary to ensure that a biologically rich heritage is not accessed and used without consent or
without due benefit sharing arrangements.
As the Brazilian representative, you should invite the LMMC group and other developing countries
to bring up the issue ofABS to the TRIPS Council as an alternative forum to CBD. We are convinced
that TRIPS and CBD should be mutually supportive and ensure sustainable use of genetic resources.
To avoid conflicts, Art 27.3(b) should be amended to include the requirements of (a) identification
of sources ofthe genetic material, (b) related traditional knowledge used to obtain that material, (c)
evidence offair and equitable benefit sharing, and (d) evidence of prior informed consent from the
government or the indigenous community for the exploitation of the subject matter of the patent.
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FOOD AND AGRICULTURE ORGANIZATION
Subject: Your instructions for the upcoming Working Group on Access and Benefit Sharing 1

Dear Colleague,
I am happy to inform you of your appointment as Head of our delegation to the upcoming Working
Group on Access and Benefit-Sharing (ABS).
You will represent and make known to all the position ofour organization. Outlined below you will
find a summary of the most important interests you must defend during the meeting.
I encourage you to work closely and consult with all Parties involved, particularly developing mega
diverse countries to ensure that we understand their respective positions and concerns.
I look forward to reading your regular reports on the proceedings and getting your final briefing and
assessment when you return.
GENERAL

The Food and Agriculture Organization ofthe United Nations (FAO) has a range ofactivities related
to access to genetic resources and their sustainable use as well as the promotion, protection, and
sustainable use of associated traditional knowledge. Activities in the Forestry Department, including
the programmes on non-wood forest products and community forestry deserve special mention.
In recent years, the most significant development was the adoption of the International Treaty on
Plant Genetic Resources for Food and Agriculture in November 2001. The Treaty is a new, legally
binding instrument which seeks to ensure the conservation and sustainable management of plant
genetic resources for food and agriculture, as well as the fair and equitable sharing of the benefits
arising from their use (Article 1.1). Being at the crossroads between agriculture, commerce, and the
environment, the Treaty also aims at promoting synergy among these areas.
The International Treaty:
Covers all plant genetic resources relevant to food and agriculture. Its objectives should be
achieved in harmony with the Convention on Biological Diversity.
Provides for benefit-sharing through information exchange, technology transfer, and capacity
building. It also requires the mandatory sharing of the monetary (and other) benefits of
commercialization ofproducts incorporating material accessed from the Multilateral System.
The primary focus is on farmers in the developing world who embody traditional lifestyles
relevant for the conservation of genetic resource diversity.
Provides for the realization of Farmers' Rights by national governments through: the
protection of relevant traditional knowledge, equitable participation in sharing benefits
derived from the use of plant genetic resources for food and agriculture, participation in
national decision-making related to their conservation and sustainable use.

I These instructions are purely fictitious and do not retlect the official position of the FAO on the issue of an
international regime on access and benefit sharing and related issues. These instructions were prepared by the
Division of Environmental Conventions of UNEP, on the basis of a simulation exercise prepared and run by
UNITAR, for the sole purpose of the simulation exercise of the South Asia Training Workshop for MEA
Negotiators, held in Colombo, Sri Lanka, from 5-7 October 2005. Please do not cite, circulate or make reference to
this document without the prior explicit approval ofUNEP.
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INTERNATIONAL REGIME ON ABS
An international regime on access and benefit-sharing should take full account of existing
instruments and of the on-going work of the FAO's Commission on Genetic Resources for
Food and Agriculture.
In particular, it should:
Recognize the role and status ofthe International Treaty on Plant Genetic Resources
for Food and Agriculture and its Multilateral System ofAccess and Benefit-Sharing
and, if appropriate, exclude it from the scope of the international regime;
Not contain language that may appear to define the scope and coverage of the
Treaty and its Multilateral System, which is the sole prerogative ofthe Contracting
..
Parties to the Treaty; and
Provide space for the possible development of a regulatory framework for farm
animal genetic resources and other genetic resources of interest to food and
agriculture, including on access and benefit-sharing, which takes account of the
special needs of agriculture, should the FAO Commission consider this
appropriate.
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GREENPEACEINTERNATIONAL
Subject: Your instructions for the upcoming Working Group on Access and Benefit Sharing I
Dear Colleague,
I am happy to inform you of your appointment as Head ofour delegation to the upcoming Working
Group on Access and Benefit-Sharing (ABS).
Remember that will not only represent the concerns of Greenpeace International but more broadly
the views ofcivil society as a whole. Outlined below you will find a summary ofthe most important
interests you must represent during the meeting. The briefing includes our views no the international
regime as well as other related issues.
.
I encourage you to lobby closely such delegations as Australia, the EU, Brazil, as well as consult
with India and other members of the LMMC group to ensure that we understand their concerns, as
well as that our concerns are reflected in their position. You should of course closely work with and
support the International Indigenous Forum on Biodiversity (IIFB), the views of which are similar
to ours.
I look forward to reading your regular reports on the proceedings and getting your final briefing and
assessment when you return.

GENERAL
Greenpeace International is a global non-profit organization with a presence in more than 40 countries
across Europe, the Americas, Asia, and the Pacific. To maintain its independence, Greenpeace does
not accept donations from governments or corporations but relies on contributions from individual
supporters and foundation grants. As a global organization, Greenpeace focuses on the most crucial
worldwide threats to our planet's biodiversity and environment.
Transnational companies and research institutes are increasingly engaging in practices ofbiopiracy
and bioprospecting in developing countries. Once these companies have discovered the genetic
composition of these resources or have modified them in laboratories, they apply for patents and
claim protection under national copyright and intellectual property laws. Patents deprive poor
countries of access to public genetic resources, and define these resources as private property.
Greenpeace recalls that large and medium-sized businesses and research institutes are only dedicated
to reproducing those plants having potential market value and which also contribute to considerable
loss in biodiversity.

INTERNATIONAL REGIME ON ABS
Greenpeace stresses the importance ofdeveloping a far-reaching international legally binding regime
onABS.
1 These instructions are purely fictitious and do not reflect the official position of Greenpeace International or any
other NGO on the issue of an international regime on access and benefit sharing and related issues. These
instructions were prepared by the Division of Environmental Conventions of UNEP, on the basis of a simulation
exercise prepared and run by UNITAR, for the sole purpose of the simulation exercise of the South Asia Training
Workshop for MEA Negotiators, held in Colombo, Sri Lanka, from 5-7 October 2005. Please do not cite, irculate
or make reference to this document without th~ prior explicit approval of UNEP,
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The need for an international regime on access and benefit sharing is based on the necessity of
fighting biopiracy. This activity ensures the control ofgenetic resources for private and commercial
uses and is therefore considered to be not only theft or pillage but also a practice that increases
ecological debt.
We would therefore affinn that combating biopiracy is to fight against such appropriation and
privatization ofgenetic resources and for the strengthening ofthe collective rights enunciated in the
CBD. Nevertheless, after reviewing what has been agreed so far, we think that the fight against
biopiracy has not only been delayed, it is not even beginning; rather, it is a step toward its legalization.
It reinforces the tendency see nature and natural resources as marketable goods, as is the case when
our resources are privatized.
Therefore we support the proposal in India's non-paper as a first step and you should call upon all
Parties to give it their full support. Key elements mentioned in the non-paper are necessary for the
regulation of access to genetic resources and sharing of benefits at the national, regional, and
international levels.
We also think that indigenous peoples should be closely involved in the process to develop and
international regime on ABS.

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS
The primary concern of Greenpeace and other environmental NGOs is to abolish IPRs that limit
access to genetic resources and patents on seeds and plants. Currently, Greenpeace is working to
block an approval of a maize patent at the European Patent Office. Once the patent is granted,
fanners of Mexico growing maize with high oil and oleic acid content could be forced to plant
different seeds or to pay for licenses to use the patent rights on their harvests.
You should urge Parties to develop an internationally accepted solution. Greenpeace will continue
to fight biopiracy practices on case-by-case basis by urging Parties to divert national resources to
revise patents granted on illegally acquired genetic resources.
Greenpeace also shares the view of some developing countries to initiate the review of Article
27 .3(b) of the WTO TRIPS Agreement.
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THE FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY
Subject: Your instructions for the upcoming Working Group on Access and Benefit Sharing!
Dear Esteemed Colleague,
I am happy to inform you of your appointment as Head ofour delegation to the upcoming Working
Group on Access and Benefit-Sharing (ABS).
You will be representing not only Germany's interests, but also those of the European Union (EU).
Over the last six months, we have been in close consultations with other EU members to ensure that
we understand what interests we are to promote at this meeting. Outlined below you will find a
summary of the most important interests you must represent during the meeting, not only with
regard to the international regime but also with regard to related issues.
We encourage you to work closely with other EU Member States, as well as Switzerland. You are
also advised to consult closely with South Africa and Mexico to better understand their interests. It
is very important for Germany and the EU to maintain strong relations with these countries given
their status as mega-diverse countries and the investment potential that they represent.
I look forward to reading your regular reports on the proceedings and getting your final briefing and
assessment when you return.
GENERAL
Europe is both a user and provider of genetic resources. Commercial demand for access to genetic
resources covers a wide range of sectors including biotechnology, pharmaceuticals, medicines, and
cosmetics. A number ofEC legislative and policy measures could contribute to the implementation
of the CBD's provisions on benefit sharing in EU Member states.
Access to genetic resources is particularly important for Germany as a result of the great potential
for pharmaceutical and cosmetic industries. As a previous host country of the Working Group on
Access and Benefit-Sharing, Germany has shown strong commitment to the elaboration of the
'Bonn Guidelines on Access to Genetic Resources and Fair and Equitable Sharing of the Benefits
Arising out of their Utilization'.
Bearing in mind the provider countries' legitimate interests and their sovereign right over genetic
resources, as well as the interests of research and the private sector, Germany considers the global
conservation of biological diversity to be the most important objective that should govern ABS.
The sustainable and environment-friendly use of genetic resources is not considered to be a
contradiction to, but a means for, the protection ofbiological diversity. Benefit sharing and transfer
of knowledge as a part of mutually agreed terms should primarily be a means to achieve the above
mentioned objective.

1 These instructions are purely fictitious and do not represent the official position of Germany or that of the
European Union on the issue of an international regime on access and benefit sharing and related issues. These
instructions were prepared by the Division of Environmental Conventions of UNEP, on the basis of a simulation
exercise prepared and run by UNITAR, for the sole purpose of the simulation exercise of the South Asia Training
Workshop for MEA Negotiators, held in Colombo, Sri Lanka, from 5-7 October 2005. Please do not cite, circulate
or make reference to this document without the prior explicit approval ofUNEP.
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INTERNATIONAL REGIME ON ABS
Germany welcomes the efforts to further elaborate international regulations on ABS. However, we
and our fellow EU partners consider the Bonn Guidelines as voluntary in nature and as a basis for
bilateral co-operation.
We therefore do not support a legally binding instrument onABS as suggested by several developing
countries. However, the EU supports the implementation of institutional policies and codes of
conduct (non-legally binding instruments) by stakeholder groups, stressing the evolutionary character
of ABS regulations. The EU strongly supports the full implementation of the Guidelines as a
prerequisite to the elaboration and negotiation of an international ABS regime, particularly since
important components of the Guidelines may serve as an important foundation for the regime.
Discussions should focus on an analysis of gaps to clarify the regime's objectives, as well as issues
pertaining to measures to facilitate access and a certificate of origin/source/legal provenance. The
EU is of the view that there is a need to analyze the relationship with other relevant international
instruments and processes.
The international regime should consist of a number of mutually supportive instruments, including
existing instruments. Indigenous communities should be fully involved in the process ofnegotiating
the regime.
The international regime should ensure or guarantee the fair and equitable sharing ofbenefits arising
out of the use of genetic resources, rather than prevent their appropriation or misuse.
Nature

You will need to keep as open a position as possible since benefit sharing can be addressed under
various instruments at different levels.
The EU believes that neither paragraph 44 (0) of the Plan of Implementation of the World Summit
on Sustainable Development nor Decision VIII19 provide any specific indication on the nature of
an international regime on access and benefit sharing. This is understandable as a sound choice of
the appropriate instrument/s which could further develop the international regime on access and
benefit-sharing will only be possible when an analysis ofthe possible gaps in the current international
regime on access and benefit-sharing, and of their consequences, has taken place.
The EU is committed to working towards a transparent, effective and comprehensive international
regime on access and benefit-sharing. However, the EU does not intend to pre-judge, at this stage,
the nature ofthe instrumentls which may be put in place to further develop the present international
regime on access and benefit-sharing.
The regime should not be legally binding.
Scope

The regime should comprise multiple instruments. However, before defining the exact scope of the
regime, a gap analysis is required to ensure complementarity and avoid duplication and conflict
with existing instruments. The gap analysis should be completed prior to the next meeting of the
Working Group.
Derivatives of genetic resources should not be considered under the international regime.
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Elements
The annex to decision VIII19 D, contains under (d) a long list of elements to be considered by the
Working Group. This list also contains some redundancies. Particular importance is attached by the EU
to the following:
"(0 Measures to promote and encourage collaborative scienttfic research, as well as
research for commercial purposes and commercialization, consistent with Articles 8(j),
10, 15, paragraph 6, paragraph 7 and Articles 16 18 and 19 ofthe Convention;

This element comprises two important issues. First, that of differentiation between scientific research
and research for commercial purposes. In some instances it may be desirable to encourage collaborative
scientific research through a range of measures including, for example, differentiated and simpler
procedures such as non-commercial material transfer agreements.
Second, among the measures to promote research consistent with the CBD, there is a need to highlight
the importance of identifying best practice and its dissemination among sectors and across sectors. In
this context, the Action Plan for Capacity Building in decision VIllI 9 F, calls repeatedly for the
identification of practices, in particular best practice and its dissemination along with case studies (see
paragraph 9 (e) ofthe Action Plan on actions at the regional and sub-regional levels and at the international
level).
In our view, elements (ii), (iv), (xiii) and (xiv) of paragraph (d) of the terms of reference, as reported
below, deserve particular attention. They express the two sides ofthe access and benefit sharing debate
by highlighting the need to facilitate access to genetic resources for environmentally sound uses and the
need to ensure that the fair and equitable sharing of the benefits arising from the use ofthese resources
takes place:

"(ii)
Measures to ensure thefair and equitable sharing ofbenefits from the results of
research and development and the bent;fits arisingfi·om the commercial and other utilization
ofgenetic resources in accordance with Articles 15.7, 16. 19.1, 19.2 ofthe Convention;
"(iv)
Measures to promotejacilitated access to genetic resourcesforenvironmentally
sound uses according to Article 15.2 ofthe Convention on Biological Diversity;
"(xiiO
Internationally recognized certificate oforigin/source/legalprovenance ofgenetic
resources and associated traditional knowledge;
"(xiv)
Disclosure oforigin/source/legal provenance ofgenetic resources and associated
traditional knowledge in applications for intellectual property rights;
The European Union also attaches great importance to three other elements outlined in
paragraph (d):

"(xv)
Recognition and protection ofthe rights ofindigenous and local communities
over their traditional knowledge associated to genetic resources subject to the national
legislation ofthe countries where these communities are located;
"(xvi)
Customary law and traditional cultural practices of indigenous and local
communities;
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"(xvii) Capacity-building measures based on country needs.
In the further development of the international regime on access and benefit sharing, it will be essential
to protect the rights of indigenous and local communities over their traditional knowledge. The EU is
supportive ofthe development ofan international sui generis model for the legal protection oftraditional
knowledge and is hopeful that progress will be made on this in the framework of WIPO's
Intergovernmental Committee on Intellectual Property, Genetic Resources, Traditional Knowledge and
Folklore and in the Working Group on Article 8Ci) ofthe Convention on Biological Diversity. Any such
system shall be compatible with the customary law and traditional cultural practices of indigenous and
local communities and be developed with their approval and involvement.
The EU also considers it essential for a functioning international regime to address capacity building
needs. The annex to deeision VIV19 F of the Conference of the Parties contains an Action Plan on
Capacity Building for Access and Benefit Sharing, which provides a framework for identifying country,
indigenous and local community and all relevant stakeholder needs, priorities, mechanisms of
implementation and sources of funding. The implementation ofthis Action Plan will greatly contribute
to build the capacities ofParties to manage and develop their genetic resources and should contribute to
the conservation and sustainable use of biological diversity.
With regard to paragraph (xxiii) ofthe ternlS ofreference, on 'Relevant elements ofexisting instruments
and processes', the European Union is pleased to note that the ternlS of reference reflect the European
Union view that a number ofelements ofan international regime on access and benefit-sharing already
exist, including measures taken in application ofArticle 15 of the Convention on Biological Diversity,
and should be the starting point for any discussion on further developments. Among them we recall the
following to which we attach particular importance:
The Bonn Guidelines represent a central element ofthe international regime on Access
and Benefit Sharing under the Convention on Biological Diversity. In this respect,
present and future reports by Parties on the use they have made ofthe Bonn Guidelines
at national and regional level provide essential information in order to review and revise
the Guidelines if necessary.
In addition, the developments of "other approaches" also provide further elements for
the international regime.
Similarly, possible outcomes of the work of the Working Group on Article 80) ofthe
Convention on Biological Diversity and of the United Nations Permanent Fomm on
Indigenous Issues could provide valuable inputs, in particular in relation to traditional
knowledge.
The European Union also recognizes the fundamental importance of the International
Treaty on Plant Genetic Resources for Food and Agriculture. The recent entry into
force and the implementation ofthis Treaty, in particular through its standard material
transfer agreement, will make it an important element of the international regime on
ABS.
Other existing elements include relevant provisions ofthe TRIPs Agreement; different
intellectual property instruments administered by WIPO, and relevant provisions ofthe
UPO V Conventions, Further developments in these fora may be of great importance
for the international regime on Access and Benefit Sharing and the European Union is
committed to playing a constructive and coordinated role in them. This is true for
instance for the issue of' disclosure oforigin' in intellectual property rights applications.
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PRIOR INFORMED CONSENT/MUTUALLY AGREED TERMS

Gennany fully agrees on the notion of prior infonned consent, including that oflocal communities.
Mutually agreed terms should provide for transparency, legal certainty, and a minimum of
administrative costs and procedures in order to facilitate access to genetic resources. Furthennore,
provisions should ensure possibilities for benefit sharing with provider countries. Gennany is of
the view that access to genetic resources should be as simple and unfettered as possible.
Prior infonned consent should include the consent from the national authority, as well as that of
indigenous and local communities. The
stresses the need for transparent and non-discriminatory
access regulations, keeping restrictions to a minimum.
Mutually agreed terms should be based on the principle of legal certainty for both providers and
users, and include the participation of all stakeholders (providers and users) in the drafting,
implementation and review ofABS arrangements. Furthennore, they should ensure the minimization
of cost. While acknowledging the sovereign right of each state over its genetic resources, the EU is
convinced that ABS should always be designed in a manner to ensure that the three overall objectives
of the CBD are respected. Thus, restrictions on access should be reduced to a minimum.
Disputes arising in mutually agreed arrangements should be solved in accordance with contractual
arrangements. Means for verification and institutional guarantees for compliance could be integrated
in contractual arrangements on a voluntary basis, but should exclude sanctions and remedies for
breach of terms.

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS
Concerning disclosures of origin, the EU sees merits in a system that would ensure transparency
and would allow the authorities of countries granting access to their resources to keep track of
patent applications linked to the use of these resources. Such a system could be established either
under WIPO or under the TRIPs, and could include mandatory elements. However, these disclosures
should be limited to the geographic origin instead of the country of origin and should not act as a
further patentability criterion de facto or de iure under the TRIPs Agreement. Furthennore, legal
consequences to non-respect should lie outside the ambit of patent law, but, for instance, may be
regulated by civil or administrative law. l The EU rejects the call for a ban on patenting on life
forms, as proposed by some developing countries.
The EU views possible synergy, and not necessary conflict, between the CBD and the TRIPS
Agreement, which should be applied simultaneously. However, the EU has indicated recently that
it would consider the possibility of amending Art. 27.3(b) of the TRIPS.
Aspects such as misappropriation of, and sharing of benefits arising from, traditional knowledge
should not be dealt with by the TRIPS Council. Nevertheless, the EU supports further work towards
the development of an international sui generis model for legal protection of traditional

See Communieation from the European Communities and their Member States to the WTO TRIPS Council regarding
the Review of Art.
27.3(b) ofthe TRIPS Agreement, and the Relationship between the TRIPS Agreement and the Convention on Biological
Diversity (CBD) and the Protection of Traditional Knowledge and Folklore (IP/C/W/383), paragraphs 53-55.
I
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knowledge as undertaken by the WIPO Intergovernmental Committee on Intellectual Property,
Genetic Resources, Traditional Knowledge and Folklore. 1
As stated in the 2001 EC Biodiversity Action Plan for Economic and Development Cooperation,
the EU is firmly committed to capacity building in developing countries so as to enable them to
share the benefits arising from utilization oftheir genetic resources. We will also encourage the use
of the CBD's financial mechanism to promote the voluntary transfer of IPRs held by European
operators. This includes the granting of licenses through normal commercial mechanisms and
decisions, while also ensuring adequate and effective protection of property rights.
Germany largely supports the position of the EU on these matters, but opposes an amendment of
the existing legislation under Art. 27.3 TRIPs at present.

I See ibid, paragraphs 61-7 I as well as the submission by the EC to the WIPO Intergovernmental Committee on
Intellectual Property, Genetic Resources, Traditional Knowledge and Folklore, dating 14 June 2002:
Traditional Kflo>vledge and Intellectual Property Rights
(WIPO/GRTKFIIC/31l6).
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THE REPUBLIC OF INDIA
Subject: Your instructions for the upcoming Working Group on Access and Benefit Sharing 1
Dear Esteemed Colleague,
I am happy to inform you of your appointment as Head of our delegation to the upcoming Working
Group on Access and Benefit-Sharing (ABS).
You will be defending the Indian interests. Outlined below you will find a summary of the most
important interests you must represent during the meeting. This briefing addresses the international
regime on ABS as well as related issues.
I encourage you to work closely with Brazil, Mexico, and South Africa as fellow mega-diverse
countries, as well as closely keep under review the position of the EU and Australia as these are
opposed to a legally binding regime and are also the countries of origin of many bioprospecting
compames.
I look forward to reading your regular reports on the proceedings and getting your final briefing and
assessment when you return.

GENERAL
India's biological richness and wealth of indigenous knowledge is recognized worldwide. One of the
major policy challenges in India was the adoption ofan instrument that helped promote the objectives of
equitable benefit sharing enshrined in the CBD. After an extensive consultative process, the Biological
Diversity Bill was adopted in 2002. This legislation aims to protect India's rich biodiversity and associated
knowledge against their use or abuse by foreign individuals and/or organizations without sharing the
benefits arising out of such use.
Features ofthe Biological Diversity Bill which address access to genetic resources by foreign individuals
and/or companies include: approval from the National Biodiversity Authority, deposition of monetary
benefits in a Biodiversity Fund, and requirements for pre-approval before applying for IPR for an invention
based on a resource obtained from India.
India's patent legislation incorporates the disclosure of country's origin in patent applications. Section
10 of the Patents Act 1970, as amended by the Patents Second Amendment Act 2002, provides that the
applicant must disclose the source and geographical origin of any biological material deposited instead
ofadescription. Section 25 (opposition to grant ofpatent) is also amended to allow opposition to be filed
on the ground that "the complete specification does not disclose or wrongly mentions the source or
geographical origin of biological material used for the invention".
Unfortunately, India has already faced cases ofbiopiracy by multinational corporations from developed
countries regarding its genetic resources. One vivid example is described in the background note, where
the neem seed, known for its excellent value as a pesticide, was recently patented by R. W. Grace Company,
a US chemical corporation. It is thus in India's direct interest to develop an international regime onABS.
I These instructions are purely fictitious and do not reflect the official position of India on the issue of an
international regime on access and benefit sharing and related issues. These instructions were prepared by the
Division of Environmental Conventions of UNEP, on the basis of a simulation exercise prepared and run by
UNITAR, for the sole purpose of the simulation exercise of the South Asia Training Workshop for MEA
Negotiators, held in Colombo, Sri Lanka, from 5-7 October 2005. Please do not cite, circulate or make reference to
this document without the prior explicit approval ofUNEP.
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India has been actively contributing to the intergovernmental negotiation process in the context of
the CBD Conferences ofthe Parties (COP), where India has insisted and succeeded to keep ABS at
the center of the policymaking debate.

INTERNATIONAL REGIME ON ABS
In preparation for the Informal Working Group convened by the Government of Thailand, India,
with support from the Group of Like-Minded Megadiverse Countries, has submitted a non-paper
on elements for discussion and possible inclusion in an international regime. India proposes to
develop a regime, which would provide a transparent framework to facilitate access and ensure
benefit sharing at national and regional level.
Being rich in traditional knowledge, India emphasizes in its non-paper the need to protect traditional
knowledge associated with genetic resources, particularly recommending provisions that ensure
that where relevant, traditional knowledge has been respected and maintained in contractual
arrangements.
The regime should have an added value for both users and providers of genetic resources.

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS
Given the close relationship between the CBD and the WTO TRIPS Agreement, India thinks there
is a need for these instruments to be mutually supportive and aim to ensure the sustainable use of
genetic resources. To avoid conflicts between the two instruments and to meet the overall objectives
enshrined in the principles of sustainable development, Article 27 ,3{b) ofTRIPS should be amended
to include the requirements of (a) the identification of sources of the genetic material, (b) related
traditional knowledge used to obtain that material, (c) evidence of fair and equitable benefit sharing,
and (d) evidence of prior informed consent from the government or the indigenous community for
the exploitation of the subject matter of the patent.
Finally, India wishes to indicate the limited progress that has so far been made in WIPO's
Intergovernmental Committee (IGC) on Intellectual Property and Genetic Resources, Traditional
Knowledge and Folklore, and notes the limitations ofnational laws and contracts to prevent biopiracy
at the international level. India believes that it would be less cost-effective to establish an
internationally accepted solution to prevent biopiracy than to divert national resources to expensive
judicial processes for revocation of patents that includes illegal genetic resources. Developing
countries do not have the resources to follow each and every patent outside their territories on the
use of their resources.
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THE UNITED MEXICAN STATES
Subject: Your instructions for the upcoming Working Group on Access and Benefit Sharingl
Dear Esteemed Colleague,
I am happy to infonn you of your appointment as Head of our delegation to the upcoming Working
Group on Access and Benefit-Sharing (ABS).
You will be representing the Mexican interests. Outlined below you will find a summary of the
most important interests you must represent during the meeting.
I encourage you to work closely with Brazil, Tanzania, and South Africa as fellow mega-diverse
countries, as well as closely keep under review the position ofthe EU, Switzerland and Australia as
these are opposed to a legally binding regime and are also the countries of origin of many
bioprospecting companies.
I look forward to reading your regular reports on the proceedings and getting your final briefing and
assessment when you return.
GENERAL
We welcome the decision by the Conference of the Parties to mandate the ABS Working Group
with the task of elaborating and negotiating an international regime on access and benefit sharing.
Mexico is part of the Group of like-minded Megadiverse Countries (LMMC).
INTERNATIONAL REGIME ON ABS
We are of the view that an international regime should complement, not substitute, national
legislation on access.
Nature

Mexico attaches great importance in accelerating discussions on an international legally binding
reglme.
Scope

The international regime must adequately address the protection and guarantee the rights ofcountries
oforigin of genetic resources, as well as the rights of indigenous peoples in relation to their traditional
knowledge.
The regime should also be based on a certificate of legal provenance.
Elements

Mexico supports the non-paper submitted by India on elements for discussion and possible
inclusion in a draft agreement on ABS.

I These instructions are purely fictitious and do not reflect the official position of Mexico on the issue of an
international regime on access and benefit sharing and related issues. These instructions were prepared by the
Division of Environmental Conventions of UNEP, on the basis of a simulation exercise prepared and run by
UNITAR, for the sole purpose of the simulation exercise of the South Asia Training Workshop for MEA
Negotiators, held in Colombo, Sri Lanka, from 5-7 October 2005. Please do not cite, circulate or make reference to
this document without the prior explicit approval of UNEP.
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THE REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICA
Subject: Your instructions for the upcoming Working Group on Access and Benefit Sharing l
Dear Esteemed Colleague,
I am happy to inform you of your appointment as Head of our delegation to the upcoming Working
Group on Access and Benefit-Sharing (ABS).
You will not only defend the South African interests but also those of the Like-Minded Mega-diverse
Countries (LMMC). Outlined below you will find a summary ofthe most important interests you must
represent during the meeting. This briefing addresses our views on the international regime on ABS and
also on related issues.
I encourage you to work closely with your colleagues from other mega-diverse countries to ensure that
their position is fully reflected in any of your statements. A coordination meeting was held earlier this
year with all member countries of the group to identify a common position on the issue.
You should also closely keep under review the position ofthe ED and Australia as these are opposed to
a legally binding regime and are also the countries of origin of many bioprospecting companies.
I look forward to reading your regular reports on the proceedings and getting your final briefing and
assessment when you return.

GENERAL
The LMMC is a group of seventeen countries representing over 70% of the world's biodiversity and
45% of the world's popUlation. Formed in Cancun in February 2002, the LMMC group seeks to further
their common interests and priorities to present a common stance in intergovernmental negotiations,
promote in situ and ex situ conservation ofbiodiversity, and seek a strong international regime to effectively
promote and safeguard fair and equitable sharing ofbenefits arising from biodiversity and its components.
Bolivia, Brazil, China, Colombia, Costa Rica, Democratic Republic ofCongo, Ecuador, India, Indonesia,
Kenya, Madagascar, Malaysia, Mexico, Peru, the Philippines, South Africa and Venezuela are the members
of the LMMC group.
The LMMC group continues to present a common and far-reaching stance on many items under
consideration, including essential conditions, such as PIC, MAT, the certification of origin of genetic
materials, and ensuring that derivatives of genetic resources are included in any agreement.
As a mega-diverse country, South Africa is actively engaged in the LMMC. It has also played an active
role in the intergovernmental negotiating forums related to the issues ofABS.
The LMMC think that sustainable use ofbio-diversity can only be accomplished by establishing a system
ofaccess that requires agreements to preserve genetic resources, measures environmental impact, provides
evidence ofprior and informed consent by host go'vernments and local communities and ensures fair and
equitable sharing of benefits deriving from genetic resources and traditional knowledge
I These instructions are purely fictitious and do not reflect the official position of South Africa or the LMMC
Group on the issue of an international regime on access and benefit sharing and related issues. These instructions
were prepared by the Division of Environmental Conventions of UNEP, on the basis of a simulation exercise
prepared and run by UNITAR, for the sole purpose of the simulation exercise of the South Asia Training
Workshop for MEA Negotiators, held in Colombo, Sri Lanka, from 5-7 October 2005. Please do not cite, circulate
or make reference to this document without the prior explicit approval ofUNEP.
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INTERNATIONAL REGIME ON ABS
South Africa stresses the importance of accelerating negotiations on an international ABS regime,
since the Bonn Guidelines have not created an enabling environment to ensure compliance with
prior informed consent and benefit sharing.
The objectives should be to: prevent the continued misappropriation and misuse genetic resources
and their derivatives; ensure that benefits flow to countries of origin; protect the rights ofindigenous
and local communities over traditional knowledge; and reinforce national legislation.
Nature
The LMMC feel that a binding international legal regime should be developed to prevent illegal
access and use ofgenetic resources and associated knowledge, Intellectual Property Rights in relation
to biological resources and traditional knowledge. Such a binding regime could also include non
binding elements in the interest of compromise.
Scope
The LMMC does not think that a gap analysis is required. The scope of the regime is clearly
established under Decision Villi 9. The regime should apply to access, fair and equitable sharing of
benefits arising not only from the use of genetic resources but also from their derivatives, as well as
to the protection of associated traditional knowledge.
Elements
The LMMC thinks that the regime should include PIC of the country of origin and MAT between
the country of origin and the user country, as well as mandatory disclosure of origin of genetic
resources in IPR applications, including appropriate sanctions.
South Africa supports the non-paper submitted by the Government oflndia, although the international
community should take a stronger stance on combating biopiracy. As such, you should propose the
following additions to the non-paper:
Insertion of language stating that any intended change of use, including transfer to third
parties, shall require a new agreement on prior informed consent;
Consideration of a provision providing for a financial mechanism to developing countries
for the purposes of developing technological and human resources;
Explicit recognition of the conflict between CBD and WTO TRIPS provisions. Article 27.3
(b) ofthe TRIPS Agreement should be revised to prohibit the patenting oflife forms, including
plants, animals and biological processes.
You should insist that the issue of repatriation of Africa's genetic resources, the need for capacity
development and poverty alleviation, public awareness, participation oflocal communities in decision
making, and protection of farmers' rights are all included in the regime.
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PRIOR INFORMED CONSENT/MUTUALLY AGREED TERMS
The LMMC laud India's Biological Diversity Act of2002 and its provision that prior approval from
a National Biodiversity Authority is necessary before applying for any kind of intellectual property
rights based on any research or information on a biological resource obtained from India. Other
member countries in the Group are considering enactment of a similar legislation.
INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS
You should try and garner support among Parties and observer States to cooperate in the WTO with
regard to the harmonization of the provisions of the TRIPS Agreement with those of the CBD.
Countries should examine carefully existing and proposed laws on IPRs, especially those aimed at
implementing the TRIPS Agreement.
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THE CONFEDERATION OF SWITZERLAND

Subject: Your instructions for the upcoming Working Group on Access and Benefit Sharing l
Dear Esteemed Colleague,
I am happy to inform you of your appointment as Head of our delegation to the upcoming Working
Group on Access and Benefit-Sharing (ABS).
You will be representing the Swiss interests. Outlined below you will find a summary of the most
important interests you must represent during the meeting. This briefing summarizes our position
on the proposed international regime as well as on related issues.
I encourage you to work closely with EU Member States. You are also advised to consult closely
with Brazil and India to better understand their interests. It is very important for Switzerland to
maintain strong relations with these countries given their status as mega-diverse countries and the
investment potential that they represent.
I look forward to reading your regular reports on the proceedings and getting your final briefing and
assessment when you return.
GENERAL

From the early beginning, Switzerland has been actively involved in discussions under the CBD
regarding access to genetic resources and the sharing of benefits arising from their utilization. At
the fifth Conference of the Parties (COP-5) held in May 2000, Switzerland presented the "Draft
Guidelines on Access and Benefit-Sharing Regarding the Utilization ofGenetic Resources". These
guidelines formed an important basis in the discussions that eventually resulted in the "Bonn
Guidelines on Access to Genetic Resources and Fair and Equitable Sharing of the Benefits Arising
out of their Utilization".
INTERNATIONAL REGIME ON ABS

We think there is a need to analyze the relationship of an international regime on ABS with other
relevant international instruments and processes, particularly with the International Treaty on Plant
Genetic Resources and the World Intellectual Property Organization.
Priority should be given to national implementation ofthe Bonn Guidelines. Switzerland supports
a voluntary access and benefit-sharing approach based on the rapid implementation of the Bonn
Guidelines. Indeed, in our view such an approach presents the following advantages:
Quick and easy participation of all the stakeholders involved in the use of genetic resources;
Fast implementation, allowing considerable pertinent experience to be gained over a
relatively short period of time;
Flexibility, which allows specific measures adapted to the needs of each group of users.
1 These instructions are purely fictitious and do not represent the official position of Switzerland on the issue of an
international regime on access and benefit sharing and related issues. These instructions were prepared by the
Division of Environmental Conventions ofUNEP, on the basis of a simulation exercise prepared and run by
UNITAR, for the sole purpose of the simulation exercise of the South Asia Training Workshop for MEA
Negotiators, held in Colombo, Sri Lanka, from 5-7 October 2005. Please do not cite, circulate or make reference
to this document without the prior explicit approval ofUNEP.
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National and international measures should be established to promote the declaration of the source
of genetic resources and traditional knowledge.
If relevant gaps are identified by providing countries, Switzerland is ready to actively discuss any
proposal to improve the implementation of the CBD within the negotiation of an international
regime on access and benefit-sharing.
The first step should be to identify the gaps that would require additional action at the international
level. This should be made in close coordination with relevant ongoing activities under the
International Treaty on Plant Genetic Resources for Food and Agriculture and WIPO.
On this basis, Switzerland suggests work on applying and assessing the implementation of the
Bonn Guidelines at the national level prior to negotiations on the international level. However, in
order to guarantee monitoring of implementation, Switzerland would support an international
certification system.
Decision VIII19 does not contain any specific reference to the objectives ofthe international regime.
The aim, set out in general terms in the first operational paragraph, is "of adopting an instrument!
instruments to effectively implement the provisions in Article 15 and Article 8(j) ofthe Convention
and the three objectives of the Convention."
In our opinion, one of the first priorities of the Working Group will be to clarify in a concrete and
operational manner the objectives ofthe international regime. This work will need to be carried out
according to a process defined by the terms of reference, that is on the basis of an analysis of
national, regional and international legal instruments and other instruments related to access and
benefit -sharing.
The following approach is suggested:
To initiate a reflexion based on the following seven potential objectives,
clustered thematically on the basis of the elements to consider, which are
included in the terms of reference (roman numerals included in parenthesis
correspond to the elements listed in the terms of reference):
Ensure the fair and equitable sharing of benefits (ii, iii,v, vi, vii, xii);
Facilitate access for environmentally sound uses (iv, vii);
Ensure the compliance with prior informed consent and mutually agreed
terms (ix,x, xi, xiii, xiv, xx) including dispute settlement (xxi);
Recognize and protect traditional knowledge (xv, xvi, xviii);
Support capacity-building (xvii, xix);
Promote and encourage collaborative scientific research (i) including
technology transfer;
Address the fact that some genetic resources may be located in more than
one State, across national boundaries or beyond limits ofjurisdiction
(viii);
To complete, if needed, this first outline, by reviewing the twelve objectives,
listed under chapter I, section E ofthe Bonn Guidelines;
To tackle the analysis of the needs and gaps, taking into consideration namely
the following elements:
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Specificity, priority, practicability;
A balance between rights and obligations as user and provider countries of
genetic resources;
Clarification between what falls under national legislation and what
necessitates a legal basis at the international level
The setting out of the objectives will facilitate later discussions on the elements, scope and
nature of the international regime.
We are of the view that indigenous and local communities should be involved in the process of
developing the regime.
Nature
In our view, the nature of the international regime will depend on its scope and modalities.

Scope
An international regime should address both access to genetic resources and benefit and should
focus only on issues that are not properly covered by the Bonn Guidelines.
Elements
Elements for consideration have already been established in the terms of reference included in
annex to decision VIII19 D. Switzerland puts forward a proposal to address these elements by
clustering them in view ofidentifying the objectives ofthe international regime (see remarks above).
PRIOR INFORMED CONSENT/MUTUALLY AGREED TERMS
In order to provide a clear and simple framework and to facilitate access to genetic resources, prior
informed consent should be limited to the consent ofone national authority centralizing ABS issues.
Decisions on access to genetic resources should be taken within a reasonable period of time.
Mutually Agreed Terms should be negotiated efficiently and noted in a written form. Switzerland
calls for restrictions on access to genetic resources to be non-discriminatory, based on legal grounds
and on objective criteria in order to conserve biological diversity. Switzerland is strongly committed
to monetary and non-monetary benefit sharing, including joint research and joint ownership of
intellectual property rights.
INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS
On intellectual property rights issues, Switzerland holds the view that a fair and balanced approach
must be taken. Therefore, it has submitted a proposal to WIPO to amend the Patent Cooperation
Treaty to require patent applicants to declare the source of genetic resources in international patent
applications; otherwise, patent application might not be processed any further at the national level.
These amendments could be introduced in a timely manner and would not require extensive changes
to the provisions ofrei evant international agreements, such as Art. 27.3(b) oftheTRIPsAgreement. 1

See Proposal by Switzerland regarding the Declaration ofthe Source ofGenetic Resources and Traditional Knowledge
in Patent Applications to the WIPO Working Group on Reform on the Patent Corporation Treaty (PCT/R/WG/4/13).
I
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On traditional knowledge, the WIPO Intergovernmental Committee on Intellectual Property, Genetic
Resources, Traditional Knowledge and Folklore is considered to be the primary international forum
to deal with the intellectual property-related issues ofthe protection of traditional knowledge. In its
submission to the TRIPS Council, Switzerland stresses the need for a clearer definition ofthe term
traditional knowledge and to determine objectives of this protection prior to integrating this notion
in prior informed consent rules. It proposes the creation of a database to increase understanding of
traditional knowledge and benefit sharing resulting from its use. 2
See Communication from Switzerland to the WTO TRIPS Council regarding the Review of Art.
27.3(b) ofthe TRIPS Agreement, and the Relationship between the TRIPS Agreement and the Convention on Biological
Diversity (CBD), and the Protection of Traditional Knowledge and Folklore (IP/C/W/400).
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THE UNITED REPUBLIC OF TANZANIA

Subject: Your instructions for the upcoming Working Group on Access and Benefit Sharing1
Dear Esteemed Colleague,
I am happy to inform you of your appointment as Head of our delegation to the upcoming Working
Group on Access and Benefit-Sharing (ABS).
You will be representing the Tanzanian interests. Outlined below you will find a summary of the most
important interests you must represent during the meeting. This briefing not only addresses the proposed
international regime on ABS but also related issues.
I encourage you to work closely with South Africa, India, and Mexico as fellow mega-diverse countries,
as well as closely keep under review the position of Switzerland and Australia as these are opposed to a
legally binding regime and are also the countries oforigin of many bioprospecting companies.
I look forward to reading your regular reports on the proceedings and getting your final briefing and
assessment when you return.
GENERAL

The Republic ofTanzania is in the process offinalizing its policy and legislation to implement the CBD.
Current national policies, namely National Environmental Policy of 1997, the National Land Policy of
1995, and the National Agricultural and Livestock Policy of 1997, do not contain any reference toABS.
Legislation to address ABS is currently being drafting.
Tanzania is also very rich in indigenous knowledge and practices, and its farmers already expressed
concern that this knowledge and genetic resources are being exploited in the absence ofcontrol measures.
Tanzania is a member ofthe Group ofLike-Minded Megadiverse Countries (LMMC).
INTERNATIONAL REGIME ON ABS
Nature and scope

Playing an active role in the international multilateral negotiations Tanzania stresses the importance of.
developing an international regime on ABS, particularly a legally binding instrument that guarantees the
rights ofcountries oforigin and reinforces, rather than substitutes, any national legislation that may be in
place.
Elements

Tanzania supports the non-paper submitted by India, stating that prior informed consent, mutually agreed
tenns, mandatory disclosure ofcountry's origin and other related issues are necessary measures to prevent
biopiracy and to provide adequate protection for genetic resources in developing countries that are rich
in biodiversity. In spite of support for the non-paper, Tanzania wishes to suggest several items for
consideration:

I These instructions are purely fictitious and do not reflect the official position of Tanzania on the issue of an
international regime on access and benefit sharing and related issues. These instructions were prepared by the
Division of Environmental Conventions of UNEP, on the basis of a simulation exercise prepared and run by
UNITAR, for the sole purpose of the simulation exercise of the South Asia Training Workshop for MEA
Negotiators, held in Colombo, Sri Lanka, from 5-7 October 2005. Please do not cite, circulate or make reference to
this document without the prior explicit approval of UNEP.
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Reference needs to be given to poverty alleviation through the benefit sharing arrangements;
Non-monetary benefits should be clarified in the draft agreement;
A provision providing for a financial mechanism to developing countries for technological
and human resource development should be considered;
PRIOR INFORMED CONSENT/ MUTUALLY AGREED TERMS
Tanzania attaches great importance to the prior informed consent ofindigenous and local communities
and their right to refuse access to genetic resources for economic, social and other reasons.
INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS
We think that there is clearly a conflict between the CBD and the WTO TRIPS Agreement. While
this policy conflict needs to be urgently addressed and resolved, Tanzania does not support a proposed
ban on patentability oflife forms as has been suggested in the past by several developing countries.
Tanzania suggests revising the TRIPS Agreement and calling on Parties to support this initiative
within the WTO TRIPS Council.
Indigenous knowledge and practices must be protected to the fullest. To this end, we see the advanced
Biodiversity Law adopted in Costa Rica, introducing sui generis communitarian intellectual rights
as a very useful tool. Tanzania proposes to include a similar provision in the international regime.
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THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
Subject: Your instructions for the upcoming Working Group on Access and Benefit Sharing I
Dear Esteemed Colleague,
I am happy to inform you of your appointment as Head of our delegation to the upcoming Working
Group on Access and Benefit-Sharing (ABS).
You will be representing the US interests and make sure that no recommendation is adopted that may be
contrary to our interests. Outlined below you will find a summary of the most important interests you
must represent during the meeting.
Since the US is not a party to the Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD), you should closely work
with delegations that have similar interests to ours. In particular, I encourage you to work closely with the
Australian delegation. You are also advised to consult closely with India and other mega-diverse developing
countries to better understand their interests. It is very important for the US to maintain strong relations
with these countries given their status as mega-diverse countries and the investment potential that they
represent.
I look forward to reading your regular reports on the proceedings and getting your final briefing and
assessment when you return.

GENERAL
The United States is a user country of genetic resources. Most of the largest transnational corporations
seeking access to genetic resources and claiming patents for inventions related to them are based in the
US; several among them have only recently been accused by provider countries ofbiopiracy.
The US has signed but not ratified the CBD and has thus observer status at the COPs. The adoption ofthe
'Bonn guidelines on Access to Genetic Resources and Fair and Equitable Sharing ofthe Benefits Arising
out oftheir Utilization' was not supported by the US delegation.
INTERl~ATIONAL

REGIME ON ABS

We are very reluctant to the further elaboration of an international regime on ABS. The US considers
contracts between providers and users, on a voluntary basis, to be the most appropriate way to provide
for fair and equitable benefit-sharing.
The US strongly opposes the adoption of an internationally binding instrument on ABS, as we think that
the World Summit on Sustainable Development (WSSD) deliberately left out the term 'internationally
binding' from the Plan on Implementation, which suggests that any regime to be elaborated would be
voluntary.
In accordance with its position in negotiating the Bonn guidelines, the US does not support the inclusion
ofany means for verification, institutional guarantees for compliance, sanctions, and remedies for breach
of ternlS in the document to be adopted by the working group.
I These instructions are purely fictitious and do not reflect the official position of the US on the issue of an
international regime on access and benefit sharing and related issues. These instructions were prepared by the
Division of Environmental Conventions of UNEP, on the basis of a simulation exercise prepared and run by
UNITAR, for the sole purpose of the simulation exercise of the South Asia Training Workshop for MEA
Negotiators, held in Colombo, Sri Lanka, from 5-7 October 2005. Please do not cite, circulate or make reference to
this document without the prior explicit approval ofUNEP.
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PRIOR INFORMED CONSENT/MUTUALLY AGREED TERMS
Access frameworks on a contractual basis should be based on the principles of transparency, non
discrimination, and minimization of cost. Overall, they should aim to facilitate access to genetic
resources, Moreover, restrictions on access should be limited to a minimum, be based on legal
grounds and be transparent. Prior informed consent should be limited to the consent of one national
authority centralizingABS issues. Information regarding the intended use of the resource should be
included on a voluntary basis.

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS
We acknowledge that benefit sharing and access are worthy goals. However, the US holds the view
that they will not be achieved by a disclosure requirement in patent law. Thus, we oppose the
inclusion of mandatory disclosure requirements (both on country or region) in patent applications,
which are considered to be incompatible with the TRIPs Agreement since they add another substantive
condition on patentability beyond those already provided.
We do not see any conflict between the CBD and the TRIPS Agreement. Their relationship is
considered to be complementary, not contrary. On no account should TRIPS Art. 27.3 be amended.
The TRIPS Agreement establishes appropriate levels of protection for IPRs, including patents that
can be supportive of the CBD. Furthermore, it warns against any weakening of patent laws, such as
a ban on patenting oflife forms, which would result in less incentive for the protection ofbiodiversity.
The US considers contractual arrangements between users and providers to be an adequate
mechanism of protection of intellectual property issues such as traditional knowledge. We think
that there potential negative effects of making such commitments mandatory under the TRIPS as
well as on the burden on patent examiners to revise any patent application for compliance.
However, we are ready to accept mechanisms for re-examination of inappropriately granted patents
and to create traditional knowledge databases to assist in the identification of prior art,
For your information we do not support the WI PO Intergovernmental Committee on Intellectual
Property, Genetic Resources, Traditional Knowledge and Folklore.
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THE DISTINGUISHED CHAIR OF THE
WORKING GROUP ON ABS
Subject: Brief guidance to act as a Chair of the Working Group on Access and Benefit Sharing 1
Dear Ambassador,
I wish to congratulate you on your election as Chair of the Working Group on Access to Genetic
Resources and Benefit-Sharing (ABS). I am confident that your experience in chairing such
negotiations as well as your strong knowledge of the issues will strengthen and enrich the process
and allow the Working Group to make progress on some of the many complex and difficult issues
on the agenda. Your standing in both industrialized and developing countries should enable you to
effectively facilitate the discussions of this Working Group.
This note is designed to guide you in the process of chairing this meeting, the agenda of which may
give rise to controversies and complicated discussions, in order to ensure that this Working Group
IS a success.
GENERAL GUIDANCE
It is my hope that under your leadership, the Working Group will be able to yield recommendations
that will lay the foundations for a strong international regime on ABS, whichever nature and form
is adopted. Our goal and that of the international community should be, at all times, to facilitate a
meaningful and open discussion on this and related issues and to enhance each Partie's and observer's
understanding of the concerns and interests of the others. At the same time, discussions should
remain focused on the particular issue on the agenda, i.e. that of an international regime on ABS.

The role of the Chair in any international multi-party negotiation is always important. Given the
complexity of the negotiations within the Working Group on ABS, the success of the endeavor will
require a Chair who commands the respect of the participants and can manage the proceedings in a
timely and efficient manner.
RUNNING THE MEETING
As an experienced negotiator, Your Excellency, you are best qualified to dec:1e'how to run this
meeting. However, it is suggested that you begin with a brief round of introductory general statements
from Parties and observers on the issue. This could then be followed by a set of small group caucus
meetings, if you or the participants so desire in order to allow them to coordinate positions and/or
create alliances.
In order to keep discussions focused, it is recommended that you regularly summarize the key
points made by Parties, as well as identify areas of convergence or divergence of views. As a Chair
you are also tasked with the difficult work of guiding discussions by identifying concrete options
and alternatives for each issue in order to try and reconcile views or identify areas for compromises.
In any event, at the end of each session, you should outline a brief summary of the proceedings of
the session, identifying these aspects, if it was not possible to do so during the discussions.
I This guidance is purely fictitious and does not reflect the official position of either the CBD Secretariat or any of
its Parties and observers on the issue of an international regime on access and benefit sharing and related issues.
This guidance was prepared by the Division of Environmental Conventions of UNEP, on the basis of a simulation
exercise prepared and run by UNITAR, for the sole purpose of the simulation exercise of the South Asia Training
Workshop for MEA Negotiators, held in Colombo, Sri Lanka, from 5-7 October 2005. Please do not cite, circulate
or make reference to this document without the prior explicit approval of UNEP.
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For this purpose, you may find it useful to list ofpossible options for each area that can then be used
to create an overall package. This may happen through building upon the proposals of various
Parties, through a merger of several proposals, or through your own efforts at crafting a new package
that would be acceptable to all parties. Since Parties are likely to value issues differently, there will
be a rich scope for trading on issues and compromises.
All participants will come to the table with well-developed positions and explicit instructions from
capital about what they can and cannot say. Many Parties might be very reluctant to compromise
their formal positions and will attempt to wrest control of the meeting in order to avoid having to
brainstorm or improvise in any way. Caucuseslregional meetings amongst Parties can be very helpful
to generate consensus and avoid deadlocks and lengthy discussions during negotiations. In case
deadlocks occur, it is recommended that you break down discussions in various working groups/
contact groups/Friends of the Chair group to get small numbers of participants to discuss specific
various thorny issues.
It would also be useful to meet the delegates before the negotiations begin to make them more

aware ofwhat your role as Chair will entail. While you should remain open to all proposals, I would
strongly encourage you to assert your leadership as a Chair as early as possible during the negotiations,
e.g. in your opening/welcoming speech.
I hope that the above suggestions are of use. I wish you the very best of luck in facilitating these
discussions and reaching a strong compromised text.
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ANNEX4B

Sirnulation Exercise
Country Representations

Country
Represented

NAME
Afghanistan
1 1'-15. Lecda aria

Switzer-land

2 I'-'r. Sarniuliah Nuristalli
3 1",11', Faquirulla
Bangladesh

FAa
Australia

4 I'-'lrs. Silallnaj Rab

Greenpeace

5 1'-';. Soia man Haider

Soutll Africa
Brazil

(')

,tv1r, Falyaz

t~lursl'1icl

Kazl

Bhutan
"7
I

t-lr.Ugen Tcnzin

8 I'-'lr.S'lcra Ulendup
India

USA
India

t'k. S.K, Srivastava
I'-1r. P.B. Rastogi

9 t'k. DalllnlU Ravi
Iran
'10 r"ls. Pegah AmirDiva!ll
'1 '1 t-1s. !'Jarguess Saffar

12 tv'r. r\o1ollammad Hashemi

Germany
India
f'.1exico
Tanzania

Maldives
'1 :-; I'-k. Abdulla Shibau

Tanzarlia

14 tvls. Aishath Aileen Niyaz

Gerrnany

'15 t'lr. Ahmed Hassan Zuhatr

USA

Nepal

16 f'.'l(', Sitar-am Tinlsina
17 I'-1r. Durga Prasad Khatiwada

f'.'lexico
Brazil

Pakistan
18 f'.'1r. Fazal Hakcem
19 f'.'1r. Raja I'-'lullammad Akhtar Iqbal

20 1'-11'. Jamii Ahrnad
Sri Lanka
2'1 tv1r. Anura Jayatilake

lOBI
Australia
CHAIR
Switzerland

22 Hr. Gamini Gamage

USA

23 Padmini Batuwitage

IIFB

24 R. Semasighe

Brazil
Mexico

25 f'.1r.Sarath Fernando
26 f'.1r. Dayananda Kaariyav./asam

27 rv15. Anoja Herath

Green Peace
Illdia

28 Sarnanta Jayasuriya

Soutr!l Africa
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11,
I

SOUTH ASIA WORKSHOP FOR MEA NEGOTIATORS
COLOMBO, SRI

5-7 OCTO

Workshop Evaluatioil Questionnaire

This tllJfJSnonnmr(~ contains items mlated to senne aspects of thiS V~nrkshop We would like
10 solicit you:, input in order to Ofgamze a better Workshop in the future as 'wall as to
positively revise and reCine the Draft Simple Guide for NegotiHtofS of MEAs. P~ease share
'oVittl us your commenhi 011 each aspect giving your honest evaluation and provide LIS
acldlllonal commcmts if any' not covered 10 ths questionmllm

SECTION A: General Evaluation of the Workshop
Plea::;e use the ro!lowiu4 scoring scale for this quesliofi as a W8>' 10 comment on general
loqislics of lhis Course.
1 =- Poor:

:1!:: Good:

01. Time provided for you to prepare
for the Workshop

02. Overall benefits of the Workshop
to your work
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4 !:: VAry Good·

5;;: Exmllent

DDDDD
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Q3. Relevance of the Workshop
to your work

Q4. Quality of the discussions and
materials provided

DDODO
D D
'------'

QS. Venue and organization
of the Workshop

QG. Workshop facilities and
administration

Q7. Relevance of the Draft Guide
Simple for Negotiators of MEAs

QS. How useful would it be to you
and your work?

Qg. Have the objectives of the
Workshop been achieved?

Q10. Have you achieved the
Expected output from the Workshop?

00

DDDDD
DDODD
DDOOO
ODDOD
DDDOD

D 0 0 0 0

SECTION B: Specific Aspects of the Workshop
Please give your brief commentl opinions on each of the following
1. The value of the Workshop to you.
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2. Was the duration of the Workshop adequate? If not, what would you propose as
adequate period?

:

.

3. Was there a topic on negotiation really irnportant to you but missed?

4. Did you think the scope of the Draft Simple Guide for Nogotiators of MEAs was
sufficient?

5. Are there additional issues you WOllid like to be addrossed in tho Draft Simple
Guide? What issues or topics?

run

Ijl

fl

6. Wore thore topics in tho Draft Simple Guide that you did not find useful?
Which ones?
-

,
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7. Were there sections in the Draft Simple Guide you found confusing? Which ones?

8. Are there sectIons In the Draft Simple Guide you think could be deleted?
Which ones?

._----_.- -------- - ------- -- -_._------ ------ -------------

9. Are topics you would like to see covered In additional Annexes? Which ones?

10, Do you think the Workshop will enhance your negotiation capacity and improve
your participation as an individual or delegation to any future negotiation? If It did,
how and if it did not, what should be considered in the future Workshops?

-

,~--'--

,~.-,------,~,~--,--~

...

--,-~~---~-,-~-~~----~---~,----....-----~----,-----_._--------------,---
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11. Were the topics selected for oral presentations useful to enhance your
negotiation skills and capability?

12. Were the oral presentations made useful for the simulation exercise done during
the Workshop?

13. What would be your comments on the simulation exercise done? Was it useful to
expose you to negotiation skills? If so, how Of if not, what would you have liked to see
done?

14. Are there any other comments you wish to make or observations that you foel
should be brought to our attention? If yes, please write these additional comments
not covered in this questionnaire (you may continue on the back of this page).
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ANNEX 6

ANALYSIS OF WORKSHOP EVALUATION
UNEP's representative circulated th~ evaluation form (Annex 5) to all the partkipants (Annex 2) at
the \\orkshop and requested their allentioll to the evaluation to consider the n:sponse for 1'0110\\ up to
lhe \\orkshop and rqdonal capacity building activities.

There \\ere 32 participants at the \\orkshop ad 19 participants responded to the request and returned
the evaluation form to the secretarial. Responses received are tabulated bdow with response for eadl
orthe ten questions indicated as a separate row with record head indicating the Question Ilumber (QI
to () 1()). \\ hile eadl of the columns indicatin!; the number of the respondent sequenced from I to 19.

SECTION A: GENERAL EVALUATION OF THE WORKSHOP
Indiyidunl Responses to the Eyaluation Form (Annex 5):

1

2

3

4

5

S

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

«<

01

5

2

3

3

3

4

3

1

1

4

3

2

2

2

2

1

2

5

5

01

wor~shop

02

5

5

5

4

5

4

4

3

5

4

5

4

4

5

4

4

5

5

5

02

overail benefl:

03

3

5

5

4

5

4

4

3

5

3

5

4

4

5

5

3

5

5

5

03

04

5

5

5

5

5

5

4

3

5

4

4

5

4

4

4

3

5

3

5

Q4

05

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

3

5

4

5

5

4

4

3

4

5

3

5

05

06

5

4

4

5

5

4

4

3

5

3

5

5

3

3

3

4

4

3

5

Q6

07

5

4

5

5

3

4

OS

5

5

4

09

5

4

5

010

4

4

5

:t*

Q7

re'evance
quality of ()jSCUSSions and
matenal
venue and orga!1lzatlon of
the wls
wls faCilities and
administration
Relevance of the Draft
Pnmer

4

=*

4
4

3

3

5

RESPONDENT #

duration

5

5

5

4

4

3

4

5

4

5

4

5

4

4

5

5

3

5

4

5

OS

Usefulness to Ina wor,?

4

5

4

3

4

4

4

3

4

5

Q9

ObJectlVes have been met?

4

4

4

3

4

4

3

4

4

5

010

Expectations me\'!

RATING CODE.
1 :: Poor:

2 = Fair:

3 = Good.

4 = Very Good.

5:: Excellent

The responses are grouped to aid the anal)sis as indicated below:
WORKSHOP EVALUATION ANALYSIS
32 PARTICIPANTS, 19 RESPONDENTS
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01
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Q4
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Q6
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Q6
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07

07
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08
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09
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010

010

01
I
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SECTION A: GENERAL EVALUATION OF THE WORKSHOP
Percentage Rankings I Re$ponses:
I ::: P')or

~:'

= ~ <m

') :::

G:::.Jtj

-1 ::: '.fa('1

1

2

3

4

5

a1, Time provided for you to prepare
for the Workshop

a2. Overall benefits of the Workshop
to your work
03. Relevance of the Workshop
to your work

04. Quality of the discussions and

materials pro¥,ded

as. Venue and organizaUon
of the Workshop

06. Workshop facilities and
administration

01. Relevance of the Draft Guide
Simple for Negot~ators of MEAs

as. How U$eful would it be to you
and your work?

r-;-1

r;r rj"0 rj'7l rsJl

L:..J ~ ~ ~ L.::.J

09. Have the objBctives of the
Workshop b&en achieved?

r-;-1 I'5l Ij"';l ~ r:;t
L:.:.J L.:..J L.!.:J L::..J ~

a10. Have you achieved the
E,.;pected output from the Workshop?

r-;-1 ~ I,]l r-:;I IV
L:..J L-:.J ~ L:2.J L..::J
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SECTION A - GENERAL EVALUATION OF THE WORKSHOP

1. Time provided for workshop preparation
The participants indicated that there should be much longer lead time for the preparation
time. Some of the participants received their clearance or nomination confirmed only 3 or 4
days prior to the workshop.
2. Overall Benefits of the Workshop to your work
Major proportion (95%) of the responses indicated a valuable time spent at the workshop
and the relevance to their future follow up and benefits to the work.
3. Relevance of the Workshop
Approximately 80% of the responses indicated that the workshop is quite relevant to the
work.
4. Quality of the discussions and materials provided
While 85% of the responses indicate a high rating on the workshop documents and the
background I reference materials provided, 15% of the responses rated the information
material as "Good".
5. Venue and organization of the Workshop
The venue and organization of the workshop received a good note from the responses with
none ofthen indicating a negation and with 85% rating the organization very good to excellent.
6. Workshop facilities and administration
The facilities and administration received a positive note with the responses equally
ranging from good to excellent
7. Relevance of the Draft Guide Simple for Negotiators of MEAs
About 80% of the responses indicated the Draft Guide as highly relevant and the
remaining rating the draft guide as relevant (none indicated not relevant)
8. How useful would it be to you and your work
90% of the responses indicate very useful and beneficial to the work and the rest indicated
"Good". None indicated "not useful"
9. Have the objectives of the Workshop been achieved?
At least 5% of the participants felt that the workshop could be more focused to address the
objectives. With 16% of the responses indicating a balanced opinion that the objectives
were achieved, about 80% of the responses indicated a highly effective conduct of the
workshop in addressing the objectives.
10. Have you achieved the Expected output from the Workshop?
About 80% indicate a highly rated response to the query and 20% indicated positively to
the query.
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SECTION B -SPECIFIC ASPECTS OF THE WORKSHOP
Specific comments I recommendations:

1. Selection of the participants should include individuals who will be directly involved in
the negotiating process.
2. Continuity on the trainees should be observed.
3. Negotiation simulation exercise materials should be made available much in advance,
prior to the actual training workshop.
4. The workshop should be considered for longer duration, for example five to seven days.
The present schedule and time frame was short and the sessions through the day were
rather long (0900hrs.-I800hrs.).
5. The workshop documents may include more information related to other MEAs additional
case studies, and critical reviews for example, on success and failures of earlier CBD and
UNFCCC negotiations that should be considered in-country preparatory meetings.
6. The technical sessions (simulation exercises) must ensure mandatory participation from
all the participants and get everyone speaking during the sessions.
7. The simulation exercise should also ensure clearer mandate for NGOs, so that they have
ideas on how to interject their ideas.
8. NGOs should be encouraged towards more involvement at the simulation exercises.
9. More frequent country workshops, and sub-regional meetings should be considered. Such
consideration would also ensure continuity in skills.
10. The organisers should consider continuity in participants - to develop human resources.
11. Training workshops should be conducted prior to the COPs events and be targeted to
focus on upcoming issues.
12. Regional training workshops organised prior to the COPs events will also help in regional
consensus on the issues.
13. The training workshops may address Environment and Trade related issues and specific
areas such as Sustainable Production and Consumption to maintain SD or UNFCCCI
Kyoto Protocol and further focus on inter-linkages.
14. Where possible the regional workshops may be conducted away from the main city to
ensure participation full-time from the local participants.
A general and unanimous feeling from the group was observed to the high quality of the technical
sessions. Feedback at the conclusion ofthis workshop was extremely positive with the respondents
overall rating to the workshop as 44% excellent; 33% very good; 18% Average and 5% Below
Average indicating necessary attention to the status. Regional participants found the workshop to
have been very timely and requested further and more intense training workshops ofthis type.
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